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1. OVERVIEW

A. Purpose of this Investigation

While the American product has been declining vis a vis that
of foreign competition and while this competition has been
narrowing the margin between cost and profit, there has been a
flood of organizational gimmickry into the system which has been
used in a desperate attempt to reverse the trend. These gimmicks
have not only been seriously limited in their ability to increase
productivity both qualitatively and quantitatively, but-they have
produced an unfortunate side effect in that the American worker
has grown tired of these "solutions." For instance, several
employees at WBNP reacted to our survey as just another useless
gimmick. One said, "This (survey) is a waste of money" and
another employee commented that "if this survey doesn't come out
in TVA's favor it will be like all the rest of the employee
suggestions: forgot about."

American industry is overloaded with people helpers and
productivity pushers who are developing complex formulas for
what should be obvious to good managers. The endless spin-offs
of these formulas leave no time for more fundamental innovations;
in addition, the introduction of too much procedure unrelated to
real organizational and individual goals has permitted policy,
however well intended, sometimes actually to shelter unethical
actions. When policy is so abused, people lose trust in their
institutions. When trust is weakened, three strong reactions
insue: turning off, special interests demands, and revenge. In
short, there exIsts a prevailing and growing malcontent in today's
work force, and most experts state that this dissatisfaction has
developed into a lack of trust and dissatisfaction with authority in
general. For example, in, 1958, 12% of the middle class did not
"trust" the government; by 1978, that mistrust had grown to 76%.
The situation is similar for previously "favored" institutions, from
hospitals and schools to law enforcement agencies. TVA is one of
this latter, formerly favored, group of institutions.

This lack of trust between the worker (who is increasingly
concerned with his/her personal values and individual rights) and
business (which is increasingly and emphatically more concerned
w ith the demands of the market) was most recently demonstrated in
a plant in the Midwest. In this instance, the officers of a modest
size manufacturing plant publicly stated that their factory needed
less stringent water and air pollution standards in order to stay in
business. The. Environmental Protection Agency granted their
formal request; however, the plant was shut down by its own work
force, who simply did not believe the company and, thereby,
resisted what they perceived to be a company request for an
unnecessary compromise with health hazards, not only for
themselves but for the surrounding community as well.



It is essential that ethical exchange be developed between
managers and employees. We know that once this process is
engaged, the trust that we spoke of earlier can become
reestablished where it had been previously lost or weakened. This
mutual trust between these two groups is the very .source of the
much -sought-after human condition known as psychological safety;
and this, in turn, forms the core component of inter- and intra-
group morale. The promotion of this kind of understanding is the
only logical step public and private employers can take under the
prevailing set of circumstances.

The three principal goals of WBNP, as proposed by Peter
Drucker and elaborated by Mr. Wilkins, are:

(1) Build the plant
(2) Develop the employees
(3) Improve the TVA image.

Let us be more specific about Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.
Conditions at Watts Bar in the summer of 1981, as reported by
management to us, * included several factors which management
considered highly undesirable. Morale was low; productivity was
behind schedule; turnover was increasing especially among
technical and engineering personnel, and the atmosphere of trust
in management and pride in TVA which previously prevailed seems
to have been replaced by mistrust and lack of identification with
the organization. .

It was the purpose of the present investigation: (a) to
determine the extent to which these undesirable situations actually
were occuring; (b) to evaluate potential causes of the
difficulties -- that is, to diagnose the situation, to locate the
segments of the organization most adversely affected (and those
free from the disorders); and (c) to recommend possible
organizational interventions to retore the organization to a more
healthy condition. We are seeking to increase employee
satisfaction and trust, and to increase productivity and quality of
work.

We can (omitting many important variables and feedback
loops) outline a rather simple causal chain. It begins with the
present job situation as the individual sees it, which has impact on
the individual (who carries with him the values and experiences of
his past, as well as his own present value of himself and belief in
his abilities). The individual, as a consequence of his relationship
to the situation as he sees it, develops certain intentions to behave
in what seem to him appropriate ways, and, if circumstances do
not interfere, goes on to the actual behavior. For example, a
technician who has had considerable experience on the job and
believes that he is doing work equivalent to that of engineers,
perceives himself as equivalent to the graduate engineers around
him. If his attempts to secure reclassification have failed because



his performance has not been recognized, he may decide to stop
trying on his job and to look around for a better one. In this
case, his reduced efforts are likely to lead to decreased
satisfaction with his job. In contrast, if his performance i's
recognized even verbally, he may feel that additional effort on his
part will ultimately lead to the reclassification he seeks, and he
may take on additional work or otherwise exert additional effort to
make his value to the organization more evident. Recognized
accomplishment is a reward in and of itself. In this second case,
his job tatisfaction is likely to increase as a result of his further
accomplishments.

The characteristics of the job, the supervision, the reward
system (including the supervision), etc., can be considered as
inputs into the situation. The individual's behaviors can be
considered as outputs. The feelings and hopes of the individual
must also be considered as outputs. All such results can be calledit outcomes. " Certain specific characteristics of the individual
mediate the relationships between the inputs and the outcomes,
and therefore may alter their relationships to each other. It is our
task, then, to diagnose the situation so that we can change the
inputs, with due regard to differences among individuals, and, as
a consequence, change outputs or outcomes of the system, thus
increasing satisfaction, trust, and productivity, and decreasing
turnover of desirable personnel.

I The above discussion, however, does not include all factors
or inputs which have impact on the individual. Oth-er factors
include person.s with whom he compares himself (reference
groups), long-term aspirations, his family's attitude toward work,
and the feeling in the community about his job and his
organization, etc. Some of the influences which affect the way an
individual views his Work are relatively permanent characteristics
of the person, such as his work values, his parents' aspirations
for him, the person's previous experiences -of success or failure,
his feelings of self-esteem, the education and training he has
obtained, the alternative jobs that he sees open to him, the way
his friends and community view his job, etc. Many of these
influences, however, are only relatively permanent -- a concerted
effort could alter them -- but within the context of the present
study, we must consider them relatively fixed. What is potentially
under the control of TVA are characteristics of the job situation,
and it is to these that we have to direct our attention if we are to
improve satisfaction and productivity and decrease turnover of
good employees.

This discussion brings us to the outcome component of the
sequence which runs from the situation, to the individual, and
then to outcome feelings and behavior. Ideally, for each separate
individual, we would like to have objective measures of withdrawal
from the job such as absences, turnover, and time on the job
spent in non-work activities. Management and the researchers



decided, however, that the responses to our questions mu'st be
fully confidential and anonymous. As a result,, we could not match
an individual's questionnaire to his performance records.
Examination of the present records, moreover, indicates that there
are many biasing factors operating which would- limit their
usefulness even if they were available for this study. For
example, absence figures are distorted by differences in amount of
sick leave involved. Even if we partialled out that effect
statistically, we would be faced by the problem that absence
records are reported in total number of days. The literature on
absence'data shows that the 'statistics most closely related to actual
satisfaction and morale figures is not total days, but total
"occasions' absent, i.e. "incidents", or blocks of time absent from

the job. Another discouragement- from endeavoring to use absence
data in this study was indicated by one of the questions we asked,
"How many days do you expect to be absent in the next six
months?" Item 24 did not show any significant relationships with
any of the satisfaction variables, suggesting that absences at
Watts Bar are not primarily a means of expressing dislike for the
job. (We plan later, nonetheless, to group existing absence data
to obtain averages for groups of employees, and see if, on the
"aggregate" level, absences can be used as at least a crude index
of job satisfaction or involvement.)

Other presumably "objective" measures could be explored at a
group level; however, these would pose problems also. Several
examples follow: (a) the number of work packages completed, or
average time to cdmplete in relation to time allowed, seems to be
highly dependent on forces beyond the control of the work group;
(b) grievances ~occur rather infrequently, and are filed often for
political reasons rather than as an evidence of dissatisfaction; and
(c) ratings of performance, as is almost always the case in
industry and especially in civil service, are almost always
extremely favorable, and thus fail to give a basis for
discrimination between the poor, the average, and the superior
employee. Moreover, they give only one summary evaluation,
which usually does not permit the supervisor to talk about the
specific behaviors associated with the strengths and weaknesses of
the employee. In addition, the summary evaluation does not permit
the investigator to determine which aspects of performance need
attention. For these and other reasons, we introduced some
questions to measure other outcome variables, such as intention to
quit and measures of trust, in addition to the very important
measures of job satisfactions.

Figure 1 (located after the Discussions and Conclusions
section of this report) shows the Input, Personal Characteristics,
and Outcome Measures which were included in the present study.
These will be discussed in succeeding sections.

This framework is over- simplified, although it serves well
enough as a basis for organization of our Results. Actually, many



factors influence outcomes, as well as inputs and personal
characteristics, and a large and highly complex diagram could be
drawn in an attempt to include them all.

We prefer to use a moderately simple schematic (see Schematic
A immediately at the end of this section), devised by Smith and
Cranny in their chapter in the Annual Review of Psychology in
1968, because of its broad general applicability. It still serves as
a broad summary of current cognitive theory and empirical
evidence concerning motivation, satisfactions, and performance.
The following discussion is quoted from the (widely cited) original
(Smith Cranny, 1968):

JOB ATTITUDES AND PERFORMANCE

The traditional model has assumed that managerial or
supervisory actions affect job satisfactions, which in turn
induce changes in performance because of the facilitative
effects of satisfaction and the disruptive influences of
dissatisfaction. In this kind of system performance was
associated with rewards which were in turn assumed to
influence satisfaction. The manipulation of incentive systems
by management and unions was based on this kind of model
which assumes a loop through satisfaction to performance to
rewards and back to further satisfaction.

The research of the last several years has suggested
that a simpJer and more easily conceptualized model is
possible. We suggest a three-way relationship among job
satisfactions, effort, and rewards. These variables can be
viewed as" lying at the three corners of a triangle. Any
variable represented by one of the three corners may have
causal effects on any other member, either alone or in
conjunction with the third. For example, rewards may cause
job satisfaction or job satisfaction may be reflected in
behavior which is rewarded. The satisfied worker may,
therefore, be rewarded by his foreman or supervisor merely
because of his 6ooperativeness. We are also suggesting that
the impact of job satisfaction and of rewards is not directly
on performance but on effort. That is, the worker, in some
cases at least, will try harder if he is satisfied or if he is
rewarded. This does not necessarily mean that he will
perform better.

In this conceptual ization, then, the only variable which
directly affects performance is the variable of effort or
intention. The relationships among these three variables are
viewed as being completely reciprocal. Performances lie in
the center of this triangle. As noted, performances are
influenced only by effort but may influence both satisfactions
and rewards.

The one set of variables in this system which can be
directly altered by management is rewards. Management can
affect productivity or satisfaction only indirectly through



appropriately structuring the ways rewards will be viewed by
the worker...

The relationship that has traditionally been investigated
is that between satisfaction and effort or intention. The
assumption has been that the satisfied worker increases his
effort because of gratitude. The recent literature offers
very little support for this assumption.

Job satisfaction might alternatively be assumed to have
an impact upon effort or intention through the mediation of
one of several other intervening variables. One of these
might be activation or arousal [(see Scott (1966)]. Scott's
thesis, in part, is that increased arousal will be accompanied
by increased effort and possibly by increased performance.
Task design could then be varied to prevent performance
decrements and dissatisfaction. This report represents a
significant deviation from the need- or drive-reduction
theories which purport to explain the relationships between
situation and performance. As Lawler and Porter (1967) have
pointed out, the relationships between satisfaction and
performance must be mediated by effort. It is through the
worker's perceived role that satisfaction is related to effort in
their model. The concept of effort rather than satisfaction as
the determinant of industrial behavior seems to us an
important one, especially in view of other work which also
relates intention to performance.. The effort variable as conceptualized here seems quite
similar to the intent-ion variable defined by Ryan (1958) and
subsequently investigated by Locke (1965, 1966, 1966, 1966).
In a systematic series of well-designed experiments, Locke &
Bryan (1967, 1966, 1966) have investigated the relationship
between the subject's goals and his performance. They
report that this relationship is not directly affected by
differences in satisfaction or rewards. Quite clearly, these
experiments indicate that specific, hard goals produce a
higher level of performance than either easy goals or goals
induced by instruction to "do your best." When the effects
of intention are partialed out, rewards show no relationships
to performance.

As noted above, our model suggests that satisfaction is
related to performance only through the effects of effort or
intention. Rewards, 'or expected rewards, are also related to
performance only through their relationships with effort.

The manipulation of tasks and other rewards must be
considered in greater breadth if theory is to encompass the
effects of expectations on performance. A change in
organizational policy might well alter the individual's expected
rewards in the form of task characteristics, pay, promotion,
social relationships, etc. In the model we have proposed
above we -would say that say that any discussion of
organizations should concern itself with the rewards-effort-
performance cycle, rather than with a direct link from
rewards to performance. It should be obvious that the term



rewards as used here is intended to be a multidimensional
concept.

B. Preliminary Investigations

Because of the cooperation of Asa Kelley and of Joe Wilkins
and his staff, the researchers were able to identify the major areas
of concern at WBNP and submitted a proposal for a research
endeavor to diagnose the causes of those concerns. That proposal
was accepted.

Our contract with TVA began on June 16, 1981. On June 22,
the principal investigators attended a strategy meeting held at
WBNP with Asa Kelley, Joe Wilkins, Pat Hardin, Don Barksdale,
and Gene Stanaland. At that time we mapped out our data
gathering procedures. We began by attending some of the initial
motivation seminars conducted by Dr. Stanaland for the Watts Bar
white collar workers, their managers, and craft foremen. This
was done at the suggestion of Asa Kelley. Dr. Stanaland's
sessions continued until July 9. During the course of most of
these sessions, Dr. Stanaland opened the meetings to "gripe"
sessions, each lasting approximately 20 minutes. Since he was an
independent third party contracted by TVA, these gripe sessions
could be characterized as being candid and spontaneous. Dr.
Stanaland took extreme care not to lead the participants. After
each session he compiled notes on the comments made and sent
copies to the resdarchers (see Appendix A). Not only did this
supply us with valuable data, but Dr. Stanaland "positioned" the
research team :so that when we actually began to collect data
ourselves, we believe that we were not viewed as an intrusion by
the employees, i.e., we were expected. In addition, by attending
some of these sessions and by walking around the plant in the off-
hours, we became familiar faces so that we were viewed less as
strangers. .It should also be stated here that Mr. Barksdale
published an article about the purpose and function of the
research team in his weekly newsletter "Watts Happening," which
is distributed throughout WBNP.

In addition to the above information, Mr. Joe Wilkins gave us
access to information collected from his subordinates during the
Listening Sessions he conducted.

This information which was collected "up front" gave us
insights into the existing situation at WBNP, but we had to obtain
further information in our preliminary investigations. The
information which we initially gathered allowed us to build a
structured interview format consisting of 17 questions. On July
21, 22, 23, and 24, two interviewers asked these 17 questions in
private interviews conducted on a sample of 20 WBNP managers and
employees. Each of these interview sessions lasted approximately
one hour.



During the course of these interviews at WBNP, a third
member of our research team spent several days with Ms. Pat
Hardin at TVA Headquarters in Knoxville. There, with the
cooperation of the personnel department, the investigator gained
access to absence and other personnel data; he also sat in on a
grievance session at the invitation of Mr. Asa Kelley.

The interview sessions were concluded on July 24 (please see
Appendix B for interview findings).

On Saturday, July 25; at the invitation of Mr. Joe Wilkins,
the entire visiting research team attended Mr. Wilkins' monthly top
management meeting which lasted approximately four hours. The
content of this meeting focused, in the main, on employee morale
and productivity issues.

During the next several weeks, the investigators integrated
all of the information collected to that juncture. At the end of this
time period, and based upon this information, a questionnaire was
constructed consisting of 262 items. This questionnaire was
designed and specifically tailored for WBNP.

On August 17 to August 22, these questionnaires were
administered to essentially all of the Watts Bar white collar
employees, their supervisors, and the craft foremen.

While the results of the questionnaire were being computer-
analyzed, one of the investigators attended an additional
managerial meeting at WBNP on Saturday, August 29, again at the
invitation of Mr. Joe Wilkins.

All of the information gathered during the above several
months greatly aided us in the interpretation of the survey results
below.
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1I. DESIGN OF STUDIES FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION

INTERVENTIONS AT WBNP

Three sessions of Questionnaire administration are planned, one at the
beginning (discussed in this report), and two after whatever
interventions seem advisable have been decided upon and put into
.effect. The first, or experimental pre-test, establishes baseline
figures, against which comparison can be made after the interventions
are well under~way and again when the initial effects have had time to
settle down and more long-term effects can be evaluated.

In addition to forming a basis for evaluation of improvement (or lack of
improvement), each of the session's is designed to permit a diagnosis
(and prognosis) for WBNP at that time. It will enable us to determine
the way in which various attitudes, feelings, and intentions to behave
are related to the perceived job situation and to characteristics of the
individuals. In particular, with the cooperation of management, it will
enable us to recommend interventions to improve the situation, and
modifications in those recommendations at later dates. It is important at
each stage to explore as many as possible of the relevant dimensions,
and the way they relate to one another. At each of the post-test
sessions, before-and-after comparisons can be made, not only of
averages, but also of the way variables correlate with one another. (We
would hope, for example, that intervention would reduce the
relationship between some perceptions of the job situation and the
tendency of the employee to quit.)

Throughout, the design is stringent in protecting the anonymity of the
individual and in making sure that the impact on the individual will be
favorable to his long-term goals and welfare.

Il-1



Ill. PROCEDURES FOR SURVEY (PRE-TEST)

* A. Sample

Employees were surveyed with an instrument tailored to cover what
were determined to be the salient problems at WBNP. All
employees in the designated job categories who were present at the
time of scheduling were requested to participate. About 750 were
eligible; those unable to attend at the scheduled. time were
requested to re-schedule their session for participation.
Approximately 670 completed the questionnaires; most of the
attrition was attributable to conflicts of schedules or absenteeism,
although some persons certainly elected not to participate.

The final sample can be broken down as follows:

By Schedule:
SA =25; SB = 100; SD =90; SE =243; M = 89; and Foremen
76.

By Division or Area of Responsibility:
Inspecting = 111; Engineering = 172; Service = 247.

By Sex:
Male =525; Female = 147.

By Race:
N-6 Caucasian -= 624; Black and other =48.

By Age:
18-25 = 116; 26-33 = 224; 34-40 =133; 41-47 =70; 48 F~older
107.

By Education:
High school = 171; Some college = 168; 2-year technical = 16;
Associate degree =106; College degree = 150; Graduate
deg ree = 33.-

By Tenure at WBNP:
Less than 1 year = 165; 1-2 years = 129; 3-5 years =146; 5-6
years =88; 7 or more years =123.

By Shift:
First =619; Second = 18; Third = 8.

By whether or not a "Job- shopper":
Job shoppers = 10; Non -job- shoppers = 638.

(Totals from these breakdowns may not agree perfectly, since
there were omissions, double markings of answer sheets, and other
errors making for missing data.)
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The sample is thus heavily male, white, under 40 years old,C under 5 years' tenure, and with some education beyond high
school. The largest group by Schedule is SE.

B. Administration

The survey (see Appendix C for booklet, and Appendix D for
for Description of Scales) was administered in groups, in 12
sessions lasting two hours each, on August 18, 19, 20, and 21,
1981. W~e explained to the participants that their responses would
be anonymous and kept strictly confidential, with no individual or
small group results being available to management or the
researchers. Because two later surveys are planned, some means
of matching questionnaires was needed. Respondents were
requested, therefore, to answer several questions which would
generate a unique identification number for each person. Subjects
were asked to write on the survey booklet itself the following
information: the third letter of their last name; the sum of the two
digits of the day of their birth month (e.g., September 8 would beo * 8 =8; September 22 would be 2 *2 = 4); the sum of the last
two digits of their birth year; and the sum of the last two digits of
their home phone number.

Respondents were promised feedback on group results, and
assured that the responses would have no effect on individuals or
on their present position at WBNP.
C. Overview of A~nalysis

Preparation of data tapes. The identification numbers were
checked, and posted on the IBM answer sheets. These were
edited for unclear markings, etc,; separate codings were made for
race and sex, which had been noted at the time of questionnaire
administration; and those questionnaires on which respondents had
written -a 91 comment regarding their job, Watts Bar, or TVA were
coded into 'Comment"/"No Comment" categories. These data were
then transcribed onto computer tapes.

Analysis of comments. All 254 comm'ents were read, and
placed into rough content categories. Certain themes were so
prevalent that it did not seem profitable to make detailed break-
downs of categories. Some of the most cogent were marked for
inclusion in the Results section of this report.

Construction of WBNP scales. All questions in the survey
booklet were included because they were apparently relevant to
the local situation. All were analyzed to determine their
psychometric properties, and some items were dropped to
reconstruct the measuring scales to fit WBNP respondents more
closely.

111-2



For previously constructed standardized measu ring
instruments (such as the Job Descriptive Index - JDI) or for
previously constructed scales which we had tailored for WBNP
(such as Patchen's Measures of Employee Motivation and Morale),
the procedure was: (a) scoring -- including, of course, reverse
scoring for items reversed in direction; (b) item-analysis --
including intercorrelations of items, item-totals, computation of
coefficients alpha with each item in turn removed from the scales,
,and removal of less reliable items (this step being ommitted for the
JDI because of the large body of data available for comparisons
with other studies using -the instrument, making it totally
inadvisable to modify it in any way for local conditions); and (c)
computation of reliabilities of resulting scales. In some cases, the
"1cleaning up" of the scales included factor analysis of the items
involved.

For special items written for WBNP, we tried to reduce the
amount of overlap of information involved by constructing small
scales. To do this, we first intercorrelated the items to form a
matrix, then factor-analyzed (principal components with orthogonal
rotations), identif ied those factors making psychologically
meaningful scales, and then proceeded with -item analysis, etc., as
in (b) and (c) above.

Analysis of resulting scales. Each of the three groups of
variables shown in Figure 1 (input, Personal Characteristics, and
Outcome Variables) was treated first in a separate analyses.
Frequencies or mean scores were tabulated or computed by sample
characteristics, such as Schedule, Division, Age, and other
demographic information. When differences were statistically
significant (Analysis of variance or Pearson r) and psychologically
meaningful, they will be discussed in the Results section below.
Some of the more interesting findings are represented also in the
figures, found after the Discussion and Conclusions Section below.

All scales within each set were intercorrelated, and, where
relevant, related to demographic and control variables. A few
scales showed no statistically significant or consistent relationships
with other variables, and were dropped from further discussion;
the data from these are, of course, available if necessary. The
matrices of significant relationships are shown in Appendices E -
G.

After the number of scales had been reduced in each set, the
sets were compared in pairs -- Input X Personal characteristics,
Input X Outcome, and Personal characteristics X Outcome.
(Computer limitations prevented our presenting all three sets
together in one printed matrix for this report, although all the
relevant data will be presented in the written report.) The joint
Input X Outcome matrix is shown in Appendix H. The results will
be discussed below.
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IV. RESULTS: OUTCOME VARIABLES

A. Morale and Satisfactions

One of the core concerns of the present investigation
concerns the general feelings employees have about their jobs. We
know from previous research that these feelings are related to
some aspects of performance on the job. This correlation of
feelings 'and actions appears .wherever the situation permits the.employee to vary his or her own performance according to his or
her own wishes and _goals. Thus attendance, tendency to leave,
complaints, and even actual output may be related to satisfactions.
The relationship between performance and the actual outcome --
job satisfaction -- may involve two-directional causation, in that
employees who feel motivated to perform well obtain gratification
from their performance and the recognition that it brings (or
should bring). At the same time, people whose job satisfactions
are accompanied by trust in management and belief that good
performance will be rewarded, may strive to receive further
satisfactions both from their own feelings of accomplishment and
from the recognition by their supervisors, and hence increase
their productivity. If, on the other hand, they believe that
increasing performance brings no rewards, and may lead to
additional work load without even hope of future compensation,
there will be little relationship between satisfaction and
performance, or even a negative one.

Overall results concerning satisfactions. The principal
measures of satisfaction were the well standardized Job Descriptive
Index (0D3), a parallel scale for overall job satisfaction (Job in
General or JIG), and a Survey of Life Satisfaction (SOLS).
(These represent Questions 1-108 in the Survey, shown in
Appendix C. The descriptions of all scales used, in the order in
which they appear in the questionnaire, are given in Appendix D.)
The JDI is an extremely carefully constructed set of scales of job
satisfaction. The original development of the JDI is described in
Smith, Kendall, and Hulin (1969). Reliability, convergent and
discriminant validity, and other psychometric properties are
excellent (see Schriesheim & Kinicki, Note 5). It has been
described as "the most carefully constructed measure of job
satisfaction in existence" (Robinson, Athanasiou, & Head, 1969;
Vro-om, 1964). It measu-res satisfaction with five aspects of the
job: Work Itself, Pay, Promotional Opportunities, Supervision,
and Coworkers. The five scales were originally validated on a
stratified random sample of 2334 individuals from 21 different
organ izations in 16 different Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas in the continental United States. -The principal advantages
of the JOI, besides its high reliability and validity and its factorial
simplicity (measuring five clearly separable although somewhat
correlated aspects), are brevity, a verbal level suitable for a wide
range of educational levels, and, especially, sensitivity to
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differences or changes in situations. It is particularly suitable for
diag9nosing organizational problems, for detecting the effectiveness
of interventions, and for monitoring or tracking change. It
thereby allows management to tailor interventions to the known
changes occurring in the job attitudes of components of its work
force'. It is now the most frequently used standardized measure in
published studies of indlustriail/organizational research. The
scales have been shown to have such wide generality of
applicability that they were not changed for use at Watts Bar.
Even so, reliabilities were checked and found to be high after its
administration.

Figure 2 (see graph section after Discussions and Conclusions
Sections) shows the average scores on each of the JDI scales for
the persons surveyed at WBNP, together with the means for the
comparable scales for the stratified random sample of employees in
the United States which were used in developing norming tables
for the JDI. (Fortunately for the ease of the present comparison,
the mix of males and females in the national sample was essentially
identical to that of WBNP. For the other demographic variables
associated with differences in satisfaction, such as job level and
education, the difference of the Watts Bar from the national sample
was only very slight, and actually in the direction of lower
education and job level in the national sample. If we had adjusted
for either of these differences, it would have raised scores on the
national norms to be used for comparison. Thus, the means for
the national sample presented here are conservative estimates of
what would have been expected At WBNP, and the differences
obtained would have been even greater if allowance had been made
for these population differences.)

The first striking finding shown in Figure 2 is that
satisfactions with all measured aspects of the job are substantially
lower at Watts Bar _than in the national sample. (The differences
are highly statistically significant. Throughout this report,
results will not be presented unless they are highly significant
-statistically (p<.0001 in almost all cases, p<.O1 or p<.05 where
specifically indicated). Moreover, since numbers of cases are
large, many differences are statistically significant while still
being so small in an absolute sense as to be of only trivial practical
significance. These latter results will also be ignored in the
discussion. We have further taken into account that we have made
a very large number of statistical tests, and have thus lost
statistical power, experiment-wise, so. that isolated differences
without confirming patterns of relationships with other variables
could be attributed to chance and are not discussed or
i nte rpreted. )

To return to Figure 2, the mean satisfaction scores are
especially low for Promotional Opportunities and Pay, and to some
extent for Work, all of these means being below the "neutral
score". This "neutral score" is the score (27) which would have
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been obtained if the employee had answered half of the questions
favorably and half unfavorably. Although lower' in all aspects, the
WBNP means are in line with the national sample in the general
shape of the satisfaction profile. In the industrial world in
general, promotional, opportunities are quite limited, and employees
are more dissatisfied with them than with other aspects of their
jobs. Pay satisfaction is next lowest, although WBNP scores are
well below the area of neutrality and the national scores somewhat
above it. Satisfaction with Coworkers and with Supervision are
above the Neutral, with satisfaction with Work about in the middle
of the range.

Pay is frequently the target of disputes about job conditions,
because it is concrete and readily visible. There is no evidence
here, however, that Pay Satisfaction is actually lower, relative to
national norms, than other satisfaction areas.

A "natural experiment" occurred during the period of the
survey. A news release concerning pay increases appeared in the
newspaper and on the bulletin boards. We deliberately read it at
the beginning of the sessions following the announcement. The
release read "White collar raises range up to 10%V and "Wage
overture final." Comparison of pay satisfaction scores (for
essentially equivalent groups measured before and after the news
release) did not differ significantly or practically as a consequence
of the announcement.

The lack of ch~ange suggests that pay dissatisfaction is not a
function of actual or expected pay, but represents a displacement
of other feelings -- a target for other frustrations.

The obtained differences between WBNP and the national
sample-are large, and demand a concerted attempt to improve the
feelings of employees in all areas, but particularly in the critical
area of Promotional Opportunities. We shall propose some changes,
as well as some methods of making present procedures more
systematic, easier, and less stressful. These changes should have
impact on all areas, but particularly on satisfactions with
Promotional Opportunities, Work, and Supervision..

Figure 3 shows results for the two general satisfaction scales,
Job in General (JIG) and Survey of Life Satisfactions (SOLS). An
individual's overall job satisfaction does not result from his simply
adding a value representing satisfaction from each of the areas
measured, but is a complex result of the way each individual
weights each of his feelings of satisfaction with its importance to
him, considering the alternatives available. We need a score
representing the result of that weighting and combining. Hence, a
scale of satisfaction with Job in General has been constructed with
care equal to that given the JDI. The JIG is a much newer scale,
however, so that published literature on it is present only in
technical reports. (See Appendix D for format and reliability
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information.) Only preliminary norms have been established - from
about 2,000 cases which are not, unfortunately, random or
perfectly representative. Since the normative sample may be
biased, we prefer to make comparisons only to the score
representing a neutral attitude (again, 27).

Overall job satisfaction is only one of the many contributors
to life satisfaction, and vice versa. Life satisfaction must be taken
into account for its possible effects on job satisfaction and the
reverse can be true as well. The Scale of Life Satisfactions
(SOLS) was developed to serve two purposes: first, we can see
how, highly job and life satisfaction are correlated, and hence how
much -the job contributes to employees' life satisfaction and how
involved they are with their jobs; secondly, (and conversely), it
gives us an estimate of the extent to which job satisfaction is
caused by circumstances in the person's personal and home life
which are beyond the control of the organization. SOLS, like JIG,
is a relatively new instrument. Its psychometric properties are
_given in Appendix D.

Means of scores for both general job satisfaction and life
satisfaction are positive, above the neutral attitude, at WBNP,
indicating a generally favorable attitude toward the job and an
even more favorable attitude toward life. (By the way, this seems
to be true, also, for the national samples for which we have data.)
We should point out here that people, when asked these general
questions, tend to sit back and contemplate their jobs and their
lives in relation tothe real world, from a rather long-term point of
view, and their evaluations are much more comparative or relative
than they are w 'hen they are actually analyzing their own specific
jobs, as in the JDI.

Note, that the respondents are not merely chronic
complainers or Pollyannas. Their responses differentiate their
feelings about different aspects of their situations. JIG is
moderately, but not extremely highly, correlated with SOLS (r =
.37). The highest correlation of JIG is with the JDI Work scale (r
= .78), the lowest with JDI Pay (r = .26), and the others are
intermediate. (See Table E for the matrix of correlations of
outcome variables.)

Differences in groups: Comparison by Schedules. In
addition to the overall findings concerning satisfactions on the JDI
scales, it is interesting to compare the results for WBNP employees
grouped according to job situations or individual characteristics.
Figures 4-7 show the differences which were highly significant in
comparing employees falling into the different work schedules at
WBNP. Work satisfaction (Figure 4) differentiates best between
persons on Schedules SA and M -(Means = 33 and 31.5,
respectively) versus those on the engineering schedules, SD and
SE, who were much less satisfied (Means = 23 and 24). This is in
contrast to what an outsider might reasonably expect: that the
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engineers, because of higher educational and job levels, would be
more satisfied than administrative and clerical workers.

Dissatisfaction with Pay is most extreme for the WBNP groups
of clerical workers, administrative personnel, and engineering
aides and associates, with the engineers and managers actually
above the neutral attitude level. (See Figure 5.)

For satisfaction with Promotional Opportunities (Figure 6),
means for all schedules are in the dissatisfied range (although,
again, eVen more so than the general population), but clerical
workers are the most dissatisfied (much like other clerical workers
surveyed in many other JDI studies who find very few avenues of
promotion from their jobs). The dissatisfaction may have been
increased by their feeling, expressed in interviews and in
comments from other sources, that it was unjust to judge them in
comparison to clerks in other local establishments. The
engineering aides and associates frequently pointed out that it was
very difficult for them to rise out of their category and to enter
the professional engineering category, because job reclassification
had to be recommended by their supervisors and approved in
Knoxville. They frequently . charged favoritism in these
recommendations. At any rate, for all groups, promotions policy
is perceived to lack clarity and to be based frequently on bias and
simple tenure rather than observed job performance.

Differences among these groups in satisfaction with
Supervision and or-oworkers were not large enough to be
meaningful. Although the scores were, overall, low, they do not
appear to differ -from schedule to schedule. Whatever the reasons
for dissatisfaction in these aspects, they are not characteristic of
jobs in only one schedule. Later analyses may reveal the reasons
for the uniformly low scores.

As we have noted above, satisfaction with Job in General
(Figure 7) is noticeably higher than that with any of the aspects.
Persons in all different categories of employees weight or
emphasize aspects of their feelings about their work itself when
arriving at a general evaluation of the job as a whole. This is
illustrated by the way the profile of the Work scale by Schedules
parallels the profile for Job in General. However, they are adding
something to their feelings of work satisfaction as is indicated by
the higher scores on Job in General. It is fortunate that none of
the groups is really disastrously low in general feeling about the
job when taking an overall, long-term view of it, or expressed
dissatisfaction and intention to quit would be even more frequent
than it is.

Life satisfaction (Figure 8) showi much smaller differences
among groups (as has been found in other studies), in line with
the fact that the job is only one of the many sources of satisfaction
or dissatisfaction with life.
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Differences in groups:. Comparison ýy Divisions.
Differences in Divisions are not as dramatic* as those between
Schedules. The three highly significant ones are shown in Figures
9-11. Among the JDI scales, only the one for the facet concerning
Work differentiated among Inspecting (very low), Engineering
(low), and Service, in that order, with only Service appearing
even slightly above the score considered neither favorable nor
unfavorable, the "neutral attitude". Although the differences
appear small, the persons responsible for Inspecting activities
experiente realI dissatisfaction with Work. N o significant
differences appeared with the Pay, Promotion, Supervision, or
Coworkers scales.

Figure 10 shows another significant difference, this time with
the Job in General, again with greater satisfaction for Services
and Engineering with Inspecting very close to the neutral point.
Figure 11 shows scores on Life Satisfaction (SOLS) to be above the
neutral point for all groups except less so for Inspecting.

Differences in groups: Comparison by background
characteristics. Satisfaction scores differ significantly (here,
p<.05) in several ways according to the background and
demographic characteristics of the employees. These results are
frequently very interesting and deserve more detailed analysis
which time, at this juncture, prohibits. These analyses should be
made when interventions are designed in detail. The great variety
and quantity of information available from this survey require that
we limit our present discussion to only the key points. Here, we
shall merely summarize the principal significant findings.

The JDI scale for satisfaction with Work shows generally a
slight decrease in satisfaction with years of education, with minor
exceptions: ,Persons with some college and those with associate
degrees were even lower in satisfaction than would have been
predicted from the overall downward trend. In contrast,
satisfaction with Work increased systematically with both age and
tenure, the most satisfied groups being those over 48 years of age
and those with over 7 years of tenure at WBNP. (These results
are in general accord with results found in a recent large-scale
doctoral research project, using three nationwide samples of three
points in time (Seeskin, Note 6). The newer, younger, and less
educated employees are least satisfied with the work they do).

Satisfaction with Pay also differed with education, but in a
different manner than the differences obtained with Work --
emphasizing the importance of considering each aspect of job
satisfaction separately (just as we must separate aspects of
performance when evaluating job performance). In general,
satisfaction with Pay increases with education (as one would
expect, since pay usually increases with job level which in turn
increases with education). There is a large exception to the
general increasing trend: Those with graduate degrees are least
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satisfied of all with their pay, falling over 7 points lower than
those with only a four-year college degree-without additional
formal education. The pay rates may be seen by those with
graduate degrees as not taking into account their additional
educational qualifications.

Satisfaction with Pay was significantly related also to age and
tenure, which, of course, are correlated with each other. The
general trend is similar for both -- employees between 26 and 33
years of-age and those with o~ne to two years' tenure at WBNP are
relatively more dissatisfied with Pay than are those somewhat older
and more experienced, with satisfaction increasing rather steadily
up to the oldest and most experienced groups. Exceptions occur
for the very youngest and very newest employees, making for
slightly U-shaped relationships. There is also a substantial jump
in satisfaction between the group with 5-6 years tenure and those
with *7 or more years at WBNP. Again, the work of Seeskin (Note
6) would lead us to expect a simple linear positive relationship; the
exceptions at WBNP should, therefore, be explored.

Satisfaction with Promotional Opportunities differs
significantly by tenure. There is an exceptionally clear U- 'shaped
relationship at WBNP, the most dissatisfied being in the 3-5 year
group and the least dissatisfied in the very new and in the longest
tenured groups. Relationships with age and education were non-
significant.

Satisfaction with Supervision did not vary significantly with
education,' but ~showed a slight highly irregular but significant
variation with age. Tenure at WBNP again gave a U-shaped
relationship.

Coworker satisfaction was related significantly only to
tenure, increasing fairly regularly with length of service.

The general satisfaction with the job (JIG) shows a decrease
with education, parallel to that for JDI Work satisfaction, but with
less extreme differences. It, too, generally increased with age
and tenure, as would be expected.

Four additional measures were introduced primarily as
controls for any distorting effect the variables might have had on
the 'outcome variables. Sex and race were noted, and correlations
were computed with all outcome variables (as well as input and
other individual variables). The management and employees at
WBNP are to be congratulated. Neither sex nor race showed a
significant relationship with any of the outcome variables,
including not only job satisfactions but also other outcome measure
to be discussed later. Incidentially, with one or two very minor
exceptions to be mentioned briefly later, they proved to be
unrelated to input or to other individual variables. Since a few
relationships can be expected by chance when so many comparisons
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are made (5 out of 100 will appear at the level of p = .05, forexample), these few should probably be ignored. One exception isa sex difference (p =.003) in satisfaction with Pay, women beingsomewhat less satisfied than men. Our results give -no evidencefor general effects of discrimination by race or sex at WBNP.

Although the efforts to avoid discrimination by sex and racehave been, quite obviously, successful, there are differencesaccording to schedules and divisions which must be attended to.These g~roups of employees do not perceive equal treatment. Weshall propose interventions to reduce these perceived inequalities.

A third variable serves as a more subtle control. It couldhave been possible that differences which show up among _groups
.of employees at WBNP were attributable not to their worksituations or their individual characteristics, but to their home andlife situations. The Survey of Life Satisfaction (SOLS) serves as atype of control for this possibility. Although it is indeed relatedto job satisfactions, as would be expected because of the effect ofthe job situation on total life satisfaction, the relationshipsbetween SOLS and other variables considered in this study areuniformly lower than those between job satisfactions and thesesame variables. (The lower level cannot be attributed tounreliability of the measure, since it is highly reliable -- seeAppendix D). In addition, SOLS scores run higher than do jobsatisfaction scores. The correlations among the scales discussedelsewhere indicate~closer relationship of job satisfaction to worksatisfaction than -to satisfaction with life in general. All of thisevidence points to a conclusion that differences in the jobsituation, rathe~r than differences in the life situation, are thecauses of job satisfactions and other outcome variables.

The fourth control variable 'Was the Marlowe-Crowne Index ofSocial Desirability. We imbedded items from this scale amongquestions from two other scales (SAA and SIGO -- see AppendicesC and D). The Marlowe-Crowne questions are designed to measurewhether people are merely answering in a way that they expectwould please the investigator or would give favorable impressionsabout themselves (see Appendix D). Control for this tendency isimportant even when the questionnaires are anonymous, partlybecause some individuals like to "kid" themselves and partiallybecause a few are suspicious that somehow their answers will notremain confidential. In general, this variable was not significantlyrelated to any of the outcomes, or for that matter, to any of theinput or individual variables. Two very minor exceptions appearto this rule of non- relationship: very low but significantcorrelations appeared with Trust in Management and Trust inFellow Employees, measures which are to be discussed later. Thecorrelations are not large enough to have any practical effect on
the results.
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Scientists are extremely cautious about concluding "null" or
no relationship between variables. In this case; however, it seems
quite safe to say that race, sex, life satisfaction, and social
desirability are not responsible for the other relationships
obtained.

B. Intention to Quit

Turnover is expensive, particularly among highly trained or
highly experienced employees, and among those whose job
performance is above average. Because of anonymity (and the
necessity to let time elapse before turnover can become evident),
actual turnover figures cannot be obtained from individuals at the
present time. The characteristics in the situation and in the
individual which lead to the decision to quit cannot, therefore, be
analyzed directly. Fortunately, however, a self-report measure is
available which has previously been shown to be highly related to
actual later termination. Answers to questions concerning
intention to quit have been shown by -Kraut (1975) and others to
be related to subsequent termination. Mobley, Horner and
Hollingsworth (1978) found a correlation of .49 between intention
to quit and actual turnover after one yea r. After further
analyses, they concluded that intention to quit is an immediate
precusor of actual withdrawal behavior. Thus, such questions
serve as a reasonable substitute for the actual figures -- with the
additional advantage that they include persons who have a desire
to leave when opportunity strikes, even though, for the present,
they must stick with their jobs. The morale of these persons is
obviously very low. We used the items of Mobley et. al. (1978) to
measure Intention to Quit (see Appendix D). This scale, and all
scales discussed below, were analyzed for internal consistency,
that is, whether answers to the items in the scale were consistent.
Items which did not "belong" were eliminated, so that the
interpretation of the scale was not distorted by extraneous
attitudes or other factors. (Cronbach's coefficient alpha was used
in these analyses, sometimes supplemented by factor analysis.
These analyses were necessitated to make certain that the scales
used throughout are applicable to employees at WBNP in 1981.).

Th ree questions proved to have reasonable internal
consistency and were included as a scale of Intention to Quit.
This scale correlated negatively (dissatisfied persons intend to
quit) with all the JDI -scales, with JIG, and with SOLS, but the
closest relationships are with satisfaction with Work and with Job
in General. Despite the fact that these scales correlate with one
another, we can interpret the Satisfaction and Intention scales
quite differently as outcomes. The decision to quit is a much
stronger indication of unsatisfactory conditions than is
dissatisfaction, but less diagnostic. That is, it tells us little about
why people want to quit, until we look at the measures with which
it is correlated; these analyses will be presented later in this
report. Here, we should look at group differences, which give
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indications of where turnover is imminent and where remedial
action is most urgently needed.

Differences in groups: Comparison by Schedules.- Figure 12
shows the relationship of Schedule to intention to leave. It
indicates all too clearly that the persons most likely to seek other
employment are the graduate engineers. Those most likely to stay
are those in Schedule SA, with other schedules intermediate,
Managerial attention must be given to the engineering group.

Differences in groups: Comparison by Division. Small but
significant differences appeared in this comparison, with
Engineering and Inspecting more likely to intend to leave than
Service.

Differences in groups: Comparison by background
characteristics. The relationship with education was significant.
Those with a high school education were clearly more willing to
stay than those with a college (but not a graduate) degree. Those
with college but not graduate degrees predominate among the
engineers,- so that the two sets of results are somewhat redundant
in that they point to the same people as imminent "leavers." The
causes may emerge when we discuss input variables. Those with
two-year technical degrees are also likely to quit (probably
because of their difficulties in getting re-classified upwards).
Other educational groups are intermediate in intention to quit.
The relation witti tenure was small, though significant, and
somewhat irregular. Those with longest tenure were the least
likely to leave and those with one to two years' tenure were most
likely, while the very new employees fell somewhere between these
extremes.

A strong relationship with age is shown in Figure 13, with
intention to quit being greatest among persons under 25 years of
age. This finding is in line with those from other studies in other
orgqanizations.

Differences in groups: Comparison by other background
characteristics. Those most likely to quit are more likely to have
higher scores on Attitude toward Work Autonomy (SAA).

C. Free comments on questionnaire

The vast majority of comments written on the back of the
questionnaires were unfavorable. Therefore, the willingness to
comment was taken as a third, independent, index of the outcome
of situational and individual influences.

Correlations with other satisfaction variables, although
significant, are low. The measure indicates simply whether or not
a free comment was made, favorable being included as well as the
larger number of unfavorable comments. We made no attempt at
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this time to score comments as separate areas of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction (although for other purposes a qualitative
comparison was made). We cannot treat the comment/no comment
variable, therefore, as a substantive part of the set of outcome
measures which reflect primarily satisfaction.

There are differences in willingness to comment when persons
in different schedules are compared. Comments were much more
frequent among SID's (57%) and SA's (47%) than among Managers
(25.5%) and Foremen (26.3%), as is shown in Figure 14.
Educatio;, age, or tenure does not account for the obtained
differences, since the relationships of commenting to these
variables were small and the relationships irregular. Reasons for
the obtained differences are not clear.

D. Trust in Management

A particularly important outcome of managerial practices and
policies all through the line of managerial authority is the trust
which employees place in their management and in their fellow
employees. The confidence that employees place in the integrity,
sincerity, and dependability of their management and fellow
employees is a direct outcome of the treatment that they and others
believe that they have received. In addition, however, trust
determines in large part how they will accept communications,
proposed changes,- interpretations of actions, etc., from those
around them, We have long considered trust to be the most
neglected but yet'the most important of "moderator variables,"
determining whether the effects of a given. managerial intervention
will be positive: as intended, or zero or even negative. As an
example, a proposed change in reporting absences may be viewed
by trusting persons as an honest attempt to make the absence
reports more accurate and equitable; distrusting employees may
view the change as a way to gather evidence to be used against
them unfairly in some way.

In this report, we shall have time to deal only with the direct
relationships of trust to input and individual variables, and to
other outcomes. Further study at a later date is warranted to
determine whether it does indeed improve our understanding and
ability to predict if we treat it as a moderator variable
(technically, if we consider cross-products in our predictive
equations).

Two recently developed scales (Cook & Wall, 1980) were
adapted for Watts Bar. One measures Trust in Management; the
other deals with Trust in Fellow Employees. Each shows high
reliability (coefficients alpha = .89 and .80, respectively).

Differences in groups; Comparison of Trust in Management
by Schedules. Trust in Management shows a highly significant
relationship to Schedule, but by far the largest difference is that
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the management group reports -- scarcely surprisingly -- -much
higher trust than do the other groups. Among the other groups,
clerical workers are somewhat less distrustful than the other
groups. As Figure 15 shows, all _groups but managers fall well
below the score which would indicate a merely neutral attitude, so
that mistrust of management is a major problem at WBNP. (The
large difference found between managers and other groups led us
to further analysis of the interrelationships of the measures we
have included. The further analysis excluded both managers and
foremen from comparisons, since we feared that including those
who pei-formed supervisory duties might distort or mask
relationships that hold for the rest of the employees. Actually,
this further analysis gave results that are substantially the same
as for the total group in almost all comparisons but the reader may
note the smaller number of cases in some of the tables and figures
in this report due to the elimination of these groups.)

Differences in groups: Comparison by Divisions. Significant
differences appeared also in Divisions, Inspecti~ng being lowest and
Service highest on the Trust in Management scale.

Differences in groups: Comparison ty background
characteristics. Education made no significant difference in Trust
in Management. Age, however, showed an effect, the older
employees (48 or older) being about neutral,. and the group
between 26 and 33 being the least trustful. Scores differed, also,
with. years at WBNP. The relationship is U-shaped, with those
between 3 and 5 ye~ars' tenure having the lowest scores.

Differences: in, groups: Comparison by other background
characteristics. Those low. in Trust in Mnagement are somewhat
less favorable in Attitude toward Autonomy than those high in
Trust in Management.

Differences in groups: Comparison of Trust in Fellow
Employees. Overall, these scores are much higher than for Trust
in Management, being above the neutral attitude in all
co Imparisons. Otherwise, the results are not very interesting.
Only three comparisons. proved statistically significant, all with
rather small differences. As an exception to the general finding of
no sex differences, females scored on the average one point (out
of a possible range of 24 points) lower than did males. There was
a slight downward trend with education in Trust in Fellow
Employees, and a slight tendency for those with one to two years'
tenure at WBNP to show less trust than other groups, those with
longest tenure scoring highest.

Comparison with other outcome variables. Trust in
Management is strongly related to the Work (r = .49), Promotion
(r =.44), Supervision Cr = .42), and, to a lesser extent,
Coworkers (r = .32) and Pay Cr =.25) scales of the JDI. It is
strongly related to the Job in General scale Cr = .50) and
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(inversely) to Intention to Quit (r =-.49). The scale for Trust in
Fellow Employees is only slightly (though significantly) related to
Trust in Management, and does not show strong relationships with
the other outcome variables. Trust in Fellow Employees does not
contribute substantially to our understanding of the cohesive
package of outcome variables reflecting employees' strong feelings
about their jobs.

E. Identification with the Work Organization

As stated in our proposal:

Employee identification with the organization for which they
work is an important consideration. It is defined as meaning
a sense of solidarity (i.e., of common interest and purpose)
with other members of the organization. Such a sense of
solidarity will usually be accompanied by a willingness to label
oneself as an organizational member and by a willingness to
defend and support that organization.

A scale developed at TVA in 1960 by Martin Patchen (see
Patchen, 1965) seemed to be a particularly interesting and well-
constructed measure of this important outcome variable. The
Index of Identification with the Work Organization (IWOI) included
several questions in the published form. The most reliable of
these were selected, and, after administration at WBNP, the scale
further reduced to two items with fairly good internal consistency
(coefficient alpha .51).

We reasoned that, if employees received rewards according to
their performance at WBNP, they would come to see the
organization as aiding them in attaining their goals, and as
enhancing their self-esteem. If, on the other hand, they felt that
their goals were blocked by the organization, and they felt
powerless to change their situations, they would seek self-esteem
elsewhere. Identification, then, would be one outcome of a healthy
and realistic system of rewards.

Differences Lin groups: Comparison ~y Schedules.
Significant differences appeared among those in different
Schedules, as shown in Figure 16. Managers showed the greatest
identification with TVA, and the engineers (SD) and aides and
technicians (SE) the least, with other groups intermediate.
Attention should be given to the reward system in general, but
particularly for SD s and SE's.

Differences in groups: Comparison !Iy Divisions. The
differences among Divisions were very small, Inspecting and
Engineering being somewhat below Service.

Differences in groups: Comparison ýy background
characteristics. S-omewhat su'rprising differences were found
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among educational levels with respect to identification with TVA.
The highest identification was for those with graduate degrees and
for those at the other end of the educational scale (high school
diploma). Note that identification with TVA (IWOJ) is only
slightly, although significantly, correlated with satisfaction with
Pay Cr = .18). Hence, the relationship of education to the two
variables is reversed in sign when schedule is used as the unit of
analysis. In other words, the most highly identified groups but
those most dissatisfied with pay are at the extremes on the
educational continuum. Pay is not the determining factor in
Identificition with TVA, nor, for that matter, in the other central
measures of satisfaction, as will be discussed later. The two year
technical group show lowest identification, perhaps because it is
seen as a dead-end job. Two comments from engineering aids
written on the back of the survey help to explain this point:

I enjoy my work, I feel I am valuable to T.V.A.; but my
opportunities for advancement is zero within the engineering
disciplines.

I have a technical degree... and feel that I am capable of
occupying an engineering position in TVA.

The increase in identification with TVA with age was slight, but
consistent and significant. A related variable, tenure at WBNP,
also showed an increase; it, however, remained almost steady until
7 or more years' tenure, when it increased noticeably.

Comparison with other outcome variables. Identification is
significantly related to all the job satisfaction variables, but most
highly to Work and Job in General. It is related negatively to
Intention to Quit (r = - .55) and positively to Trust in Management
Cr = .55). Although some of these relationships are high, they do
not indicate that we are simply measuring one satisfaction variable
over and over again. Each gives us information in its own right,
as we shall see more clearly when we examine their relationships to
the input variables, the variables in the situation which can (and,
in some cases, should) be changed.

F. Acceptance of Job Changes Index

As stated in our p roposal:

In view of necessary technological and administrative
changes, both present and future, the degree of employee
acceptance vs. resistance to change is of considerable
importance to management. General resistance to change is
important to morale considerations, and an index was included
which indicates whether or not the person feels threatened by
change in some way. It is desirable to be able to assess the
extent to which employees react favorably or unfavorably to
changes in the job situation.
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Another of Patchen's (1965) variables gave us this meanin~gful
information. Three items (177, 179, &180) showed reasonable
reliability after analysis at WBNP (alpha =.69).

The Acceptance of Change Index (AJCI) is important also
because of several of the responses to our interviews. These were
_greatly augmented by material from Dr. Stanaland's constructive
criticism sessions (which we either attended or for which we
received transcripts). Further valuable qualitative information
was provided by transcripts of Mr. Wilkins' listening sessions.
These s6urces indicate that' employees feel ill-informed about
changes and that they have often been arbitrarily handed down
from Knoxville.

Differences in groups: Comparison hx Schedules. Overall,
change is neither resented nor favored, with scores being about
neutral. The most favorable group (see Figure 17) is the
managers, with the foremen least accepting and the others ranging
in between. Differences by Divisions are not significant. The
only other significant difference is a slight one in favor of the
females.

Comparison with other outcome variables. The Acceptance of
Job Changes Index is strongly related to Trust in Management
(r = .52), to Work satisfaction Cr = .34), to Job in General
(r = .39), and to Identification with the Work Organization
(r = .38).

In any case, there is not high resistance to job changes, but
some irritation with the frequency with which they occur. A
quotation from our survey may illustrate that point:

I believe that I have been placed in a meaningless job because
of -my resistance to change here at Watts Bar without any
concern for the reasons behind this resistance...

G. Other possible outcome variables

Two more of Dr. Patchen's scales were included: The
Interest in Work I nnovation Index and the Willingness to Disagree
with Supervisor Index. We had to shorten the forms slightly to
reduce testing time, which tends to reduce reliability. The
remaining items proved so unreliable that we will not discuss the
results here. For reasons described in Appendix D, the original
items (developed in 1960) seem to have passed their "half life."

We investigated in some detail what have been called"vobjective" outcome measures, such as output, absences,
accidents, grievances, results of exit interviews, etc. We very
much want to relate such measures to the self reports we have
reported above; however, there are many problems in their use.
The most critical drawback for this report is that our
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questionnaires are anonymous, and the categorizations by jobs
were deliberately set so broadly that no individual could be
identified. The only analysis possible, therefore, is one of means,
compared by broad groups of subjects. This analysis should be
done in the future, because of the insight it may give into
performance outcomes. Unfortunately, it cannot substitute for
individual data, since aggregation may mask individual effects.
Anonymity will require that we lose some of this potentially
valuable individual information.

Thi demonstrated relationships between job satisfactions,
intentions, and actual behavior by Kraut (1975), Mobley et al.
( 1978), and others will serve at this point to document that the
obtained pattern of dissatisfactions and mistrusts is likely to be
accompanied by costly turnover and lack of cooperation.
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V. RESULTS: PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

A person confronts the job situation with certain permanent or
relatively permanent characteristics. These include age, race, sex,
formal education, and tenure on the present job. Other measurable
characteristics which may also affect how he responds to the situation
can be modified, but probably only with planned intervention. These
include overall satisfaction with life, desire to appear socially
acceptable, attitude toward autonomy, attitude toward goal setting at
work, and inrterest in work innovations. Measures were obtained of
each of these characteristics. Any of these characteristics might
conceivably be related to either the way people perceive their job, or
the way they react to it.

We introduced the following measures principally as controls in the
data analysis: age, race, sex, education, tenure, life satisfaction, and
social desirability. We then investigated relationships with these
variables to make sure that such characteristics were not confounding
and producing misleading artifacts in-the findings concerning the input
and outcome variables.

The age, race,.sex, education, and tenure of the employees of
WBNP were not meaningfully related to either the input or outcome
variables. In the isolated instances in which a significant correlation
with a certain input or outcome variable appears, we have discussed it
above in the Results section for that particular variable. Since even
these few statistically - significant relationships were not especially
significant from a practical point of view (and because it is unlikely that
interactions were occurring), the findings of this study are quite
apparently not contaminated by these variables.

The SOLS and the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale also
have few significant correlations with other variables, none being
greater than r = .30. Thus it would appear that neither life satisfaction
nor a wish to respond in a socially desirable way is a viable explanation
for the results found with either the outcome variables or the input
variables discussed above. The low correlations with individual
variables support the contention that factors in the job situation are the
determining reasons for the differences in the outcome variables, rather
than any of these personal characteristics.

Three additional scales were included in the survey package, not
to act as controls but to permit analysis of their direct and perhaps
mediating effects between the input and outcome variables: the Survey
of Attitude toward Work Autonomy (SAA), the Survey of Individual Goal
Orientations (SIGO), and the Interest in Work Innovations Index
(IWII), also included as an outcome measure (see Appendices D and F).

The SAA (Mitchel et. al., Note 3) was developed at Bowling Green
State University to measure attitudes toward work autonomy.
Psychometric scaling procedures showed that many aspects of attitude
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toward work autonomy fall, with considerable internal consistency, into
one scale. These items- include desire to have co*ntrol over quality,
over methods, over timing and scheduling, and over planning of work.
Extensive analysis of SAA, performed by the Bowling Green Industrial
Relations Center, permitted us to use a shortened yet reliable form of
this scale. A report on this analysis is currently being prepared by
Johnson, Dunbar, and Smith (Note 2).

The SAA shows relationships to several input and outcome
variables. Im addition, there are slight but significant differences in
mean scores for different Schedules, with the SD's having the most
favorable attitude (mean = 71.6), along with the SA's and SE's (means =
69.4 and 69..3), and foremen having the least favorable (mean = 65),
along with SB's and Managers (means = 66.9 and 67.1). There are
slight differences among Divisions, with the Engineering division being
more favorable toward autonomy (mean = 70.5) than the Inspection
(mean = 68.7) and the Service (mean = 67.4) divisions. Also, the mean
score on the Attitude toward Work Autonomy Scale becomes less
favorable as age increases, with lower age groups having higher means
(18 to 25; mean = 70.3) than the older groups (48 and older; mean =
64.3). Finally, the extremes of educational background (high school,
mean = 66.1; graduate degree, mean = 66.0) have lower means than do
the intermediate levels of education (e.g., for those with college
degrees, the mean is 70.6). The low mean for desire for ' work autonomy
for those with graduate degrees is quite surprising, and deserves
attention. From these results it is clear that the SAA does play an
important part in the relationship between the input and outcome

.variables, and is a characteristic which should be considered in
interpretations of the results and in planning for the future.
Interpretations of the above relations cannot be made confidently,
however, unless further analyses are done to examine exactly what this
pattern of correlations with other variables means and what part
attitude toward work autonomy plays in affecting the outcome variables.
An intervention to capitalize on desire for autonomy, when it exists,
might not only improve outcomes for those individuals, but also increase
the hope for and desire for autonomy in others. This is important
because autonomy and self-direction are an integral part of individual
goal-setting and self-improvement behavior.

The second individual measure is SIGO, designed to evaluate
attitude toward individual goal setting. As we stated in our proposal:

Goal-setting is a key part of the causative change from rewards to
performance, according to modern theories of work motivation.
(For several approaches f rom widely different theoretical
viewpoints, but with closely similar practical recommendations, see
Locke (1968) and Latham & Yukl (1975). To present an
oversimplified picture, the individual employee anticipates
achieving rewards which are important to him or her, intends to
behave so as to obtain these rewards, sets both long and short-
term goals, which serve to mark progress toward these
achievements, and obtains satisfactions when these goals and/or
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awards are attained. Accordingly, therefore, no change in
performance occurs unless intentions are formed and goals are set
and accepted by the individual.

Goal-setting can be fostered by organizational characteristics,
such as non -authoritarian supervisory styles; good
communications, especially of job responsibilities, the reward
system, and promotional policy; an atmosphere of trust; and other
aspects of morale which are measured by the JDI and other
satisfaction measures. Neglected in most studies, however, have
been individual propensities for setting goals (SIGO). Some
people make planning and goal-setting an integral part of their
daily lives and of their career planning. Others not only do not
practice goal-setting, but actually do not believe in its
effectiveness. It is important to determine who these people are
and to foster change of attitude where indicated.

The rationale of SIGO is that the psychological acceptance of, and
commitment to, organizational goals and goal-setting involves not
only situational components such as clear communications and peer
group pressures, but also individual differences in attitude toward
the whole goal-setting process. Since goal-setting is a learned
phenomenon, training for such acceptance and commitment may be
advisable.

The SIGO is a sound measuring instrument, with high reliability.
It has proved valid for employees and managerial personnel; it is
rel-ated to actual setting and achievement of goals and to reported
productivity. Technical reports on SIGO are available on request.
The initial phases of scale development are covered in Jones,
Verney, Warheit, Smith, & Smith (Note 3) and Shack (1980), which
are reports on SIGO validation studies. A censored report of
results of the instrument's use in a large national organization can
be furnished (Dunbar, Smith, Bearse, Johnson, & Tucker, Note 1)
upon request -- these results and related studies are currently
being summarized for publication.

Two factors emerged from the original development of the scale.
The second, called "Specific goal setting," proved more closely related
to actual short-term time-related goal setting behavior in the national
study mentioned above. It represents a favorable attitude toward
having concrete, specific, and, to some extent, short-term goals. This
factor was therefore included in the present study.

The SIGO showed no meaningful direct relationships to any input
or outcome variables, although it was found that managers (mean=
43.5) and foremen (mean =42.5) had more favorable attitudes toward
individual goal-setting than did those with other schedules. Also, the
older workers had higher SIGO scores (>48. mean = 42.8) than did the
younger ones (18 - 25, mean =39.4). However, since the SIGO did not
have the expected meaningful relationships with the input or outcome
variables, this is another indication that it is not some individual
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characteristic (such as his orientation toward goal settin wh: h is
bringing about the observed outcomes), but instead it must be the
interrelationship of certain aspects of the job situation (i.e. input
variables). Differences in the way individuals are treated or managed
are likely to account for whether or not they can set goals effectively.
Techniques for more effective management may permit goal setting to
emerge as behavior, but they cannot emerge under present conditions
of supervision.

The Interest in Work Innovations Index OWIO, because of its
unreliability, showed no more relationships with other important
variables when treated as a personal characteristic than when treated as
an outcome variable.

In summary, personal characteristics of the employees, except for
the SAA, are not the primary determinants of the outcome variables,
although one of them, attitude toward work autonomy, should be
considered as a possible mediator of relationships between the input and
outcome variables. We should point out here that the outcome variables
which would be logically expected to be related to goal-setting attitudes
and to attitudes toward work autonomy would be individual
productivity, individual absences, and individual terminations. We
cannot, at present, obtain these figures because of the present
necessity for anonymity. Perhaps in the future, some employees will be
willing to give us identifying information so that these comparisons can
be made.

We propose that, 'in the interim, we undertake some analyses of
absences, grievances, performance records, etc., by groups in
comparison with average scores on SIGO and SAA (and other
measures). However, we must point out that _group data have built-in
errors of measurement. Besides, aggregating or combining across
individuals can not only mask individual relationships but also introduce
organizational variables which could be incorrectly interpreted as
individual ones. For example, in the original 21 companies on which the
JDI was built, a study of the simple relationship between actual pay and
pay satisfaction showed a moderately high relationship at the individual
level (as one would expect); but the average pay per plant correlated
very highly with average satisfaction with pay using the 21 plants as
units of analysis. In explanation, we might guess that plants with high
average pay rates also have many supplementary group benefits,
efficient management, and generally sound personnel policies which
make for correlations by plants -- those with good conditions have
higher satisfactions.
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VI. RESULTS: INPUT VARIABLES

We took a number of approaches in order to pinpoint and diagnose
the reasons for the generally low morale and job satisfaction, tendency
to quit, low trust in management, etc.

There are two general areas which are possible precursors of the
outcome variables previously discussed. One of these is the job
situation and the other is characteristics of the individual. (It must be
noted that an interaction of these two is atso a possible factor in
bringing about certain outcomes). The present section of the results
will discuss the measures used *to identify the job situation and their
relationships with the outcome variables.

A. Job Characteristic Inventory

The first of these measures is the Job Characteristics
Inventory (JCI; Sims, Szilaygi, & Keller, 1976; see Appendices C
and G) which assesses employees'f perceptions of four aspects of
the objective job: AQtQ~nmy, whether they have a maior say in-
the~irwork; Výarity, whether their job reqiuires a wide range of
operations and proneduires; F ee-od b-ack, whether they rec-eive
in Formato about how they're doing; and T ask Identity, -whFeter
they do -an entLire -piece' and -can see the rrfuttr-bf their work.
Although th-e JCI is not-an objective measure of job
characteristics, past research has shown that it is really the
perceptions of the~employees that determine their behavior and not
the actual job situation itself. People receive stimulation from
their job environment. Their perception of this stimulation is
filtered through rose-colored (or gray-colored) glasses, depending
upon their individual natures and past experiences. They act
according to what they perceive.

Relationships with other variables: Outcome variables. We
found each of the four aspects of the JCI to be related to at least
two of the measures of job satisfaction. (Because of the number of-people filling out the survey, the conventional level of sigicae
of .05 or .01 is not used to determine which correlations are
meaningful to discuss. Instead, in general, we discuss or present
graphically only those correlations which reached '.30 or _greater,
since these are the ones which are practically as well as
statistically significant. In a few cases, noted by
higher p levels, the results fall into a pattern and deserve
mention. We have even pointed out a few clear absences of
relationships when these are important to our understanding of the
results. (See Appendix E for the correlation matrix.) All four
JCI aspects were significantly correlated with satisfaction with
Work and with Job in General, with correlations ranging from .10
to .52. The _closest relaitJon between satisfar'tinonndteCIi
tthat betwe Variet andd Work satisfaction (r = .52). These
correlation iniae that those empT6o'ees wJ1 perceive that they
have high autonomy, variety, feedback, and task identity in their
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jobs are also more likely to be satisfied with their work itself and
with their job in general. These are all characteristics which make
the job more attractive to them, it would seem, and also must be
aspects about the job which they value and for which they strive.

The job characteristic, Variety, is one that is hard to modify
without massive organizational changes and job redesign. It is
therefore beyond the scope of this report or our proposed
interventions; however, we are convinced that the interventions
we shall propose will alleviate the feelings of lack of variety
without actual changes in the job itself. We should note that
variety is frequently associated with responsibility, which, in
turn, increases with participation in goal setting and feelings of
efficacy in management.

The convergent and discriminant validity of the JDI
(Schriesheim & Kinicki, Note 5), and its demonstrated statistical
independence from other measures of job characteristics argue that
it is the perceived job characteristics which cause variations in
satisfaction rather than vice versa.

Other notable relationships with job satisfaction occur
between perceived Autonomy and sa t-isf fEfti~6w-itRSrp-e rv is ion
(r = .30), F-eedbbaec-k nd -sAtisfacttioon wwithh Supervkion (r = .53),
and Feedback and satisfaction IAdthPromotion --r = 34). Since
Feedback has signfintrhratrn Atforutfth ix
sa-tisfaction measures, it seems to be an especially important
characteristic in the job situation 'in determining satisfaction. In
the JCI, feedback refers to feedback concerning "how well I'm
doing".

Another finding which suggests that Feedback is ide
especially imotn "ta ti hool, pc fteJ to
correlate- meaningfully with the AJCI (r = .34) and, the IWOI
(r = .30), The higher the perc-eive-d-feedback, the more likely
that employee is to accept change and to identify with TVA. More
will be said about thi's important finding later.

Two characteristics are correlated with the outcome measure
of Trust in Management: Va(r-Lty with r .-3ý2; and once again,

Only one e-ý ý--ate tts ýrrlae with Intention to
.!t.Indeed, a aintws.Fe.gsibckr -74 more ýwi

be sa-iTabout this later, in the Disc~ussidfhs du ý.onc 7usions
SZCU~on

The repeated appearance of feedback as a variable in the
questionnaire analysis is supported by multiple comments in
interviews and other free reports.
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The situation could be improved by the recognition of my
good and bad performance so that I could work on bettering
my work and improving my skills.

People here are so concerned with how they 'look' to their
supervisors that they don't concentrate on their work rather
than to 'buddy-up,' i.e., ' ass-kissing.' No one here tells
you you've done a good job but only if you've made a
mistake.

Relainhp with other variables: Input variables. The
four aspects of the JCI show some intercorrelations among
themselves, but these are no larger than the correlations between
these variables and the outcome variables. Also, it is of interest
to consider them separately, since the pattern of correlations with
the outcome variables differ for each.

Three of the four aspects of the JCI are significantly
correlated with several other measures of the job situation, either
those developed specially for TVA or those measured by the Goal
Setting Attributes scales. These scales will be discussed later in
this section, and are described in Appendix D. Autonomy
correlates .36 with Participation in Goal Setting. Task identity
correlates with a TVA factor, ,Job Definition (r =.34). Thirdly,
Feedback as a characteristic of the job correlates with all three of
the GSA scales retained (.43 to .55). Again, however, it is
important to treat each input variable separately, despite their
intercorrelations, `because of the different patterns each one has
with the outcome variables.

Differences in groups: Comparison by Schedules. In
addition to finding relationships of these job characteristics with
other input and with outcome variables, it is interesting to
compare the means on the characteristics when employees are
grouped according to individual characteristics. Foremen perceive
lower Autonomy, Variety, and Task Identity, than do employees
from many other Schedules but perceive somewhat higher Feedback
scores. Managers also perceive a higher amount of Variety in
their jobs than do persons on other schedules.

Differences in groups: Comparisons pby Division.
Differences in Division are not especially dramatic, and are
significant for only two of the four characteristics. Engineering
perceives the lowest amount of Task Identity but the highest
amount of Variety, while Inspection perceives the lowest amount of
Variety and Service perceives the highest amount of Task
Identity.

Differences in groups: Comparison by background
characteristics. Characteristics are perceived differently
according to several demographic characteristics of the employee.
Two of the characteristics, Autonomy and Variety, differ by sex,
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with females perceiving higher degrees of each than males (See
Figures 18 and 19). This finding of sex dlifferences can either be
attributed to a chance finding, resulting from multiple statistical
comparisons, or as evidence that, if anything, women employees
are receiving more, not less, autonomy and variety on their jobs.
All four characteristics increase fairly systematically with tenure,
and Variety and Feedback also increase with age. Thus, the more
tenured (and often accordingly, the older) employees perceive
more Autonomy, Variety, Feedback and Task Identity. This
finding -is in agreement with the interpretation that older
employees receive more responsibility with concomitant autonomy,
variety, feedback, and task identity.

B. Goal Setting Attributes Questionnaire (GSA)

Setting of goals for work is crucial to high performance.
Setting high and specific goals has been shown by Locke (1968)
and others to be greatly superior to the simple instruction to "do
your best." It can be argued that we accomplish nothing toward
our long-term goals unless we reduce them into manageable size
and attack them one at a time. This latter. approach permits us to
recognize our own progress and accomplishments, to have a feeling
of a task or sub-task completed (a reward in itself), and to
receive feedback concerning performance from others and from
ourselves. Part of-the qai of goal sett~in~ activity _by
employees hing9e~s _on accurate observ-ing -o factual _perfrmace
fee-dba5-ck concerniwgths o bser v at io ns-, -a-nda-fu mutual dis cu ss io n

Long-term goals are under the control of top management.
The individual employee, however, can control short-term goals,
as well as specific job activities, absences, spacing of his work,
quality of work, etc.

The questionnaire chosen to measure goal-setting
characteristics of the job was developed by Arvey and Dewhirst
(1976) and modified for WBNP. It was reported to give reasonably
reliable measures of employees' perceptions of several attributes of
goal setting on the job: Goal Clarity and Planning, Subordinate
Freedom, Feedback and Evaluation, and Participation in Goal
Setting.

Each of the scales was checked for reliability (internal
consistency) at WBNP, the least reliable items were removed, and
the reliability was checked again. The scale for Subordinate
Freedom was deemed unsuitable for WBNP, and will not be
discussed further.

Three attributes are, then, measured satisfactorily: Goal
Clarity- and-Planning, whether- upervisors plan and are aware~f.
organizational Z.Qals Goal-setting Feedback and E
whether upvis- .fnawoand
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EPaarticip ation ýin Goal Setting, whether supervisors allow employees
to ma ke recommndtonýsand suggqestions.

Relationships with other variables: Outcome variables. Each
of the three aspects of GSA is related to at least four 'of the
measures of job satisfaction (see Appendix H for the correlation
matrix) , with the highest correlations being those with satisfaction
with Supervision (r's ranging from .57 to .65). The other
satisfactions correlated with the three GSA scales are satisfaction
with Work (.31 to .41), satisfaction with Promotion (.35 to .43),
and satisfaction with Job in General (.40 to .41). This pattern of.
correlaios indicates that those employees jo reiehi h ga

arit hi~eear icipation are also m-ore likely

their Job in General, and especially their Supervision In
addaitfio-n,-b-o-th GBOa-cli~tý-ad Nit'ic-Ttion are significantly
correlated with satisfaction with Coworkers (rs = .35 and .31).
(Note that none of the aspects of the Job Characteristics
Inventory, which deals with the task and job rather than with the
way the supervisor deals with performance and associated goal
setting, correlate meaningfully with satisfaction with Coworkers.
From these numerous relationships, it appears that goal-setting
attributes are a significant component in determining how satisfied
an employee is in his job situation.)

All three aspects of GSA correlate meaningfully with one of
Patchen-'s (1965) indices, the Adjustment to Job Changes Index
(r's ranging from .32 to .37). Thus, those employees perceiving
high goal clarity, feedback and participation are also more likely to
be able to adjust to job changes. Only one of the GSA scales, Goal
Clarity, correlates with the Identification with Work Organization
Index (r =.29). This is an interesting finding, which suggests
that if supervisors are aware of organizational goals and
objectives, then the employees are more likely to identify with the
organization. (More about this later. ) (Note that the only JCI
aspect which correlated meaningfully with Patchen's Indices was
Feedback, thus supporting the idea that each measure of the
perception of the job situation should be considered separately
despite their intercorrelations.)

,related to all three GSA scal~es-C' agn 3 o.
sugstn that th~ose employees perceFivi h~ig -goal claýrity.,_

~d b-ac; c'a n d paricaip n are more likely to have trust in the
ma-nagement. Note that the creations-Wttn- iGudl- 3 e1,I'
Attr-ib-ute-s s~cales and Trust in Management are higher than are the
correlations of the two scales of the Job Characteristics Inventory
that correlate with the same outcome variable. Again, the Goal-
Setting Attributes scales refer to the way the supervisor handles
goal setting, and it is these behaviors, more than characteristics
of the job itself, that relate to the employee's trust in management.
We will propose a change increasing the ease with which
supervisors can deal with goal setting by the employees.
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Only one of the GSA aspects was found to correlate with Intention
to Quit (r =-.33). As with the JCI, the aspect was Feedback.

(Again!!I)

Relationships with other variables: Input variables. The
three aspects of the GSA show high intercorrelations among
themselves (.56 to .69). An argument could be made for
combining them into a single measure of goal-setting attributes;
however, we chose to keep them as separate scales because the
patterni of correlations with the outcome variables are slightly
different for each. If the scales were combined, this information
would be lost.

Not surprisingly, all -- hree -GSA aspects correlate

corre ations are lower than the correlations among the GSA scales
themselves, indicating perhaps that a slightly different (and
possibly more detailed) view of feedback is being assessed in the
GSA scales. They refer to direct discussion of individual
performance with the supervisor. The JCI Feedback refers simply
to feedback on how the overall performance is evaluated on "how
well I'm doing".

The GSA scales correlate also to several other measures of
the job situation. All three of the GSA scales correlate with
several of the specially developed measures for TVA. These willb4 _ _csedltr

be dicusselatr.
Differences in groups: Comparisons by Schedules. In

addition to observing relationships of GSA scales with other input
variables, comparison s of means were made for each GSA scale,
with employees grouped by various individual characteristics.
Figures 20 and 21 show the comparisons for the two GSA scales for
employees falling into different Schedules. (No significant
differences appear for the GSA scale of Goal Clarity.) Note that
the profiles for the two GSA's, Feedback and Participation, are
highly similar, although means are generally higher overall for the
Feedback aspect. The SID en gineers perceive the highest feedback
and participation (mean = 9.7 and 6.1), along with the managers
(means = 9.5 and 5.8), while the SA's perceive the lowest feedback
and participation (means = 7.8 and 4.3).

In figures 20 and 21, the Neutral Attitude corresponds with
the response that the statement is "pretty much true." We should
note that the average person did not say that the statements were
either very much or completely true. It is clear that many
supervisors are not placing heavy -emphasis on feedback and
evaluation as a basis for goal setting. Similarly, scores for
Participation are very low. Very few people said that it was tovery
much true" that their supervisors listened to them and used their
suggestions. Participation in goal setting seems to be particularly
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poor for SA, SB, SE, and Foreman groups, with the SD group
actually responding slightly more favorable.

There is evidence to indicate that having individuals make
estimates of how long it will take them to do a job does not
constitute giving them real participation in the psychological
sense.

There are no differences in means on the GSA's when
employees were grouped by divisions.

Differences in groups: Comparisons by background
characteristics. Ge-nerally, employees grouped according to
demographic characteristics show no differences in perceptions
about GSA. The two exceptions were when Goal Clarity and
Feedback were grouped by age; however, we could not interpret
the differences in any meaningful way. This absence of
differences should be encouraging to Watts Bar, since it
tentatively suggests (see our previous comment about concluding
wnull" or "no relationship") that different sexes, races, etc. are

treated equally with respect to GSA's at WBNP.

C. SpecialIly -developed TVA Scales

The final measure of the job situation used is a series of
questions designed specifically to assess employees' perceptions of
various aspects cd the situation at TVA in particular. After a
factor analysis was conducted and interpreted to determine what
was being measured by these items, four scales were computed and.
retained with sufficient reliability: J-ob Definition, whether the

.performa~nce; and Communication, whether the superv~isor rms

Relationships with other variables: Outcome variables.
Unlike the JCI and GSA aspects of the job situation, only one of
the five job satisfaction measures is related to all the TVA aspects
(Promotional Opportunities). However, each of the TVA aspects is
meaningfully related to at least two of the job satisfaction
measures. Both Job Definition and Recognition are related to
satisfaction with Work Cr's = .45 and .35). All aspects but Merit
are related to satisfaction with Supervision (r's ranging from .39
to .50). Both Recognition and Merit are (reasonably enough)
related to satisfaction with Pay (rs = .30 and .32). Job
Definition, Recognition, Merit Payment, and Communication are
related to satisfaction with Promotional Opportunities Cr's = .31,

.4,.30, and .35). Finally, Job Definition, Recognition, and
Communication are all related to satisfaction with Job in General'
(r's = .50, .35, and .35). Two points can be noted here. First,
and not surprisingly, Merit correlated meaningfully with only two
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of the job satisfaction measures, Pay and Promotion. Second, of
the four TVA aspects, Recognition appears to be the mostK . important one in bringing about job satisfaction, since it is related
meaningfully to five of the six job satisfaction measures. The
logical pattern of the above findings is compellingly clear. A
quote from the interviews illustrates the importance of recognition
of performance. As a response to a question about how promotions
take place, whether poor performance is noticed and what happens
when it is noticed, an interviewee said:

Poor performance goes unnoticed and unchecked, usually if it
is noticed, it is overcorrected for (or if someone gets caught
in something, it is noticed). Poor performers a re
transferred. This applies to management, crafts, whatever.

Another finding which suggests that Recognition is especially
important is that it is the only TVA factor to correlate
meaningfully with Patchen's Acceptance of Job Changes Index (see
Appendix B) (r =.30), indicating_ that those who perceive that
attention is given to good and poor performance also are more
likely to adjust to job changes. To quote a response to our
question about the person least liked to work with:

Those with negative attitudes who can never accept any
change, or doesn't deal well with change.

Recognition is ajso related to Identification with the Work
Organization (see Appendix B) (r =.34), as is Job Definition Cr=
recognition, the higher the identif ication with the work
organization.

All four TVA aspects were found to be related meaningfully to
Trust in Management Wrs ranging from .33 to .57), with
Recognition having the highest correlation Cr = .57).

The outcome variable Intention to Quit correlated with three
of the four TVA factors: Job Definition, Recognition, and
Communication (r's ranging from -. 36 to -. 45). Merit did not
relate meaningfully with this outcome variable. It appears that
this factor acts differently than the other two in bringing about
the outcome variables.

Relationships with other variables: Input variables. The
Survey of Attitude To-war Work Autonomy (SAA) was related to
several input variables. Those employees who perceive high Job
Definition are likely to be high in attitude toward work autonomy.
Similarly, those with low recognition scores tended to be higher on
SAA.

The four TVA factors show some intercorrelations among
themselves (rs ranging from .20 to .42), but these are generally
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no larger than the correlations between these variables and the
other input variables. For example, the* job characteristic
Feedback correlated highly with three special TVA factors: Job
Definition (.50), Recognition (.39), and Communication (.41). In
addition, it has already been noted how the TVA aspects differ in
their patterns of correlations with the output variables, thus
reinforcing the idea of considering them separately. .

All of the TVA factors but Merit Payment are significantly
correlated to the JCI characteristic of Feedback and the GSA
aspects of Feedback and Evaluation Ws ranging from .39 to .50).
This would seem to suggest that, as noted before, many of the
different aspects of the job situation are closely tied in with
whether employees receive feedback on their jobs. It appears that
this is a crucial point, and one which has received much empirical
support in this study.

Differences in groups: Comparisons by Schedules. When
employees are grouped by Schedule, differences in means are
found on three TVA factors, Job Definition, Recognition, and
Communication. The important differences to note in these
comparisons are the following: the SD's and SE's perceive much
the highest Job Definition while the SA's and foremen perceive the
lowest; the managers and foremen perceive somewhat less
recognition than do the other Schedules; and the managers
perceive much less communication than do the other Schedules.

a
Differences in groups: Comparisons by Divisions. When

employees are grouped by Division, significant differences appear
for only one TVA factor, Job Definition. Engineering perceives
the most job definition (mean = 12.7), Inspecting perceives less
(mean = 11.8), and Service perceives the least (mean = 10.8).

Differences in groups: Comparisons by background
characteristics. -F-VA factors are perceived differently when
employees are grouped by several demographic characteristics.
Essentially, all four TVA aspects decreased fairly systematically
with age and tenure, indicating that newer and younger employees
perceive higher job definition, recognition, merit (in pay and
recognition), and communication, while older employees perceive
less of each of these aspects. The only exception to this
generalization is that the newest (less than 1 year) and youngest
(18 - 25) groups are for some factors not the highest; instead, the
next oldest (26 - 33 in age, 1 - 2 years in tenure) are the highest,
and the profiles decrease progressively with increased age and
tenure from that point. No differences appear when employees are
grouped by sex, and only one significant difference each is found
when employees are grouped by race or education. Wh ites
perceive slightly higher Recognition than did blacks, and those
employees with more education perceive higher Job Definition than
those with less. (These significant findings could have been due
to chance, however, since many significance tests were

7ý
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VII. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Overview of Results from Questionnaire Measures

To give a general impression of how employees at WBNP
responded to the various scales in the questionnaire, we will
summarize overall scale means and give rough interpretations here.
The reader should perhaps be reminded, however, that overall
figures -such as mean scores for all respondents often mask
important relationships because of the combining of different
groups, and that there exist individual differences in all of the
measures, so that the generalizations apply only to the so-called
average person and not necessarily to individuals.

For the Outcome variables: On all of the five scales of the
Job Descriptive Index, the WBNP sample is significantly lower in
satisfaction than the national sample. The employees' satisaction
with Promotional opportunities is especially low. On a separate
index, however, it was found that WBNP employees' satisfaction
with Job in General is slightly favorable (perhaps due to the
longer retrospective time perspective which is part of the design
of this measure). They are also somewhat favorable on the Scale
of Life Satisfaction.

The scale of Intention to Quit showed that employees are, on the
average, uncertain., with a slightly higher percentage considering
quitting than being certain about staying. The percentage
considering other jobs is unquestionably too high. The reader is
reminded that -intention to quit is strongly related to later actual
termination. This finding is in line with the findings of the TVA
turnover study (Liebowitz, Note 8). The reasons for leaving,
given in that report (see p. 11), correspond to some of the
findings of the present study.

Trust in Management is also not satisfactory at WBNP. A greater
percentage of employees responded that they disagreed with
statements indicating that they could trust management, than that
they were neutral or trusted management. We expect the majority
of employees in most organizations to express trust. In the
present study it was found that they did not express trust in
management; however, they did express Trust in Fellow
Employees.

Identification with TVA (the IWOI scale) is low. The average
responses on this scale are typified by an answer of "Probably
would choose another place over TVA" in response to the question,
"if you could begin working over again .. , how likely would you be
to choose TVA as a place to work" (Question 183, Appendix C).
This lack of identification is particularly disheartening in an
organization in which there was previously, according to all
reports, a great deal of pride and identification. Some of the
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employee comments clarify this finding. For instance, the feeling
that some employees are being "allowed" to do le'ss than their share
of work and then to get paid the same as others who make a
contribution, reduces the belief that the individual can gain self-
esteem by belonging to this organization. It is a given in a

,competitive society that constructive job behaviors have to be
treated differently than non -constructive ones.

Acceptance of job changes (AJCI) is slightly below neutral,
where n6utral is typified by responding that changes "in the past"
have not improved things very much.

For the Personal Characteristics variables: The TVA sample
is not greatly different from other comparable groups, being
slightly favorable toward work autonomy (SAA), and favorable
toward setting of individual goals (SIGO). There is no barrier
here if it is decided to involve employees in setting viable goals for
their specific work activities.

For the Input variables: The four scales of the Job
Characteristics Inventory show that employees' perceptions of
their jobs are not as favorable as one would like -- or expect -- in
an organization such as TVA and with employees at the job levels
surveyed. The "average" employee responded between "some" andIt very little" on each of these scales. On the Autonomy scale, this
involves seeing some or very little of being able to schedule their
own work, selecting the equipment to be used, and deciding on the
procedures to be followed. Part of this result may be attributed to
the necessary rules and regulations, of course, but perhaps some
improvement can be effected if feedback to the employee
concerning the reasons for changes is improved. Then the
employees will have less of a feeling of being an automaton in their
job situations.

Correspondingly, Variety is indicated as equally low.
However, without massive job redesign, we cannot suggest any
way in which this feeling can be improved.

Feedback is seen as inadequate. Knowledge of how well the
employee is doing is typified by his response of "some" or "very
little" to one of the questions on this scale: "To what extent do
you receive information from your supervisor on your job
performance?" (Question 191, Appendix C). Not only do
employees typically seek feedback on their past performance, but
they also need it as a basis for their setting of their own work
goals. This perceived lack should be remedied.

Task Identity refers to the feeling of completion of an
identifiable task or the achievement of a concrete end result.
Unfortunately, the nature of the tasks at Watts Bar may make for
the lack of task identity, but information about performance could
result in some improvement in this perception of the work as well.
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The scales which were specifically designed for WBNP give
additional information about employees' perceptions of their job
situation, and, in these cases, some remedies are availabe. Job
Definition can be improved, for example. Employees feel that their
initial-and continuing training for their jo-Uswas incomnplete and

+ at.* eý they also feel that they seldom have well-
iif incvor objectives, which means essentially that they find it

difficult to measure accurately the amount of work that they are
accomplishing.

On Recognition of Performance, employees tend to disagree
with the statements that good 'performance at TVA is rewarded by
praise and recognition or by pay increases, and that appropriate
action is taken when employees perform inadequately. The
responses are largely "Uncertain" or "Disagree." The changes
required are self-evident -- and are demanded by the data.

With Merit Payment, employees are unsure whether TVA
should establish a -merit rating system giving salary increases
based on observed performance. The degree of uncertainty is
sufficient, in our opinion, to make installation at the present time
inadvisable. Mistrust of management is so great that the "tclimate"
for installation of even the best of merit rating plans is
unfavorable. Perhaps when confidence in the sincere desire of
management and supervisors to observe and recognize effective
performance and to discipline ineffective performance has been
built up, a merit rdting system will become feasible. Respondents
do, however, express uncertainty about the present system as
well, not being s-ure whether better employees get paid better and
promoted sooner than poorer performing employees.

On Communication -concerning Work Changes, employees are
uncertain if their supervisors either know or if they do, even
desire, to tell them the reasons for job-related changes. This
factor in employee dissatisfaction seems relatively independent of
the main theme of inadequate feedback of performance. It isrecommended that in whatever manner employees are better
informed about their job performance, they also (perhaps at the
same time) be systematically informed about upcoming job changes
and the reasons for them.

The three Goal-setting Attributes Scales give further, less
distressing, information, in this case about how employees see the
wa y their supervisors handle the situations in which employees and
supervisors might set mutually valued goals. The first "Attribute"
is Goal Clarity and Planning. The "average" respondent considers
such statements as- "My supervisors know what TVA's goals and
objectives are," as "Somewhat true,"* or "Pretty much true,"
certainly leaving room for improvement but not indicating a
disastrous perception of the situation.
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Goal-setting Feedback is also about average, although there
is a great deal of variance in responses to these questions, and,
as we shall see, they are important in determining overall
satisfaction and intention to stay with TVA.

Participation in Goal-setting is seen as somewhat low,
responses falling between "Somewhat true" and "Pretty much true"
for such questions as "My supervisors listen to me." This source
of dissatisfaction can be reduced by systematic, planned, listening
sessions in which the employee not only received feedback about
his performance, and information about changes which will affect
him, but will also give the supervisor suggestions and information
relevant to the job for their mutual development.

B. Interrelationships among Major Variables

As we have seen in the Results sections, there is a network
of interrelated, but not redundant, variables. The relationships
are particularly close among those variables we have classified as
Input and Outcome variables. The heart of the cluster of Outcome
variables is Intention to Quit, satisfaction with Work Itself,
satisfaction with Job in General, Trust in Management, and, to a
lesser extent, .Identification with the Work Organization.
Associated with these, but not so closely, are Acceptance of Job
Changes and satisfactions with Promotional Opportunities,
Supervision, and Coworkers.

Personal Characteristics of a relatively permanent nature are,
fortunately, not closely related to this cluster, nor to the Input
variables, simplifying our interpretation. They will, of course,
have to be considered in the design of interventions.

The Input variables can be clustered in a manner similar to
that for the Outcome variables, and the Input and Output clusters
are related to each other. What stands out among the Input
variables is Feedback, as measured qui e difterent1y) by the
Fe-e-dbackVs~cale of the Job Characteristics -Inventoriy, by the
I-Eea5aCK scale of the Goal-Settingi Attributes questionnaire,an
by teseilycntutdTA caeof Recognition of
P-erformance. Also related to this cluster are the other Job
C-F1rT-ce-r-is-t-ic- variables of perceived Autonomy and Variety, and
the other Goal-Setting Attributes of Goal Clarity and Participation
in Goal Setting.

This cluster meshes neatly with the Outcome cluster. Those
empio-ees wo perceive clear feedbc from1:i: th iiieir supervi-so-rs telvd

Other measures, although sometimes significantly correlated
with the Input/Output clusters, can be considered as a separate
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cluster related to pay and to promotional policy. These include
the Input factors of the TVA variables of Recognition of
Performance and Merit Payment, and the output variables of the
JDI scales of Satisfaction with Pay and Satisfaction with
Promotional Opportunities.

_Pay is not the central factor in the dissatisfaction and
mistrust at WBNP, although em;ployees are gcrainly _dissatisfied in

athat area. Pay is often a convenient and concrete scapegoat for
otheP1 ss tangible, aspects of the perceived job situation; we
infer that this is the case at TVA from the intercorrelations, the
relationships with demographic variables, and from the qualitative
preliminary interviews and other open-ended responses.

It is quite clear that the employees were sending, through
us, one gentral message -- giv mhgn-,ifraio bu
our job perfonmýa Related to this message is a second one --
recognize good performance -a-nd iedffrn ream.iL.fip
P--Fo-fiatie in-others awelas in ourselves!

C. Where in WBNP do the Problems Lie?

We as outside investigators cannot interpret many of the
tabulations we have made by location in the organization, by
demographic characteristics, or by tenure, but the personnel at
TVA may be aware of conditions accounting for the differences we
report. We present the most -salient findings, therefore, for your
consideration.

By Schedulie. We can paint a picture of each of the schedule
groups according to its relative position on each of the salient
variables measured.

The managers are highest by far on the greatest number of
measures, being: high in Trust in Management and all of the
other Outcome variables, including Satisfactions and Identification
with TVA; high in the Personal Characteristics of Individual Goal
Orientations and Interest in Work Innovation; and high in the
Input variables of Variety, Recognition of Performance,
Communication of Work Changes, Goal-setting Feedback, and
Participation in Goal-setting. They are not particularly high,
however,in Task Identity (who knows when a manager has
completed most of his tasks?) or Autonomy (perhaps because of
rules and regulations) .

The group least likely to quit are the SA's. They score
relatively high on satisfactions with Work Itself, Job in General,
and Life. They have high Interest in Work Innovation, and Task
Identity. They are low in Pay Satisfaction, Job Definition, Goal-
setting Feedback, and Participation in Goal-setting.
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The foremen and the SB's are also less than neutral on
likelihood of quitting. The Foremen, nevertheless, are very low in
Trust in Management, and low in Satisfaction with Promotional
Opportunities, Attitude toward Work Autonomy, and Perception of
Autonomy, Variety, and Task Identity, as well as Job Definition.
On the other hand, they are high in Interest in Work Innovation
and Feedback on how well they're doing.

The clerical workers (SB's), despite their relatively neutral
intention, to_ quit, are dissatisfied with Pay and particularly with
P-romotional Opportunities low on Interest in WorkT Innovation, low

on hiý_ an Fedbak o ho doigbut slihl
.positive on Goal-setting; FeedbaZE1'Ua -more specific variable).

The engineering groups show some interesting differences.
The most likely to quit are the graduate engineers (SD's). They
score low in satisfaction * with Work Itself, Job in General, and,
particularly low in Trust in Management and Identification with the
Work Organization. Scores are. also low in Task Identity. On the
other side, they are more satisfied with Pay and Promotional
Opportunities, somewhat favorable to Work Innovations, high in
Attitude toward Work Autonomy and Job Definition, and relatively
high in Goal-setting Feedback and Participation in Goal-setting.

The engineering aides and technicians (SE's) are on the fence
about intention to quit. Trust in Management is very low, as are
satisfactions with Work Itself, with Pay, (but not with Promotional
Opportunities), with Job in General, and with Life Satisfaction.
Recognition of Performance is very low; scores are below neutral
also on Variety 'and Feedback. Job Definition, on the other hand,i s nhiglh -- perhaps too high, since the free comments indicate that
thse em;ployees frequently feel that they are trappe- nraIle~r
ri i d, routine!, a-eq jobs-,without much likelihood of
reclassification or upgr~dIng-

In general, it should be noted that the profiles for
satisfaction of Work Itself (by Schedule) parallels that for Job in
General, and (with less sharp differences among Schedules) the
Scale of Life Satisfaction.

By Division or Area: These breakdowns seem much less
informative. To pick out the biggest differences, the Service
Division has less Intention to Quit and greater Trust in
Management, as well as greater satisfactions with Work, Job in
General, and Life Satisfactions. They have greater Task Identity,
and least strong Attitude toward Work Autonomy. The
Engineering Division is highest in Intention to Quit (with
Inspecting a close second). They are very high in Attitude
toward Work Autonomy, and relatively high in Interest in Work
Innovation and in Job Definition. The Inspecting Division scores
low in Interest in Work Innovation, and in satisfactions with Work
Itself, Job in General, and Life. Scores are slightly above
average in Attitude toward Work Autonomy.
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ýýy Demographics: Age trends are not *very pronounced,C . although in general satisfaction rises with age, Identification with
the Work Organization and Trust in Management also rise, and
Intention to Quit decreases. Feedback also is seen as more
satisfactory. There is a slight irregularity in Pay satisfaction, the
younger group being being more satisfied than the next older
group, and the relationship with Supervision is quite irregular.

Tenure gives a more interesting picture. Although, across
all persjns, age and tenure are positively correlated, the shapes
of the curves are not parallel. The characteristic tenure curve is
U-shaped. The newest and oldest employees are more satisfied
than those in intermediate lengths of service for Pay, Promotional
Opportunities, Supervision, and Job in General. There is a lack
of rise in satisfaction in the first five years for satisfaction with
Work Itself, followed by an increase. (The curve for Coworkers is
irregular and not easily interpretable.) Intention to Quit is also
U-shaped, with those most likely to quit in the 1-2 year group
according to tenure. Trust in Management shows another clear U,
and Identification with TVA (like satisfaction with Work Itself)
begins flat, with, in this case, a sharp rise for those with more
than 7 years' tenure. The input measures will not be discussed
here, since they are much better understood at the individual
level.

Education shows very few significant differences, despite its
overall correlation in the population at large with job level and
hence with job satisfaction. In TVA, we can single out the
Associate degree group as dissatisfied with their work, and the
High school _group as relatively satisfied. With Pay, those with the
College degree are relatively satisfied, and those with Graduate
degrees unusually dissatisfied. The High School group is most
satisfied with Job in General, with a steady decline with increasing
education. Intention to Quit is greatest among those with the
College degrees and the 2-year technical degrees and lowest with
the High school graduates. The greatest Identification with the
Work Organization is among those at the two extremes of
education, with the others irregularly arranged by education but
lower than the extremes.

As we mentioned earlier, neither Sex nor Race showed any
syteaic ostblesinificant relatio~nships 7with Input, Outcome,

or the PesnlCaracteristics variables. TV s ett or at
providin eulmpoent opportunities seem to h~ave paid off

A separate study was made of transferred employees. it is
clear that, as we suggested in our proposal, they rather soon take
on the characteristics of the groups which they enter, and no

SA useful comparisons can be made between them and the more'premanent employees.
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D. Implications of Present Study

Identification with the Work Organization.

As indicated above, ide-ntificattion withn TVA is weak amo n
Watts Bar emPlIoyees. A q-uotation from awn' emloe ilutrtso
'wea k this ide~ntification can be:

TVA has been the biggest disappointment in my work
life-. . .I'd look for another job with more respect, maybe
Garbage Collector!

This is a crucial outcome variable, and part of the network of
variables related to satisfaction and intention to quit the
organization. It deserves attention here not only because it
occurs at TVA, but because it is general in much of American
society.

In our present society, some of the traditionally important
social groupings have weakened. Extensive geographic mobility
has loosened ties with larger family groups and with the
community. It is probably more important than ever before that
the individual be able to derive a sense of belonging from the work
group with which he is associated. Yet, he often does not value
his membership in a work organization.

The data from our survey, discussed above, indicateC. compellingly that identification with the work organization is
inextricably tied to job satisfaction, to recognition, to trust in
management, to~goal clarity and participation in goal setting, and
to intention to quit. All of these variables are inter-related; the
important factor for us to consider is how management can
,intervene to change the network. It is obvious that the way to
enter the picture (see Schematic A) is by changing the expected
results of performance. We shall propose a way to make that
change, which should_ affect all of the variables mentioned above
and, ultimately, identification with TVA.

If the- worker feels no sense of belonging in the work
situation, he will become uninterested in identifying with the
organization and its goals.

Related to, but separate from, personal goals and social
identify derived from the job are feelings which people experience
at work. Much of the interest in this subject has taken the form
of studying employee satisfaction on the job. Employee satisfaction
is of interest not only because of its intrinsic importance, but
because satisfaction or dissatisfaction has some very real
consequences with regard to practical management problems such
as absences, turnover, and intention to leave. Recent evidence
emphasizes that it is achievement on the job that leads to
satisfaction, rather- aNn e reverse directo o ausation (see
Schematic A, end of SectionI.
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In addition to the satisfaction that achievement on the job may
bring because of its intrinsic value, it may also'be valued because

K. it brings social recognition, approval, and respect from co-
0 workers and superiors. The more likely it is that achievement

brings approval and respect from others on the job, the greater is
its value. Thus, a supervisor who recognizes successful work
tends to raise the value put on achievement. )t is indicated fro~m
ihe...jrteryiew data that the -resence or abece of supervor
achnowledgement o- good work appears-to ha quiteipotntt
workers 'and it was spoken ot with obviouss emotion. For example:

People are not recognized for hard work and are constantly
put down for trying to better themselves ... I try hard and
continue to do so. Its FRUSTRATING to say the least.

More recognition and appreciation... .to be recognized makes
one feel real good inside, and to me will result in a job better
done in the future.

We need a supervisor that will listen and discuss our work
tasks with you and recognize you for your job performance.

In addition to the rewards of personal pride and social
recognition, there are, of course, other rewards which may stem
from achievement and thus increase its value. Successful
performance on the job may lead to financial recognition by higher
pay, more job security, etc. On -the other-hand, successful
performance -on the job may also make the individual more
competitive for other outside opportunities, and, without adequate
recognition, may lead to turnover.

supervisors, he attributes this lack of recognition to the lack of a
sound managerial policy about caring about individual on-the-job
behavior. Another quote illustrates this:

People are treated the same and paid the same whether you
work or not. Lazy, slow people should be run off, made
examples of, others should get off their butts and go to
work. Managers should communicate more and praise good
employees and scold bad ones.

.The suypervisor is not seen as the instrument by which good
wt"k~x' D4t romotion. , il! he: "Bu'ddy-s~y~stem was alluded to

time and time again at TA)A quote from the interviews
illustrates this:

Job selections are not made on the basis of supervisor
qualifications but rather by the "Buddy system." Without
proper influence and pull one could easily remain in a "dlead-
end" job for their whole career at TVA.
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However, the data indicate that, at least in the job situation
covered in this study, the hope of promotion is not an important
contributor to job satisfaction. It is interesting to speculate about
why this might be so.

There are several conditions which tend to foster the desire
for successful performance on the part of the worker and these
include t~he following major factors:

a) The existence (and clarity) of standards of excellen--ce
t aglns rwtriii uf-ccess ýin per~forma~nce of the -task can býe
Judged

b) Feedback -on the individual's success in performing the
task.

c) M utual discussion of 111!11ýt shorttr n o gtr
goals torF1 thee e 'm"ployee and his supervisor.

Clear standards for performance: (Goals). Where objective
,standards of performance are not available, or as a supplement to
them, performance may be judged subjectively by superiors. If
the person whose work is to be judged knows specifically who will
judge his work and, perhaps more importantly, what standards will
be used in this judgment, his performance is likely to remain high.
In many cases, however, these things are not clear to the worker.
For example:

I think that my situation at Watts Bar could be improved by
my supervisor being aware of the amount and the quality of
work that I do.

Thus, an engineer may not be sure whether his drawings will be
judged primarily by how much he follows previous procedures in
similar jobs or by the extent to which he shows imagination in
devising new techniques to handle new problems. Wherestoanards

I need a long or medium term goal to work towards, a project
that is all mine and I can take pride in, rather than a series
of small unrelated odd jobs that only seem to get someone else
glory when completed.

It is important to note here that time limits (deadlines), even when
employees participate in setting them, are not viewed as a
standard of performance by most employees.

proba~bilityýurrs oe sutnoo
o-6f performance but also expect to learn how well he has doe
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aqgainst these standards. In other words. there is little prospect
loi experiencing success if one su-spects he will rivp.
iwell he has oerformed. It has been verified that feedback results
ini ýahighýer-m-oýtivya-ti-o-nfor per~formance.

In some cases the individual can get feedback from his own
direct observation. In other cases, feedback must come via
communications from others, as in the "Well done!" which an
engineer may receive from another who goes over his drawings.
But the-best feedback should come from the evidence that the

s~pey-aor-has been observing an documentinq clear-cut iob-

emPy-ve-e For example:

(What is needed is)... .recognition of a job well done, not by
employee of the month awards. But by my supervisor ju~st
every once in a while saying "He did good work".

These observations, however, must be related to behavior, not to
personality, both in the recording and in the discussion of them
with the employee.

It may be that ability or the recognition of it is not the prime
criterion for promotion at Watts Bar. It is perhaps a "reasonable"
amount of ability and effort and not truly outstanding performance
which is required for promotions into most jobs at TVA. Another
interviewee said:a

Promotion now is based on time on the job and who you know.
No matter if you work hard or not you advance on a time
scale. This gives the employee no sense of ambition. This
also causes people to get away just doing enough to get by
and get raise (sic) because they have been there in between
promotions.

Secondly, it may be that, while promotion is a real possibility for
some employees, it is for most a rather distant possibility --
something that may happen in a year, two years, or never.
Another quote:

I enjoy my work, I feel I am valuable to TVA; but my
opportunity for advancement is zero within the Engineering
disciplines.

It would be difficult for such a distant reward, justified or not, to
raise motivation to perform. A distant reward such as this cannot
be expected to evoke energy and enthusiasm in the present.

Mutual discussion of goals. When the standards for the job
are clear, the employee understands them, and the supervisor
recognizes that he is managing best when he is attending to the
way the employee's behavior relates to the job, then trust,
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feelings of equity, and belief in the supervisor's effectiveness
ensue. Discussions should occur as frequently as practicable
because closeness in time to the observations gives immediacy of
feedback and, moreover, makes the task of discussion much easier
for both parties.

At the time of these mutual discussions, job changes which
have already been decided or are probable, should be explained.
In the present survey, there was considerable complaint that
supervisors either did not know about job changes or did not take
the time to inform the employees about them.

As indicated by the data, identification with the organization
is low among Watts Bar employees. This is considered to be a
crucial Outcome variable and the phenomenon of identification,
therefore, deserves some d * iscussion. When a person has similar
goals, social characteristics, and similar (and equitable) status
with other organization members, he is likely to feel at home, to
feel that he belongs -- i.e., to have a sense of solidarity with the
organization. Perceptions of interdependence and of solidarity
with the organization should, in turn, contribute to the
individual's motivation to defend and support -- i.e., be loyal
to -- the organization. If he really feels a part of that
organization, then, in fact, he is helping his own group, his own
people. He must see, therefore, his supervisors as competent and
effective in policies which affect him and his goals, both as an
employee and as a citizen. In addition, there are some pragmatic
motives for loyalty. A worker may support and defend an
organization of which he is a member because he derives, and
expects to continue to derive, various satisfactions. Identification
processes also depend, in part, on the prestige which the
organization enjoys in the larger society. It must also be noted
here that the community judges the organization by what it hears
about efficien -cy of management. In general, we would expect that
those who-derive satisfactions from their membership roles will be
likely to support and, therefore, defend the organization.

Intention to Quit. The most important Outcome indicated by
the present study, from an economic point of view, is the intention
to quit. Turnover may thus be high, particularly in the two
_groups where this intention is greatest -- the engineers (SE's
and, especially, SD's). The cost of recruiting, hiring, and
training such personnel is very expensive, especially since the
evidence indicates that it is the most effective performers who are
most likely to leave. It is difficult to replace these people with
persons with equal ability, and almost impossible to replace them
with people with equivalent experience. Turnover is therefore
bound to increase costly mistakes as well. Errors in design and
specifications are extremely, sometimes astronomically, costly.
TVA and WBNP and the community simply cannot afford these high
costs.
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It is fortunate that the kind of intervention that will be likelyC ~to increase identification with TVA is also the. one most likely to
reduce intention to quit. If valued employees can perceive that
their efforts will be rewarded, at least with recognition and
potentially with advancement, they are more likely to turn their
efforts to achievement within the organization.

The key to increasing expected rewards -is effective
supervisory behavior.

Su~ervisory Behavior. The way in which the supervisor
observes and recognizes the employee's behavior in relation to his
job is crucial to the whole constellation of Outcome and Input
variables. "Feedback" was demanded in every way nssh~h~ h
respondents "ohe !uestionnaireCg mnr t
itfi-s the supervisor Who Must give the feedbark-

If the supervisor is perceived as able to know what's going
on, he will gain effectiveness. One of our interviewees said:

A lot of supervisors are not in close enough contact; don't
even know what's going on in the office, or in relation to
other offices. They listen, but don't give back reasons for
decisions. Maybe top management passes on to supervisors,
but information doesn't get carried all the way down.

Further, if the employees can see that the supervisor can
distinguish betwee6 desirable and undesirable behaviors, then this
should result in a rise in their perceptions of their supervisors'knowledge and credibility. Also, when the supervisor can fairly
document the behavior of subordinates, this will increase the
extent to which that supervisor can influence and represent
subordinates to higher management. There is evidence to indicate
that if *a supervisor can command respect of higher management,
then this will determine the amount of influence the supervisor will
have over subordinates. The basis of power and influence has
been linked to reward power, and this reward power must be fair
and contingent on performance before it will be respected and
serve as a motivator. If these conditions existed, then we could
expect that trust in management should increase.

Trust, or the lack of it, is largely based on perceptions that
an individual can be depended upon to behave in reliable and
predictable ways with others. Group attitudes and perceptions of
organizational trust are gained through the behaviors of the
supervisory staff, and these behaviors constitute an important but
often underemphasized component in the commitment process. An
employee commented on the back of the survey booklet that "if
something were invented to make them (supervisors) tell the truth
this would solve 90% of the Watts Bar's problems". Another
individual said:
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Other employees perceive management as untrustworthy and
dishonest -- not practicing what they preach. I know 10
managers who took the Interaction Management course -- all
10 are considered dishonest. Eight say one thing, then do
another. Employees stereotype all managers based on the
non-effective managers.

Supervisory behavior is related to organizational commitment.
We define commitment as an identification with the goals and values
of the organization, high involvement in work activities, and a
strong desire to maintain membership in the organization. The
data on Identification with the Work Organization and Intention to
Quit indicates a clear lack- of commitment. There is a growing
body of research which indicates that organizational commitment
has utility in such important behavioral outcomes as performance,
absenteeism, and turnover (Hom, Katerberg, & Hulin, 1979;
Porter, Crampon, & Smith, 1976). There is an ample body of
evidence to indicate that the two most important behaviors of
superiors, as identified in the original Ohio State Leadership
Studies, are (1) Initiating Structure and (2) Consideration, and
these are associated with subordinate commitment (Morris &
Sherman, 1981). A comment from an employee interview illustrates
this point as well:

I personally feel that TVA as an employer could treat their
employees with more consideration and respect. To work with
us so that oup~ work for them would be better appreciated.

The definitions of Consideration and Initiating Structure from the
Ohio State Studies are (quoting directly from the authors);

"Consideration: Consideration is defined as behaviors
indicative of mutual trust and respect, good 'human
relations', good rapport, and open, two-way
communications."

"Structure: St~ucture indicates the extent to which a
supervisor is likely to define and structure their job and
those jobs of their subordinates toward goal attainment
(productivity). "

The process of both initiating satisfactory Structure and
demonstrating Consideration requires that the supervisor have
meaningful communications with each employee about his job and
his work. This leads us to some tentative recommendations.

E. Recommendations

As a result of the interviews and other qualitative sources of
information and of the analysis of the questionnaires, w&e....c~.arhLud
that thp -soluti-on to the most serious roblems will lie in:
communications; in feedback- -especially; in documentation of
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j.orirents _ofbo~thfavorable and nonfavorable behaviors; in training
of supervisors in observation, recording, n interpretation; in
substantiatmo of supervisors claims of fairness in their dealings
with subordinates (re-establishing the position of the -supervisors
and managers in the eyes oft teir subordinates) and, in general,

behavior -is eing o s-e ye ars ojcieyas possible..

Again, remember that the "buddy system" was repeatedly
referred 'to as a problem at' Watts Bar. We strongly hope that
recording of observations and subsequent action concerning them
will tend to reduce the employees' belief that the "buddy system"
is a principal mode of operation. Favoritism is always suspected
when persons do not see that undesirable behavior is noted and
discouraged and favorable behavior is rewarded. A further
importance of correct observation and recording is that these form
a firm basis for a job analysis which will stand up in court, and
for that matter, for an appraisal of performance that can form a
basis for promotion and transfer which is equally legally
defensible. The realization that behavior is immediately recorded
and interpreted should improve morale and job satisfaction, as well
as presumably lead to an attempt by the employee to improve
performance.

if a(employee can expect consistent recognition of good
o~erformane as rewards fortht performfiance, hhe- has-Fsom-e-r-eiavo
to increase his effort and to set higher goals; the result-ing
_achievemrents a n;5their recognition _w~ill le~a~dto increas-e-d

are see=s = cematIc A

We have fairly concrete suggestions for increasing employees'
expectations of rewards for performance. We have drafts of
procedures and even of recording forms which should, and will, if
thorou ghly followed through, facilitate improved observation and
the discussion of those observations with the employees observed,
and this should give employees the recognition of their
performance which they have so clearly requested. These
suggestions will be presented in a subsequent proposal. Briefly,
we have pre-tested drafts of some of the recording forms at
Bowling Green. The pre-tested forms will be revised, based on
our experience, into planned Behavioral Observation Notes
(BONs), specifically constructed for WBNP. Other parts of the
system are thoroughly tried and true. They are part of a system
originated in 1963 by Smith and Kendall called, in the literature,
either BARS (Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales) or BES
(Behavioral Expectation Scales). These have been widely adopted
in industry, but not with the documentation required at WBNP and
not with the specific revised procedures we will be suggesting
here. The details need to be worked out in conjunction with the
staff at Watts Bar and TVA.
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Since job analysis is implicit in the development of the forms
on which behavior is recorded, the actual performance can be and
will be compared directly to job requirements and not to some
imaginary or half-formulated sets of demands which may be
idiosyncratic to the particular supervisor. It will answer the
question about why a particular employee is not effective, since,
instead of giving a global summary evaluation of performance, it
will indicate specifically in what dimensions and in what ways the
performance is not up to an agreed-upon standard.

On the basis of having recorded and evaluated actual
observed behaviors which have known values, the managers should
feel secure in taking immediate action to correct deficiencies and,
on the other hand, in rewarding effective performance. It should
give managers a sense of instrumentality and control over their
own units, and reduce what is so often a major problem, a sense of
helplessness in view of inadequate or even destructive employee
behavior.

It should increase their self-esteem when supervisors can
influence behavior effectively and when they will correctly
perceive themselves as more influential and their work as more
meaningful.

Suoervisors~~ evrweerrl iscuss with their employees
thejbehaviors which -they have observed-, even when they have
takejn the -iroub :id observ .... 'them. It is an avers~ive task even to
pris gn d lrformýane, let alona point out deficiences or
recojnýe aera e behavior. Supervisors ne~ed su~p-port --
initiating such discussions, at least at the beginning. The
discussions begin to become rewarding with time and when positive
results begin to appear. Moreover, the process which at first is a
difficult one becomes habitual, requiring minimum effort.

There are three principal ways to help the supervisor. One
is to support him by policy administered by his superiors, so that
he can truthfully say that he must discuss each employee's
performance with him. The second is to make the discussion as
impersonal and objective as possible. The behaviors should be
recorded on 'cards which can be literally laid on the table and
discussed as something "out there" to be dealt with, not as a trait
of the employee. Thi 's separates the behavior from the person
performing it. It tends to remove personality issues from the
discussion of work performance. The adversary role which so
often develops can thus be avoided. (The cards also serve the
function of a permanent legally recognizable record.) The third
method of support is the thorough training of the supervisors and
giving them practice in conducting such sessions.

The reorded behaviors are subsequently scaled, on an
obs rv-ational ra-t-in! ess a11 costru ý the ýraterrss
themselves (in special -devgkp~mentaL -,aes ions), and used as a
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basis for diagnosing strong and weak points and evaluating
pýrogress.

Documented rating of level of performance -on separate
dimensions will permit comparisons, within a group, of performance
of the most effective employees, the intermediate level employees,
and the ineffective employees. To a large extent, further, it will
permit cross-comparisons from one unit to another, insofar as
common guidline examples of behavior have been agreed upon.

Managers and supervisors can use the system as a method of
self-improvement. It will enable them to measure specifically what
they do in the most important part of their jobs -- actively
working with the people they supervise. It will also give them an
opportunity, first, to indicate that they have observed the
behavior and the occasion on which it occurred, and second, what
action they took about that behavior and the date or dates on
Which it occurred. They can plot learning curves for their' own
use in improving observation, evaluation, and relevant action.

he recording on separate dimensions will have many -auite
obvio)- zdat~ es over the global "Totem-Pole" ranking
procedure, which cove rs o6n y--ov`e~r-aI or summary evaluation, -a-n-
whichrgre veydtcubrcdrofrnigteete
,qEoup. Use of separate psychometric scales furnishes anchorc n
leads to separate evaluations, without forcing ranking. The
procedure we will r~ecommend falls in line with the directive in the
TVA administrative manual that managers keep records. Record
keeping will unquestionably be increased, but not just for the sake
of shuffling paper. Instead, it will be for the sake of having
back-up information and information for objective discussion with
the employee of his performance at all levels of the rating
scales, -- favorable, unfavorable and intermediate or merely
acceptable behavior. Because of the clear differentiation of levels
of performance in different areas, it will permit the manager,
together with a particular subordinate, to agree upon additional
responsibilities which can be assigned to the individual who is
rated highly on a dimension, and to set specific goals for when
those additional responsibilities will be fulfilled. This procedure
gives a sense of participation and control to the employee, as well
as to the manager. For employees rated at the negative end of the
rating scales, where performance is ineffective, it again permits
much more limited goals to be set mutually, in an attempt to
remedy the unsatisfactory situation. If the unsatisfactory
situation is not remedied, the recording forms a firm basis for re-
review and eventual administrative action (discharge or downward
transfer). This is a basis for progressive discipline, as is
outlined in the Interaction Management program. At intermediate
levels, it permits the supervisor to acknowledge that the employee
is doing his job adequately, and to thank him for keeping the
operation running smoothly. T he v-ar-ious funct ions of training. of-
~goalsetting, of _reprimand and reward. of Justification ofaction.,
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ptc., are interlocked in one generalized -procdrpriie which permits
,&Dd encore moemainflad sloser sýuevsonb h

orson who isdiectly re~spons~ible _for teatoso i

At the "sunrise" meetings, it will permit the supervisor to
set very specific goals for that day, and to discuss those goals
with the employees, securing their agreement. It will encourage
the employees, then, to make sure that the boss sees what they
are doing, so that he will record the actions and they will be
recognized. The procedure will tend to direct action toward the
major goals of the organization or the unit, rather than what may
be perceived as "nit-picking" and dletail,- which is not good for
morale. At the same time, it will permit a supervisor to attend to a
particular small, but nevertheless important, segment of behavior.
It will alleviate, then, the tendency of the employee to make work
to fill time, since there will be specific goals which are awaiting his
activity and for which he will duly be recognized when they are
completed.

The purpose of this procedure is to facilitate the building of
the nuclear plant with a minimum of conflict and misunderstanding,
and to promote feeling in the employees (which will then be
transmitted to the townspeople and the community) that meaningful
work is going on at Watts Bar, and that progress is being made
toward the eventual _goal of a productive plant for the entire
community. The meanin~fulness of the communication which arises
-wVtP d is cu ssi*on of the concrete behavio-rs will lead to-an
atmosphre of -trust and und'e-rsta-nding, which the survey
indite lltoclayisnwsdyaking at Watts Bar. T-he
procedure will, occasionally, lead to a confrontation whi1ci. does
need to be faced,- when an employee and a manager actually do
*disagree about whether a particular activity is a part of the duties
for the job. If this disagreement is implicit in the situation, it
should be brought to the fore and faced, as soon as possible.

The effects of bias and personality conflicts shol----'egceatly
dimished by ýthe proposed procedure, because. the emphanir is en-

HeTI?-aK, a.. L.,vo related to that task, and not upon feelings
about~~~ a esna e-..M a~n example_, the impression that

an individual is a drunk will not affect any of the ratings. What
will appear on the records is an absence, a failure to meet a
quality standard, an interpersonal exchange of words, or some
other objective form of behavior which would be recorded whatever
the cause, whether it was alcohol, emotional disturbance, or a
misunderstanding of orders. Similarly, biases, which could
correctly or incorrectly, be attributed to sex, race, or any other
ethnic or group membership characteristics, will be eliminated, or
at least minimized, for the same reasons -- that the emphasis will
be on behavior. The ratings, or the observations, will also reflect
finer differences in both the quality and the level of evaluated
performance when they are concentrated on behavior, rather than
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on trait ratings. Halo and other rating errors will be diminished
or minimized. From the manager's point of view, the maintenance
of a record of the behavior he has observed and what he's done
about it will form a basis for his explaining to his immediate
supervisor what he has done as a manager and what his goals are,
as well as how rapidly he is achieving them.

The matter of improved communications and feedback
deserves another word. When employees perform a specific act on
the job,- they deserve immediate feedback as to the evaluation of
that action. The customary method, unfortunately, in all of
industry, is to tell the employee about unsatisfactory behavior,
sometimes a year after the unsatisfactory behavior occurs. The
intent of the proposed system of recording is to form a basis for
the supervisor's feeding back, much more immediately -- perhaps
within the day, or at most within three weeks.

A wide variety of experimental stud ies- indicate that the
.ffecTi-eriveness of feedback is a direct funrtion oLf-the clo~seness in

tire~oA~cfeedback to the cin Our recome nd atin ofa
system with a short interval between observation and feedback is a
direct response to the obvious condition, revealed in both
interviews and questionnaires, that the most serious problems at
Watts Bar 'are problems of human interactions, rather than of
technical deficiencies. Employees have demanded, through their
responses to the questionnaire, clearer reports of performance,
feedback, and app-raisal. The reader is reminded that scores on
feedback, particularly on the Job Characteristics Inventory, are
very low, and that feedback scores are related closely to job
satisfaction and to intention to quit, among other important
Outcome variables.

In *addition to the major problems of WBNP, lack of feedback
and recognition, two secondary problems emerged. Fi rst,
employees felt that their training, particularly their initial
introduction to their jobs, was unclear and inadequate. Many
studies have indicated that realistic job previews decrease
turnover among new employees and impact job satisfaction. Note
that at WBNP, the greatest intention to quit was among those with
less than two years' tenure. If employees know what to expect,
they are less likely to be disappointed and frustrated, and hence
less likely to leave. We __rTecommend, _therefore, a plan _for
introduction of new employees to theirjos ndfiraua

~qi9w-ps o mki i~r th t~h6~Aeejhey are getting w~hat they
eýx pe c-ted.

This problem will also be attacked, in part, by the
clarification of job requirements which is a spin-off of the
construction of the scales for measuring job-relevant behavior.
When supervisors have clarified the forms of behavior they expect,
they can give clear feedback to new employees concerning their
progress. Morover, the same scales can be used to introduce the
new employees to what is looked for in performp~ - _*ý--ý;oS
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As mentioned earlier, the discussion sessions between
supervisors and employees can serve to reduce a second relatively
minor source of dissatisfaction -- the lack of explanation of job
changes. Care must be taken, however, to make sure that the
supervisors are, themselves, informed as quickly as possible about
up-coming changes. We recognize that many of these changes
occur suddenly, without prior information to local management, but
it would improve employees' feelings if they realized that they were
informed whenever possible.

All of these suggested changes focus on employees' expected
recognition, and on definition of what is expected in on-the-job
behavior. The whole issue of whether the work values are shifting
for the people of the earth, the American people, the people in
Tennessee, the people at Watts Bar, or some segment thereof,
becomes a phony pseudo-issue when we direct our attention not to
these global shifts, but to day-by-day changes in performance.
There is a considerable amount of evidence that action causes
values, rather than the values causing the action, and for that
matter, that performance causes job satisfaction, rather than job
satisfaction causing performance. The direction of causation is
probably not as simple as we have stated, but at least there is a
very strong indication that action comes first. The probability of
causation should be considered very strongly in setting up a
system. The system of observation, rating, and recording we are
suggesting treats each employee as an adult human being,
responsible for his, own actions, and responsible for planning for
future' actions. As an adult, he must also accept the consequences
of his actions. , The entire method of treatment is intended to
increase the individual's self-esteem as well as that of the
manager As part of his mature responsibility, the employee
should give the boss a fair chance to observe what he has done, to
record it, and to take it into account in his long-term dealings
with the employee.

Because goals become more specific and the employee is
directed toward a total pattern of activity, he should waste less
time and engage in less "make-work" activity during the day.
Overtime, consequently, should be reduced, diminishing costs.

We should mention, by the way, that the records at Watts Bar
indicate that amount " of overtime being scheduled is excessive.
Research begun long before World War 11, on optimal hours of
work, indicates that much shorter work weeks are optimal both for
hourly rate of performance, and even for total daily performance.
In other words, people are working at WBNP for such long periods
of time that their total output is probably diminished over that
which would be expected from a seven or eight hour day.

The proposed system, since it documents actual behavior, is
prepared to give the management and supervisors a basis for
definitive action, even of a disciplinary sort, so that the feeling of
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helplessless which often characterizes government agencies that
is, "You can't fire anybody," -- should be greatly reduced, and
actual administrative action could be taken and backed by the
courts. We repeat that observation must be made not only of the
individual whose performance is apparently deficient, but also of
all others in a supervisor's working unit, so that there is a direct
basis for comparison of what is observed for each individual
person, and allegations of selecting particular persons for
observation can be reýutecl.

Civil Service is not a welfare state. It can be made a very
fair, equitable, and solid system for administration.

Part of the trouble with Civil Service is attributable not to its
being Civil Service, as such, but to the organization's being very
large. Bigness does lead to difficulties. It leads to feelings of
helplessness in the people involved. Becoming concrete, and
returning to the observation of the behavior of single individuals
on single jobs, cuts the problem down to a size which a given pair
of individuals can handle. The manager, when he has clear
definitions of what his employees are supposed to be doing, and
what they have been doing, has a clear definition of his own role
in bringing those into line. His own self-esteem, as a person with
control, with autonomy, must increase if he responds to the
discrepancy between what is, and what he has agreed ought to be.

Further, if allocation of work is based on goals set for the
individual and not based on overloading the best people because
the worst people will not do their share, team feeling can be re-
engendered, and cooperation, rather than competition to goof-off,
can be introduced. For the persons who seek additional
responsibility as a reward or as a basis for future promotion, the
careful recording of achievements can serve as a firm standard or
guideline. Interpersonal relationships should improve within the
group as the team spirit increases and as people can strive for
their own individual goals.

The observation of behavior that a manager cannot explain
should help him to identify, early, problems that potentially will be
troublesome and cost- i neff ective, so that he can then investigate
the causes. The effectiveness of the manager, as seen by the
employee, will be enhanced, since he will be seen as being
instrumental in removing obstacles which he otherwise would not
have foreseen. One of the most devastating criticisms of a
supervisor is that he does not know his job, or that he does not
anticipate difficulties. These matters should be helped by the
recording of behavior. As an example, an employee who is
observed waiting would be requested to give an explanation which
might lead the supervisor to find a shortage of materials which had
to be attended to immediately. Otherwise, the individual employee
might have thought it a trivial matter and have been grateful for a
few minutes' rest.
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Since the whole procedure for recording and evaluating
behaviors will be a standardized one, and will be, in turn,
observed and enforced by the supervisor's immediate supervisor,
it will acquire objectivity and acceptance as a part of the way the
system will then operate, rather than as a personalized attack on
individual employees. It is based on observed behavior rather
than possible bias associated with group membership, stereotypes,
or "buddies." The ratings, or the observations, will also reflect
finer differences both in ' quality and level of evaluated
performince when they are concentrated on behavior rather than
trait ratings.

Since specific goals have been set and met, the employee
should acquire a sense of achievement. This sense of
achievement, in most individuals, leads to setting of still higher
goals, with the full realization that the higher performance will be
noted, recognized, and rewarded. This captures the essence of
the results from the questionnaires, where goal-setting feedback,
feedback as a job characteristic, and participation in goal-setting
are related to recognition of performance, and eventually to
intention to quit. It does go without saying, then, that the
quality of work should improve, and the flow of work should be
smoother.

Since the heart of managerial jobs is observation and action
subsequent to observation, the manager, himself, should feel that
his skills are beinb improved. Hence, he should have a greater
chance for personal advancement, based on further competency,
and he should develop more confidence in his own ability. The
employees and managers should both know what is expected of
them and, hence, be able to direct their actions toward those
expectations. Further, the expectations should lead to definite
concrete results in terms of performance, and hence, to reduction
in costs.
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An Editorial Comment:.

The concern of these investigators is
.centered around the efficiency and
productivity of American industry in
general -- which is declining at a
disconcerting rate; mainly because of the
lack of growth of American workers and
"built-in" management short sightedness.
We must encourage long sightedness which
means cooperation. Cooperation already
exists in France, Germany and Japan,
among workers, management and the
government of these countries together
which produce outputs. Similar situations
do not exist. here and we do not possess a
cornucopia. We need to consolidate effort
and herein~rests the full meaning of goals.
If employees and management cannot see
the value of working together and instead
view each other as adversaries we cannot
help but to tear each other assunder.

Short-term patch up measures have
consistently been of little avail. This is so
completely evident in our economy. that it
deserves no citation here. The need for
worker intrinsic satisfaction which the
current situation militates against cannot.
be overemphasized. For the adversary
relationship means passing the buck or
assuming no real responsibility. This
cannot continue if we are to have any
cohesiveness and/or nationality.



FWURE 1
SCHEMATIC OUTLINE OF VARIABLES INCLUDED IN STUDY

OF WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT BY SURVEY
AUGUST, 1981

InpuK Variables
Job G ýaracteristics Inventory-

Autt -omy..
Vani /1
Feec )ack
Task 'dentity

Scalet Designed for
Watts~ ..ýar Nuclear Plant

Job ..-efinition
Recc.inition of Performance
Mer* Payment
Conr, -.iunication Concerning Work Changes

Goal- -tting Attributes
Goa. Clarity and Planning
Goal-setting Feedback and Evaluation
Participation in Goal-setting

Personal Characteristics
Relatively Permanent Characteristics:

Age
Sex
Race
Education
Tenure at WBNP

Potentially Modifiable Characteristics:
Survey of Attitude toward Work Autonomy
Survey of Individuall Goal Orientations
Interest in Work Innovation Index
Social Desirability Scale
Survey of Life Satisfaction

Outcome Measures
Measures of Satisfaction and Morale:

Job Descriptive Index
Work
Pay
Promotional Opportunities
Supervision
Co-Workers

Job in General
Survey of Life Satisfaction

Intention to Quit

Comment on the Questionnaire

Trust
In Management
In Fellow Employees

Identification with the Work
Organization Index
Acceptance of Job Changes Index

Interest In Work Innovation Index

Controls:
Social Desirability Scale
Sex
Race
Age
Education
Tenure at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
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FIG. 2
JDI Scores for all Surveyed TVA Employees
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Fig. 3
Mean Satisfaction Scores for
Job In General (JIG) and Survey
of Life Satisfaction (SOLS)
Possible Range = 0-54
Significance Levei, P<.0001
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FIG. 4
Satisfaction with Work, by Schedule
Possible Range = 0-54
Significance Level, P <.0001
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FIG. 5
Satisfaction with Pay, by Schedule
Possible Range 0-54
Significance Level, P<.0001
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FIG. 6
Satisfaction with Promotions, by Schedule
Possible Range =0-54
Significance Level, P<.0001
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FIG. 7
satisfaction with Job In General
(JIG), by Schedule
Possible Range = 0-54
Significance Level, P = .0035
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FIG. 8
Survey of Life Satisfaction (SOLS)
Scores, by Schedule
Possible Range = 0-54
Significance Level, P = .0454
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F ' ncr Satisfaction, by Divisionso Vissibie Range = 0-54
V.-S nificance Level, p = .0015
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FIG. 12
Intention to Qluit, by Schedule
Possible Range = 3-15
Significance Level, P =.0003
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FIG. 14
Percentage of Employees Commenting
on Survey, by Schedule
Significance Level, p = .0008
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29 -Trust In Management, by Schedule
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FIG. 16
Identification with the Work Organization, by Schedule
Possible Range = 2-10..
Significance Level, p = .004
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FIG. 17
Acceptance of Job Change Index, by Schedule
Possible Range, 3-15
Significance Level, p = .0077
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FIG. 18
Autonomy, by Sex
Possible Range = 6-30
Significance Level, p = .0144

FIG. 19
Task Identity, by Sex
Possible Range = 4-20
Significance Level, p = .0001
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FIG. 20
Goal Setting Feedback and Evaluation, by Schedule
Possible Range = 3-15
Significance Level, p = .0218
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FIG. 21
Participation In Goal Setting, by Schedule
Possible Range = 2-10,
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APPENDIX A



During Dr. Staflaland's motivational sessions for

the management, white-collar workers, and craft

foremen at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, it was agreed

that Dr. Stanaland would devote a portion of the

time allotted each of these sessions to opening

the program for discussion. The comments found

in this section are the result of that free inter-

change. The suggestion for these "gripe" sessions

was made a few days into his scheduled presenta-

tions. Therefore, his initial ones did not con-

tain any interactions.

Dr. Stanaland's summary of these data is found on

the following four pages. The raw data are found

on the subsequent pages of this Appendix.



July 22, 1981

MIr. Asa C. Kelley
TVA
400 Commerce Avenue, E7B3OA
Knloxville, TN 37902

Dear Asa:

Sorry for the delay in reporting to you on the seminar series atWatts B3ar. I assume you have already received some feedback from
the site. I hope it met with your approval.

I was most pleased wi th the response from the groups. Withoutexception the attention level was very high. I think I only put aboutthree people completely to sleep during the entire 'sekles. The reactionsvaried from one group to the other, as is always the case. what wascommon to all was that they were actively listening whether in agree-
ment or not.

At the suggestion of Dr. Du 'nbar, we held gripe sessions at the end ofeach presentation. I offered myself as a sounding board to receiveinformation, without comment. After each such session I immediatelywrote a summary of the information received. I delivered copies to Joe'soffice through Don Barksdale. At the end of each day I went to thePost Office in Sweetwater and mailed a copy to Bob Dunbar.

I am going to write a summary of my perceptions and send them to Joe.I will come back up there for another meeting if Joe deems that usefuland consider the-cost covered in the-original contract. I make thesame offer to you and the folks in Knoxville.

Thanks for the opportunity to work with you. I look forward to seeing
you again.

Sincerely,

4L~ -~ Gene Stanaland

~& ~Z4. t-C '~4P~President

V/p Of'/
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July 22, 1981 a

Joe Wilkins Ilt" ID KkSf It I iI

Proj ect Manager
P. 0. Box 2000
S.Pring City, TN 37381

Dear Joe:

As promised, I have attempted to write a summary of my perceptions
of feelings, problems, etc., gained from the Bitch and Gripe sessionsheld at the end of every presentation I did on site. As you recall,the first three days were for salaried/policy people and the last twofor hourly foremen. I was exposed to a lot of perceptions about theenvironment. I have no way of knowing whether they were in conformitywith fact or the result of lack of knowledge or misunderstanding. Youare in a better position to judge that than 1. You get some flavor ofthese perceptions through the daily reports I delivered to Don Barksdale.

First, as concerns the-salaricd/policy people: the one thing thatimpressed me most about every group was their feeling of a lack ofleadership or discipline. The statement "you cannot get fired" wasmade at almost every session. "Everyone is treated the same whether heworks or not." "A lot of people do nothing." "The problems are known,we just need somebody to do something about them." Their descriptionsof poor work performance by many on the job leads to a verification ofthe charges laid against them by the public that attacks TVA. I suggestthat their cotimunications to friends and neighbors supplies the ra-wmaterial for a lot of the charges. In my opinion, the employees- atWatts Bar suffer from a lack of respect. Respect from the public andself-respect because they know that a lot of the charges about wellpaid people who don't do anything are true.

Management at Watts Bar is also suffering from a lack of respect from thepeople working on the job.:.This results in part from poor managementperformance, It also results from a highly structured personnel systemthat at times places managers in awkward positions relative to employees.Lastly, it results from the nature of the job itself with the manychanges that result in a stuttering work schedule. This causes periods of"make work" for people who are waiting on a new set of plans. Trying to"look busy" while doing something that everyone recognizes is "make work"is bad for morale to say the least, and difficult for managers to imple-ment. Especially discouraging is to do work that they know ha's alreadyfailed to pass inspection at other sites.

GENE STANALAND ENTE!"IPRISES. INC. P. 0. Boax 448. Auburn. Alabamna 36830 (205) 82 1.3 990



The three sessions with hourly foremen were very much worthwhile doing.
The lasting impression I received from them was a feeling of second class
citizenship at Watts Bar. "we are hired from the neck down."1 We are
good enough to work for 'them,' but not good enough to use their vending
machines." "Two sets of rules at this job. Guns found in cars cost
hourly people their jobs, annual people just get a letter." "Management
is too good to talk to us."~ "They even have a separate parking lot for
us."

In each of the three sessions complaint was made about management sneaking
around the job spying on the troops. They were defensive about not
being lazy. "Give a man the materials and tools and he will do the job"
was a recurrent theme.

As you have already observed to me, there is resentment about new pcople
from Sequoyah. However, only one case was repeated in all three sessions.
Evidently there was a supervisor who had put a lot of work and effort
into "turning around" the hanger project. lie was replaced by someone
from Sequoyah. Their perception of that change was that he was replaced
to make a job for a "buddy" of a top level manager who came from the other
job. True or not, it is sticking in a lot of craws.

I think the solution to the morale problem at Watts Bar is regaining
respect. TVA folks are not going to get respect from the public until
they have it for them~elvcs. Their present perceptions of their managers,
the system, and themselves does not allow that. In fact, I dare say they
have guilt feelings..and some shame. I think they want an improvement.

Some steps on the road to a return of respect would be;

1) Some form of performance appraisal to make it possible for
managers to differentiate among people for merit rewards and be
able to justify disciplinary actions.

2) Knock down, to whatever extent possible, status symbol
differences among groups on the job'. This is reminiscent of
tho elimination of reserved parking spaces and "Executives
Washrooms" in industry a few years back. Such "barriers" make
it difficult to sell the "we are in this together" idea.

3) Improved communications especially in the area of changes
and the uneven work schedules. A better understanding of the
reasons for some of the things that look ridiculous when the
why is not known would help to regain respect for managers and
the project.

Joe, I am most sensitive to the fact that I am an "outsider" in all this.
That has its advantages, but it also has its drawbacks. I realize that
there is a great dnral more to all of these matters that you are awa-re of
that .f ýo !c coimments in that light.



However, the one point I feel most strongly about is the significant
morale impact that results from everyone being treated the same regard-
less of performance, the old "across the board" syndrome. That can
cause more mule lip than any other single thing. It is a two edged
negative sword. It permits the continuance of poor performance by those
who will not "get their heart in it," and causes the good worker to lose
resp~ect for management and the organization. It also results in a
deterioration of performance from good workers and causes them to seek
a better environment elsewhere.

Development and implementation of such a system is not easy. Managers
will find objective evaluation and communication of the-evaluation to
workers to be difficult. However, the returns in improved morale and
.respect from the troops is more than worth it. I speak from experience
on this matter.

If you feel that I can be of service to you by returning for a meeting,
I will be more than happy to do so and consider the cost to be included
in the contract already completed. I would like to see the situation
turned around. There-are an awful lot of well meaning hard-working people
in your organization and you all deserve a better work environment.

Thanks for the opportunity to work with you. Say hello to everyone for
Me.

Sincerely,

Gene Stanaland
President



CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM SESSIONS

`iýuiy 1, 1981 - Watts Bar Site

I continue to pick up the generalized feeling of dissatisfaction with
the lack of discipline.

"What would happen to me if I decided to come to work and sit on my
butt all day? 'Nothing."

"Why should I work my tail off when they hire Job Shoppers at pay-exceeding mine and they don't do half the work I do?"

"What penalties areimposed for craft people who are given a deadline
to meet and fail to meet it? None; extensions are granted."

"People who work hard are identified by their supervisors and loaded
up with work to make up for those who goof off. Yet, all are paid
the same, or the goof-off may earn more than the hard worker."

"I am set upon constantly out in the community by people who gripe
about TVA people who draw big salaries and do nothing."

"Promotions go to those who have seniority regardless of ability or
merit. Especially in the crafts, "friends" or "buddies" are the
ones promoted over others who are more competent and harder workers."

All of the above comments were made in the main by a young man who
appeared to be verysharp and conscientious. He was also obviously
frustrated and mad. He did concede that an early promotion might
come up every once in awhile, but the chances were good that somebody
in Knoxville who did not know the circumstances might disallow it
because it did not conform to the regulations.

Some complaint was made about there being insufficient manpower to
do the work. Some people do not get time off except to rotate days
among their groups. One reason offered for the shortage was turnover.

The above reason prompted one lady to offer that "everybody" is
looking for jobs elsewhere. She joined in December. She said she
was so happy to have a good paying job close to home. She would
walk up and down the halls smiling and greeting people. Her co-
workers expressed surprise at her mood and warned that the job would
take care of that in short order.

One young lady expressed after the meeting her pleasure at having
her job. She said she did not have a college degree and really
appreciated working around all of these "smart people." However,
she said she was concerned about giving "going away suppers" every
two weeks for people leaving the job.



A complaint I have heard twice before was.repeated today. 1
am moved from one job to another. I have been here a year anda half and had six different jobs. I never get to finish any-
thing. As soon as I am getting my feet on the ground in a job,
they move me.

one of the older people said he has been with TVA many years
on a lot of jobs, but has never been on one where the morale
has been so low. One of his co-workers said that the same
thing is b'ýing said at all the other nuclear sites, Sequoia,
Bellafonte, etc.

"All we have to do is put black and white striped suits on to
work here." We have to check in, get a guard to push a button
to let us through a gate. We have to sign in and out. We are
treated like animals.

Incompetence is handled by moving the person to another job.
Even managers are moved to another place if they are incompe-
tent. However, they continue to get better pay than others
who do the work.

One complaint was heard about managers who treat overtime as a
reward. They assign overtime as though it was a merit raise.
The worker said that he is tired of hearing that stuff and that
overtime is not always welcome.

A number of complaints on communication problems. Most of
these,I think, ate related to the fact that the wrong answer
came back, not that there isn't any communication.

"There is a lack of organization and planning. There is no
sense of direction."

Twice I have heard complaints about Joe not coming out on the
job to see what is going on. Also, twice, people have come upto me after the session saying that Joe tried to do that when
he first came to Watts Bar, but got in trouble with the folks
on the job who felt he was interfering.

My suggestions about motivating people through participative
management elicited a complaint from the craft people who said
they don't even get a set of plans any more to give them some
idea of what is being done or has to be done.

One person said he was inadequately oriented or trained when
he signed on. He was thrown into the job to sink or swim.
This was supported independently by an older worker who felt
that part of the problem centered around new workers who were
not appropriately prepared or trained when they come to the job.



"What do you think of operating under fear?" A question posed
by someone, and supported by others, that more frequently people
are being threatened with termination if they .don't do what
management wants. Also, too much of the time managers are
dictatorial; they do not even discuss your suggestions or ideas.
They tell. you: "Do it my way or get out."

Too many people are not willing to make a decision because of
fear that -they will be wrong and it will go against them. Many
times decisions are awarded by passing the buck to "they." I
assume "they" refers to higher management, or Knoxville. I



CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM SESSIONS

July 6, 1981 - Morning Session

Some of the management people are too "Godly." They don't
speak to or recognize the troops.

If they are trying to motivate people, why don't they give
more money to lower level ranks, rather than to top manage-
ment?

Attitudes of young people about work is frustrating; they
don't want to do anything.

All of the above comments were made by an older black man who
retired from military. Has a bone to pick with TVA for tell-
ing him he had to terminate an insulation business because of
conflict of interest with his TVA employment. I recorded his
comments because he was the only one who would talk during
this session.

One other person commented again that the communication me-
chanisms are there, but they don't work. "They respond nega-
tively."

If they Are interested in motivating people, why would Tom
Addington open his remarks during negotiations with the state-
ment: "You are all getting paid more than you are worth now."

met a safety engineer during lunch break who had attended last
week's session. She said the problems have been identified a
number of times. What we need is for somebody to do something
about them. She indicated that she felt the presentation was
good, but felt depressed after hearing the constructive criti-
cism discussion.

She has been with TVA a year or two and came here from Phipps
Bend. She was shocked to find here at Watts Bar that people
just stood around and talked. She said you are told when you
join TVA not to "hurt yourself" working too hard. She main-
tains-her values are more of the old order -- hard work, etc. --
she enjoys her job, but admits that she keeps an eye out for
other alternatives. She is not looking for another job, just
finds lately that she might take one if the opportunity pre-
sents itself.

If you want to move to a better jobthen goof off. If you work
hard, the supervisor will not let you go. There are too few
people who will work hard.



CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM SESSIONS

July 7, 1981 - Morning Session

Paint inspector -lay off half the people in crafts and you
would not experience a drop in output. "I used to be able to
come on the job, 'knock heads' with other inspectors, etc.,
and leave all that behind at quitting time and feel that I had
a pretty good day." "Now I get so tired of watching painters
who just stand around and don't care if they do anything or
not, I carry it with me when I go home. Some of the painter's
feel that no one even knows they are there or cares whether
they work."

There is a group of people in management who have "grown up
with TVA" who are not qualified as well as the people they are
directing.

Promo -tion is based on seniority without regard to merit or
ability.

Sheet metal manager - take a pipefitter and put him to work
with carpenters and he loses enthusiasm and just hangs around.
People should be allowed to pursue their own crafts if they
are to get job satisfaction.

Lady engineer - There is no recognition for merit. There are
at least four or~ five people in my office who sit around and
accomplish nothing.

How will these downward adjustments in salaries affect motiva-
tion? Job Shopper wages and benefits look more attractive.

Voight Industries (job shop contractor) held a meeting at the
motel on the Interstate to attract job shop workers. 200 to
300 people showed up, twice or three times as many as expected.

There is no recognition of people.



CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM SESSIONS

July 7, 1981 - Afternoon Session

People six or seven levels up the line write procedures for
welds that result in too much metal being added to pipe. This
results in excessive heat and causes the pipe to warp, look
like a goo5e egg. Some welders will not do it because they
know it's wrong and won't put their name on it.

Promotion and salary not based on merit, but on seniority and
buddy system.

Managers will not make decisions. They pass the buck to "they"
in Knoxville.

Last weekend they searched desks and offices and confiscated
property. One person observed that just because security people
wear uniforms does not mean that they are innocent, law-abiding
people. Another followed up by saying that a jar of pennies
was missing from one of the offices, so now security people are
suspected.

Why do we have to sign a waiver on search of our cars when they
are in the parking-lot and not inside the nuclear compound?

Incompetent managers are promoted to get them out of the way.

There is no merit recognition; everything is across-the-board;
the goof off is rewarded the same as the hard worker. I ques-
tioned whether the hard worker would continue under these cir-
cumstances and the answer was no, that most do not work hard.

If there is a mistake on plansyou cannot get a decision from
anyone on it, as though they were afraid of a wrong decision,
or contradicting others up the line.

NRC will not allow participative management. They send stuff
down with specific step-by-step instructions. This is a veri-
fication of complaint early last week that craft people don't
even get a set of plans any more.

I have not been too successful today in drawing people out
during these sessions. I find it difficult to draw them out
without "leading" them.



CONST~RUCTIVE CRITICISM SESSIONS

July 8, 1981 - Morning Session

They proposed downward adjustment in wage scales is having
its expected effect. "Why is TVA trying to satisfy a com-
plaining public who grip about wasting money by taking it out
on the lowest paid people?"

TVA is using local wage comparisons, yet it buys and deals with
the entire economy.

One person who attended one of these sessions and made comments
during that session heard about it from his superior. Evident-
ly, because of his statement, his supervisor was called up to
answer for it.

Our major problem is morale. There is no recognition, and
everyone is treated alike, whether you work hard or not.

Too many sit around doing nothing. Yet, job shop people are
hired in to also sit and do nothing at twice our pay. Sequoia
is winding down and they are bringing people in from there and
other jobs, yet they still hire job shop people.

Joe Wilkins has been- here a year and a half asking what the
problems are and we have been telling him. The problems are
known. Nothing i-s being done about them.

After session question: "Are you here to find out what the prob-
lems are, or are you the beginning or doing something about
them?" "Your presentation on motivation is not going to do any
good until the morale problem is solved first." I responded
that my appearance, along with the employment of the consultants,
is geared to remedying suggestions, not just finding out what
the problems are.



CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM SESSIONS

July 8, 1981 - Afternoon Session

Personnel in TVA is not a service organization; it is a farce
unto itself, with too much power.

There is no performance evaluation to distinguish between
good and po6r performance for reward purposes. Across-the-
board is the theme.

Constultants and studies have been utilized before, but
nothing has ever been done about the results. One comment was
that responses published from written survey questions did not
seem to have any similarity to the answers actually given.

incompetent managers are promoted up out of the way. One case
was cited where an individual was a good engineer, but could
not supervise. He was promoted to a non-essential job where
he would not have to deal with people. His salary added to
the rate base unnecessarily.

In TVA, there is a tendency for groups-or departments or divi-
sions to tend to their business, without regard to what other
people are doing. ;f challenged about what they get from or
deliver to others, there is the "not my job" response.

Interest has been~expressed a number of times in whether Knox-
ville management-~has heard this presentation, and are they
"behind" it. Are, they willing to do something to correct
problems? One comment observed that motivation is like a
Christmas tree -- it comes from the top down.

A complaint that written responses to management communica-
tions are never acknowledged, and nothing is ever done about
the recommendations contained therein was expressed. There
also appears to be a "status consciousness" problem in TVA.
After one reaches a certain level, one does not fraternize
with the people below him.



CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM SESSIONS

July 9, 1981

Two sets of rules for annual and hourly. Search of cars turned
up weapons. Annual people received a letter, hourly people got
fired.

"Craft people are hired from the neck down." Managers think
they are too good for us. They assume we are stupid. They
never appear on the job with an encouraging word of recognition
for what we are doing.

Managers came from Sequoia and brought their "buddies," who
were put in positions here at Watts Bar that were held by people
who had put in a lot of hard work to turn projects around.
(This seemed to be a point of significance with many present.
Evidently a popular manager was bumped by a Sequoia transferee.)

We have had a management change recently. That manager has
never made an effort to come down and find out what we are doing,
what we want, or anything else. He has instituted changes with-
out explanation of why.

Craft people get the blame for slow progress or things done
wrong. In reality: the problem is that work is done here that
everyone knows will have to be redone because it was rejected
at Sequoia. Hangers and pipe, etc., are installed in a way
that has already failed to meet inspection at other sites.

Engineering is behind on this job. A lot of the standing around
results from the fact that engineering hasn't got plans ready
yet.

There is a communication problem between craft and engineers.

Last Friday (Fourth of July weekend) folks wanted to pick up
their checks on Thursday evening. In spite of the fact that the
checks had been on the job since Tuesday, they would not let us
have them. Some superintendents gave checks out on Friday at
noon, and others did not.

They ought to keep public safety people in those guard houses
and not let them harass us.

Remembered from yesterday -- "If it looks like the job may be
nearing completion, reschedule, reorganize, etc., so you can
extend completion date another year or two into the future.

Promotion in TVA is a political matter. Craft people are hard
to Chem are not as competent as
they are.



Hourly people are discriminated agains~t, as compared to annual
employees. Parking facility, use of vending machines (or,
rather, penalty for using them). Guns in cars brought up
again.

we are in a position now where they are making work for us. We
are doing non-essential stuff that hurts morale,. On top of
that, some M scale people are sneaking around the site, trying
to catch somebody goofing of f.

If I work hard all day and happen to stop a few minutes to light
a cigarette and a manager sees me, I get a letter.

Don't like the spying on the troops.

Management does not know how to motivate people; they just
coerce.



APPENDIX 1 -



INTERVIEW DATA TAKEN AT WATTS BAR

DURING JULY, 1982.

A stratified random sample of 20 employees was

interviewed. Please note that there is a high

frequency of "no comment" in the interview data.

We found these employees to be very candid in

their responses to our questions and quite fre-

quently they would respond giving details con-

cerning their experiences which would make them

quite readily. identifiable; or at other times,

they would name a specific person or persons.

In the interest of anonymity (which we had

guaranteed.to these participants), in those in-

stances above, "no comment" was substituted for

their responses. In several instances, because

of extraneous remarks made by the interviewer,

and because of time limitations, some interviewees

could not respond to all of the questions in the

structured interview (please see following page).



QUESTIONS

1. As an example, bear in mind the person you like least to work with.
Why? What does he/she do that you don't like?

2. Think of the best person to work with. Why? What does he/she do
that you like?

3. Would you say your job gives you a chance to use your abilities?

4. How do other employees perceive management and supervisors at Watts
Bar? Explain.

5. Do you have good training for your job? Explain.

6. Do you think the people you work with could turn out more work or
better work if they really wanted to? If so, what are the reasons
why they don't do as much as they could? What about you? Are
there any changes which would help you?

7. Is authority at Watts Bar too concentrated in Knoxville, or is it
too spread out?

8. How does promotion 'take place? Is good performance rewarded? Is
poor performance noticed? What happens when it is noticed? -Who
notices it?

9. Does your supervisor, normally explain the reasons for work-related
changes? If so, how;?

10. Do you feel that using the work package as a method of planning and
scheduling is working effectively?

11. Do you set your own work goals or are they set for you? Are
you rewarded for achieving your goals? How?

12. Do you feel that you have been treated fairly on your job here at
TVA? In what ways have you been treated fairly? In what ways
have you not been treated fairly?

13. How do you feel about your chances for getting ahead?

14. Do you feel the people in your work group work well together? To
whom do you turn for information about your performance?

15. Is there a difference between the new vs. the "old-time" employees
of TVA and/or Watts Bar?

16. How does the community feel about TVA and/or Watts Bar?

17. Now that we have talked about these different things, is there any-
thing, big or small, which you would like to suggest to make this
operation run more smoothly? Any ideas, even wild'ones, are good
for discussion.



QUESTIONS

1. As an example, bear in mind the person you like least to work
with.
A) Why?
B) What does he/she do that you don't like?

----------------------------- -- ------- - - ---- -- -- -- ---

RESPONSES

A) one who doesn't do any work; brags a lot; goes into manage-ment meetings uninformed and unprepared, talks, causing ex-_
penditures--heat comes back to me.

B) Undertrained. "Buddy system."

A) People who won't do their jobs--makes my job harder.B) Spends too much time on everything but TVA. Job supervision=
too many delegators, too few participators.

A) No comment.
B) No comment.

A) Unknowledgeable about job.
B) Can't learn.

A) Moody persons, hypocrites, employees who like to butter me up,
then run to manager to rat.

B) Two-faced.

A) Doesn't carry load.
B) Supervisor who doesn't instruct employees to get the most

from them.

A) Bull-headed; very conscientious, but inflexible.
B) Carries his load, but that's it--tunnel vision.

A) Not practicing what's preached; not treating people the way
they should be treated. Willing to blame others, but if ownjob had been done, no problem would have occurred. (Not
accepting responsibility.)

B) Lacks dependability--not completing his part-- (hot potato)
No room for expansion or constructive criticism.

Please Note: For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
.please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued)

1.
A) Training is not remembered.
B) Not willing to do what he was trained to do; really wants to

do the same thing all the time.

A) People not*4"on the team."
B) Don't understand why decisions and policies are made and don't_

care to know.

A)ý Bull-headed. He had to promote last week, and I tried to talk
supervisor out of it.

B) People who are on one track; can't change.

A) Those with negative attitude, who can never accept any change,
or who don't deal well with change.

B) Not fully committed to doing the job as it should be done.

A) Lazy.
B) Lazy.

A) One who doesn't put out work or effort.
B) No comment.

A) I don't mind anybody. They're all O.K.
B) See above.

A) Person who expects me to carry the load.
B) Person who looks dow;;n on me.

A) Person with negative-attitudes.
B) See above.

A) People who are out for themselves. After being with TVA a
long time, attitude has gone negative.

B) "New Breed" doesn't care about TVA. There is a lack of in-
terest in the work ethic.

.A) Boisterous, cursing type. I've worked around them, not with
them.

B) See above.



RESPONSES (Continued)

A) I used to like him a lot, but he has a hangup about being dis-
criminated against, which sometimes interfered with getting
the job done, particularly with female working partners.

B) See above.



QUESTIONS

2. Think of the best person to work with.
A) Why?
B) What does he/she do that you like?

----------------------------- -- ------- - - -- - -- -- -- ----

RESPONSES

A) Conscie 'ntious, willing to do job, eager, productive.
B) Doesn't require supervision, and is dependable.

A) One who comes down here to work.
B) He can find someone to help with problems.

A) Boss.
B) No comment.

A) He's knowledgeable.
B) Learns readily.

A) Very honest, states feelings.
B) One in whom you can confide, if necessary. Red T-shirts are

misinterpreted by management. Looked like unity. Then in-
terpreted as pressure on other employees, and as indicative
of slowdown. Then employees were scared to wear shirts.
Letter about a year ago from top management in Knoxville.
Morale depressed. Had all these training programs ...
"Do as I say, not as I do." They blow it, e.g., Stana-
land's training was wasted--could have been spent on wages.
Compared with a Sears-Roebuck clerk. Never get thanks;
never get commendation letter; never give criticism with
good reasons.

A) Personable
B) Not back-stabing.

A) Involved in team effort.
B) Branches out into a lot of areas.

Please Nnt-e: For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued).

2.
A) Energetic, aggressive, accepts delegation. Work doesn't need

checking:
B) Takes pride in work and getting work done. Coordinates with

others.

A) Can give assignments and depend on the person.
B) He checks his work anyway, even though it's not necessary,

A) Opposite. May not like policy, but accepts it. If not, get
out.

B) No comment.

A) (Cooperative one who will let me do my job independently.
B) (See above.

A) Those with a positive attitude, who can accept changes and
learn to deal with them.

B) Actively pursues job and stays on top. Expresses concerns and
feelings.

A) They pull their weight.
B) Easy to get along with.

A) One who shares the work load.
B) An individual who is interested, and cares.

A) One who will reason with you; who can discuss freely with you.B) See above.

A) Communicates with you.
B) Shares work load; gives fair share.

A) One who comes up with solutions,.as well as problems.B) He's thorough.

A) There are some very sharp employees among the new group. Theyare not only sharp, but better educated than some of the oldemployees.
B) They have (and use) initiative, get along with others, arethorough, direct, and candid.



RESPONSES (Continued)-

2.
A) A person who is brief and effectual.
B) He uses communication skills, and accents the positive.

A) All pretty good. I get along with everybody, and try to do my
job.

B) No comment.



QUESTIONS

3. Would you say your job gives you a chance to use your abilities?'

RES PONS ES

Definitely.

All of them.

Yes.

Not at all. Mechanical Eiigineer at University of Tennessee. Learned
nothing at University about codes and standards.

No comment.

Yes, I feel very fortunate.

Yes.

Yes, I enjoy challenge and variety.

Yes, learning new things and enjoying it.

Not totally. I've spent 1½ years on the job. Job requires dealing
with people who do not do well. I was placed there because of
affirmative action.

Yes.

"To my full extent."

Yes.

Please Note: For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued)-

3. occasionally. Not enough.

3. Yes. More specialized, but many opportunities to learn.

3. Yes.

3. 1 don't think so. The machine age has taken over. Moved a
lot of work from the field to the Knoxville office. We
don't get job applications from Knoxville for advancement.

3. Yes.

3. No comment.



QUESTIONS

4. How do other employees perceive management and supervisors at
Watts Bar?
A) Explain.

----------------------------- -- ------- - - ---- -- -- -- ---

RESPONSES

A) Management is one of the biggest hoaxes around. Management
pays itself bonuses, but compares employees' money with local
business, not on a comparable industry level. There is tre-
mendous employee turnover, because you can go outside and
earn two or three times the money.

A) overall, "sorry." Can't defend. them, even though I'm a part
of them.

A) Most have attitude that management is out to "get 'em." This
was true for last year. Faith or trust in management is
lacking.

A) Most of
1 .
2.
3.
4.

those in management can be classified into four groups:
10% totally incompetent
30% somewhat incompetent
40% in middle
20% knowledgeable and competent

Better managers leave.

A) If manager could act on own wishes, employees would have a
good manager, and employee-manager relations would improve.

A) Not too bad, before negoti 'ating. Now I think management is
sitting back and laughing at unions. Sexual harassment case
started polarization between men and women.

A) Very poor. In warehouse, very good.

Please Note: For clarification of t)-,". o"* ~e
please :refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued)

4.
A) other employees perceive management as untrustworthy and dis-

honest -- not practicing what they preach. I know 10 managers
who took the Interaction Management course -- all 10 are con-
sidered dishonest. Eight say one thing, then do another.
Employees stereotype all managers based on one non-effective
manager'.

Additional question from interviewer: "How long has this been the
case?"

When I came here, it was a joy to come to work. Then uncertainty
set in. The beginning of the problems was caused by extreme amount
of changes made in trying to get ahead of design. TVA jumped in
before they were ready. Planning was not completed. They started
building before the design was completed. Frustration was caused
by putting in and taking out. Documentation lost; had to be redone.
Serious management changes occurred. Communications don't cover
the ground necessary to get the word out. More cooperation is
necessary. All this is "morale busting."

A) Most employees look at management as not getting involved-in
details which they expect them to.

A) The employees feel that management is "out to get them."

A) Warehouse is isolated. Some blame the project manager for
problems in construction.

A) There are two pictures:
1. 65% - good management with which all employees can work.
2. 35% - other management with scarce popularity.

A) Not very well. Favoritism to kiss asses, trying to get out
of work. Not enough recognition for going a good job. Fair?
No! No recognition; no pat on back.

A) There are only a few supervisors, and they do not treat em-
ployees equally. There is an uneven work load.

A) Good, overall. Small percentage have pro blems with manage-
ment.



RESPONSES (Continued)

4.
A) A lot of supervisors are not in close enough contact; don't

even know what's going on in the office, or in relation to
other offices. They listen, but don't give back reasons
for decisions. Maybe top management passes on to supervisors,
but information doesn't get carried all the way down.

A) There are a lot of complaints. Incompetent co-workers here,

and they don't train them.

A) No comment.

A) other employees perceive management as politicans. One of
the main restraints is company politics.

A) I hear a lot of complaints about being uninformed. There
are lots of pressures. Some may not agree, but managers do
a pretty good job.



QUESTIONS

5. Do you have good training for your job?
A) Explain.

----------------------------- -- ------- - - --- - -- -- -- ---

RESPONSES

A) Started as a laborer. Had good on-the-job training and a-
good boss.

A) Training never finishes. With TVA 4½ years. Excellent here.
If you are a seeker, you can learn. TVA provides good op-
portunity for those who seek.

A) I'm not doing what I was trained to do. Had labor relations
training program in Knoxville, and my Civil Engineering de-
gree is not being used.

A) No. Simply worked with more experienced worker. Had no
orientation. It's different in Knoxville.

A) There is a schism between EA, who just love grievances, and
OPEIU.

A) Very good. I am also involved with cross-training.

A) Yes.

A) Yes, but not necessarily from TVA; seven years' prior experi-
ence. I came as a welder; then was promoted to foreman; thenworked my way up. Never asked why I was successful, but it
was because I showed a responsibility to people.

A) I have spent eight years on the job -- almost from the begin-
ning of Watts Bar. Was the first Engineering Aide in my sec-
tion, so had good on-the-job training. Can use this background
to train others.

Please Note: For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued).

5.
A) No.

A) I have spent 20 years in TVA. Learned more in four at WattsBar than. in the 16 before. Was promoted from Sequoia. Had
on-the-job training here.

A) When I came in, all I did was enough to get qualified, which
allowed me to work. Then I had on-the-job training. Forsome jobs, I needed more training. Weakest area of trainingis quality control inspection. "Life of plant" document,
all strict NRC requirements. To clarify the gray areas wouldmake the inspector's job more effective. Training would help.NRC requirements is the weakest area of training.

A) Yes. TVA and union have training programs.

A) No. In my unit, we deal with document records. New peoplelearned by themselves. On my previous job, there was adequate
training.

A) I can't train -- combination of labor relations, administra-
tion, etc. I do have experience.

A) Good continual training. Many opportunities. I took advantage
of them.

A) Yes. Still training on-the-job. Workshops which were not heldduring work time were not taken. Those workshops which were
held during work time were taken.

A) Over the years, we trained ourselves. (Would train successor.)
Those that help your job are on job time. Those that preparefor advancement are on their own time. (Interaction Manage-ment, Manager Training Program, Assertiveness Program, were a
waste of time.)

A) In some departments. Sometimes low tempo is misperceived.
They underestimate the work that has Ito be dor.-ý- Rnd don't takeinto account individual differences. Some don't believe in"sucking."



RESPONSES (Continued)

5.
A) People who come from Knoxville are pretty good.



QUESTIONS

6. Do you think the people you work with could turn out more work
or better work if they really wanted to?
A) If so, what are the reasons why they don't do as much as

they could?
B) What about you?
C) Are there any changes which would help you?

~--- ---------------------------------------- -- -- -- ---

RESPONSES

6. No, because I just came off a 16-hour day. I put out what was
needed in the time required.

A) Not applicable.
B) I'm writing a letter to the communications committee recom-

mending training classes. Project supervisors are brought in
from other companies.

C) Yes, the communications committee helps in reducing problems.

6. Yes.
A) Undermanned and undermanaged. Not enough expected of employees.

Not close enough supervision.
B) I don't give 190%. Self-discipline doesn't always enforce 100%.
C) People have too much time on their hands and they create prob-

lems. Some people just stand around.

6. Yes.
A) There is a stigma about public employees. Federal employees

are difficult to discipline. You must carry the load for them.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.

6. Yes.
A) No motivational force. No incentive. TVA system is a "buddy

system."
B) Personal satisfaction is the only reward.
C) No'comment.

6. Yes, under different circumstances.
A) Three managers have been relocated and some employees have

been relocated. Favoritism is shown.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.

Please Note: For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
.please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued),

6. Yes.
A) Had manager who said that supervisor had to be an S.O.B. Now

that supervisor is on, work is coming out.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.

6. No, as a whole, they put out their best.
A) Not applicable.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.

6. Yes, on all levels.
A) See above. (Calloused attitude)
B) No comment.
C) No comment.

6. Yes.
A) In my section, the supervisor did not learn res ponsibilities

of other employees at first. He leans over employees' shoulders.
Employees get md're work done when he's gone.

B) I now coordinate my work through an intermediary.
C) No comment.

-6. Yes.
A) Too much time is spent on other than TVA work-related activities,

union, personal phone calls, gossip, nosiness, etc., but most
of management's effort is directed toward correcting feelings.

B) No comment.
C) No comment.

6. Yes.
A) Non-skilled turn out more than skilled, because they are easier

to replace.
B) I have the best manager in TVA.
C) He leaves me on my own.

6. Yes, some.
A) Morale, feel no sense of accomplishment (can't until plant is

on-line) because job is not complete.
B) No real way to satisfy needs. One little job sometimes permits

a sense of completion.
C) Supervisory recoanritir~n would help.



RESPONSES (Continued)

6. In my section, possibly a little, but basically, no.
A) No comment.
B) No comment.
C) No.

6. Alot more work. They don't turn out more work or better work
because.they have an "I don't cr". attitude.

A) Nothing has been done about the differences in output. Super-
visors don't take action. Management is taking action on,
those that don't catch work up. They give them overtime, which
is unnecessary.

B) No comment.
C) No comment.

6. overall, yes.
A) Rules and regulations hinder progress.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.

6. Yes.
A) Motivation. Office is divided into small groups, but if they

can get by with. the minimum, they will. Group leader doesn't
push enough.

B) It would help, me to know that supervision would be willing to
help, if needed, and if supervisor cares.

C) See above.

6. Yes.
A) Lack of instruction.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.

6. Yes.
A) Lack of initiative.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.

6. Top management can do considerably better.
A) They should be more consistent in management decisions concern-

ing personnel. Lower management morale of crafts and engineers
would increase 50% if politics were not an issue. There is a
constant power struggle between lower and upper management.
In lower echelons, they don't know who to follow. Turnover in
supervisors puts peonle in limbo.
N3 io coimreni,_

C) Changes: Power struggle at management level. At lower levels,
employees just try to survive. Consistency would help.



RESPONSES (Continued).

6. 1 have a new person working with me who's trying.
A) No comment.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.



QUESTIONS

7. Is authority at Watts Bar too concentrated in Knoxville, or
is it too spread out?

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

RESPONSES

7. O.K. Pretty centralized. Knoxville gives the run around.

7. Design engineers have to stay in Knoxville. Employees can't
get M5 to call Knoxville to get information from design en-
gineers. Communication problem; not centralization. It's
hard to get action from Knoxville. If someone "low on the
pole" calls, they don't communicate with him.

7. Too concentrated. There is too much lag time before T can
get something done. More trust needed in managers to apply
policy.

7. It's O.K. Desiýn has to have control.

7. Too centralized in Knoxville and at the top on certain issues.
Personnel's decision dictates what union and management
locally must do (discipline, warning letter, termination).
Managers are robots.

7. Once was unsure. Now it's more spread out.

7. No comment.

7. Design not complete when work was started in Knoxville. I
like decentralization. Each uni ' t should be independent. De-
sign contract and construction contract should be the same.
Need to adapt to environment. Knoxville does not understand
at a distance. If you don't know where you've been, how can
you be satisfied?

7. Problems we have here could be solved here. (Too centralized.)

Please Note: For clarification of the "no comment" responses?
please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued)

7. No. Day-to-day authority is pretty well located at Watts Bar.

7. Management came out of construction. Otherwise, a little too
concentrated at Knoxville.

7. In area!, too centralized. Too little decision here in some
areas.

7. In certain areas, too decentralized. Some units could be
merged, or better coordinated.

7. Managers should have more authority to take action (reprimand,
etc.).

7. No comment.

7. Authority at Watts Bar is too centralized. Good input could
come from down the line.

7. Too centralized. We don't have enough authority to make de-
cisions.

7. No comment.

7. Too decentralized in terms of policy. They must look into
merit rules, which are interpreted differently. Knoxville's
guidance is not consistent.

7. It's O.K.



QUESTIONS

8. How does promotion take place?
A) Is good performance rewarded?
B) Is poor performance noticed?
C) What happens when it is noticed?
D) Who notices it?

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-RESPONSES

8. Not on.merit and proficiency. Totem pole is new: top,
middle, bottom management. All units have totem pole now.
.Sequoia transfer broke up "buddy system."

A) Above or below-average forms are issued.
B) Great supervisorl He calls the individual in and talks.
C) See above.
D) Supervisor.

8. Usually not right.
A) No comment.
B) Poor performance goes unnoticed and unchecked, usually.
C) If it is noticed, it is overcorrected (or, if someone gets

caught in something, it is noticed). Poor performers are
transferred. This applies to management, crafts, whatever.

D) No comment.

8. On some scales, it is just based on seniority and other con-
tingencies.

A) No comment.
B) A little more than in the past (grievances).
C) They try to turn poor performers around.
D) No comment.

8. It is determined by time on the job.
A) Not usually.
B) No.
C) People face into the woodwork.
D) No-comment.

S. Communication breaks down all along here.
A) See above.
B) See above.
C) See above.
D) See above.

Please Note: For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



c~8.

A)
B)

C)
D)

8.
A)
B)
C)
D)

8.
A)
B)
C)
D)

8.
A)
B)
C)
D)

8. mostly, employee applies on vacancy location. TVA is too good
to employees. Unions have too strong a hold.

A) Not adequately, because no way is built into the personnel
system by which they can reward an outstanding employee, or
punish a non-performing employee. Unless records have been
kept for years and years, nothing happens.

B) If poor performance is noticed, the union goes into action to
protect the poor performer.

C) No comment.
D) No comment.

8. No comment.
A) Good performance is noticed, but not reported. It's too much

hassle for them to write up a report on either good or bad
performers. Oral reports are usually given.

B) No comment.
C) No comment.
D) No comment.

RESPONSES (Continued)

Not always based on best qualifications.
No comment.
If certain people have not performed, nothing can be done
because it is not documented.
See above.
No comment.

Seniority is a major factor.
Yes.
Yes.
Supervisor talks to poor performer.
Supervisor.

No comment.
No comment.
No comment.
No comment.
No comment.

Slowly.
No. I had to file a grievance to get a promotion.
Sometimes.
They couldn't--decide if my job was clerical or lechnical.
No comment.



RESPONSES (Continued)

8. Depends on supervisors, whether they respond to good or bad
work -- and on up the line. There are a lot of hands in the
pot before a decision is made for promotion.

A) No comment.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.
D) No comment.

8. There is a lot of favoritism. Supposedly merit and profi-
ciency, but politics. organizational needs will be empha-
sized in the future, having negligible effect on employees.

A) No comment.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.
D) No comment.

8. Everybody gets a yearly raise (automatic) regardless of per-
formance.

A) May get recognition, but no raise.
B) No.
C) No comment.
D) No comment.

B. Merit and efficiency.
A) People observe good performance, but don't reward it.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.
D) Supervisors..

8. It has changed since a new person came. Engineering scale
has number of months at each grade level. Used to be auto-
matic. Employees now have to spend more time, and promotions
are held up. Reviews are blanket. They don't even reflect
bad performance.

A) See above.
B) See above.
C) No comment.
D) No comment.

B. You put in your time. Trying to get M schedules straightened,
but otherwise, seniority.

A) I get and give myself a pat on the back.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.
D) No comment.



RESPONSES (Continued)

8. You put in your time. Trying to get M schedules straightened,
but otherwise, seniority.

A) I get and give myself a pat on the back.
B) No comment.
C) No comment.
D) No comment.

8. Women get promoted by the games they play manager's criteria.Men get promoted by who they know.
Blacks have to serve in training twice as long forced throughEEO, or fact-finding missions.
The rest are promoted by the "buddy system."

A) See above.
B) See above.
C) See above.
D) No comment.

8. No comment.
A) No, I just enjoy working.
B) Sometimes I wonder. No matter what you.do, you don't get recog-nition.
C) No comment.
D) Immediate supervisor.



QUESTIONS

9. Does your supervisor normally explain the reasons for work-
related changes?
A) If so, how?

----------------------------- - ------- - - ----- -- -- -- ---

RESPONSES

9. If necessary.
A) Dissemination of information coming from management meetin~gs

not too good. Working on it.

9. Mostly, no.
A) He doesn't explain the reasons for change.

9. Yes.
A) Orally, (for this supervisor).

9. No.
A) He can't fire for incompetence, anyway. Explanation are

usually lackinqf.

9.. Yes, sometimes.
A) No comment.

9. Yes. (One before didn't explain.)
A) No comment.

9. Yes.
A) No comment.

9. No comment.
A) No comment.

9. Those that he understands.
A) No comment.

9. Yes.
A) Weekly (Monday) staff meetings. Goes over what supervisor has

':;.rned. If there is to be a policy change, he uses a memno.

Please Note: For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued)

9. Yes.
A) Orally, or by memo which is then filed. One group meeting,

Monday morning, "safety," but really general.

9. Depends on supervisor. my supervisor communicates orally once
a week, -or by a written memo.

A) See above.

9. Normally given "from higher up." Immediate in-line supervisor
does not know much about job; lazy.

A) I have to go to management for feedback.

9. Only occasionally. He's "in the blind" a lot.
A) No comment.

9. Yes, he does.
A) I know that people resist change so, therefore, changes are

explained.

9. Yes, if I ask.
A) Orally, or if.-it's a major change, in writing.

9. No.
A) Unqualified supervisor is under my direction.

9. No.
A) No comment.

9. No comment.
A) Just by mandate.

9. I usually hear the explanation.
A) Mock-up drawings.



QUESTIONS

10. Do you feel that using the work package'as a method of planning
and scheduling is working effectively?

RESPONSES

10. No comment.

10. Generally a good idea, if you have good people.

10. It would be better if it were used at the very begging of the
project.

10. Yes--gives engineers control over work in the field.

10. Not applicable.

10. Can work, but often gets out into field before office can get
information together.

10. Not applicable.

10. No comment.

10. Yes, because now there is documentation.

10. Yes, and it will get better as people get accustomed to it.

10. Not."applicable.

10. Safety meeting every Monday morning. Very good method. Before
they came in, employees worked with a punch list, which didn'tgive everybody the necessary information (could have finished
Unit 1 on punch list, with more coordination).

Please Note: For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued)

10. Don't know in the field. Tripled work in my section.

10. Not applicable.

10. We've g6t some problems -'- resistance to change.

10. Yes, it's hard to accept in the beginning, because of changes
in method.

10. No comment.

10. Don't know.

10. Yes, they identify work into a section you work on, and then
you can schedule.

10. Work package is not working effectively for hangers.



QUESTIONS

11. Do you set your own work goals or are they set for you?
A) Are you rewarded for achieving your goals?
B) How?

RESPONSES

1. I set my own work goals.
A) Yes.
B) Receive letters, commendations, etc.

11. 1 set my own work goals.
A) The reward for a job well done is doing it. Two of the last

three "Employees of the Month" were "sorry," because super-
visor was "sorry." I really don't know what goes on.

B) Self-reward and paycheck.

11. Goals are set for me.
A) Yes.
B) Received a merit increase, superior rating July 1.

11. Priority established by whoever screams the loudest.
A) Not immediately, but anticipate reward down the road.
B) No comment.

11. No comment.
A) No comment.
B) No comment.

1.I set my own goals.
A) Yes.
B) When I'm doing a good job, I get promotions.

11. My work goals are set for me.
A) Yes.
B) No comment.

Please Nrntp For- rý]--ific-tion of the "no comment" responses,
please irefer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued)*

No comment.
A) No comment.
B) No comment.

I set my own goals.
A) Yes.
B) They say "Thank you."

11. Yes, I set my own goals.
A) They have to be in accord with standard guidelines, and under-

stood by my supervisor.
B) See above.

11. 1 set my own goals.
A) Yes.
B) Promoted.

11. Long-term goal is set for us.
A) To make them go, 0 1 have to set my own personal goals to get

there.
B) See above.

11. My goals are set for me.
A) No.
B) Not applicable.

11. Sometimes have deadiines -- but I'm in charge of scheduling
within those limits.

A) See above.
B) See above.

11. 1 set my own goals.-
A) Yes, as far as I can go in TVA. Rewards outside are better.

It's difficult to remove someone.
B) No comment.

11. Goals are set for me.
A) No comment.
B) No comment.



RESPONSES (Continued).

11. 1 set my own priorities.
A) No recognition, except if you file a grievance and use it as

evidence.
B) See above.

11. our goals are set for us.
A) No comment.
B) Pat on shoulder. Below M, no merit rating.

11. If supervisor likes you, you get mer it raises. Job demand
sets your goals.

A) Most people are not rewarded.
B) See above.

11. 1 set my own goals.
A) I reward myself.
B) See above.



QUESTIONS

12. Do you feel that you have been treated fairly on your job
here at TVA?
A) In what ways have you been treated fairly?
B) In what ways have you not been treated fairly?

----------------------------- - ------- - - -- - -- -- -- ----

RESPONSES

12. Yes.
A) When I was new in mechanical, I was treated as a member of

the group.
B) only one minor grievance.

12. Yes, overall.
A) No comment.
B) On management appraisal system, the guy who brought in coffee

got the biggest raise. Buddy system. Management crawfishing.

12., Yes.
A) Every area.
B) .No comment.

12. Yes, I feel I've been treated fairly.
A) No comment.
B) No comment.

12. No comment.
A) No comment.
B) No comment.

12. Yes, I have. Some others feel they haven't.
A) Some promotions.
B) There is the same pay for less work in some cases.

12. Yes.
A) No comment.
B) No comment.

Please Note: . 2.--ýZi the t'no comment" responses,
please'refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued).

12. No comment.
A) No comment.
B) No comment.

12. Yes.
A) No comment.
B) No comment.

12. Yes.
A) Promoted or selected for higher-level positions. Performance

has been recognized.
B) Not applicable.

12. Very fairly.
A) Coming here from Sequoia was like getting out of jail. Problem

was local management.
B) Not applicable.

12. 1 learned to tregt myself fairly.
A) See above.
B) I was not treated fairly when I was hired.

12. Yes and no.
A) No comment.
B) Some job selections and merit ratings have been manipulated.

12. Yes, fairly.
A) Work load fair.
B) No complaints.

12. No complaints.
A) "Treated fairly" can be misused. Need initiative to do job.
13) Getting the job done is the issue.

12. No, not on my first job.
A) Lately, I have been able to move up.
B) No comment.

12. Sometimes.
A) N~O commtent.
B) No comment.



RESPONSES (Continued)

12. Yes.
A) No comment.
B) Lots of things could be changed. TVA should be closer to

employees. Machines lose personal touch.

12. Yes, because I insist on it.
A) No comment.
B) No comment.

12. I've been treated O.K. in project control. I was hired as a
mechanical D scale -- ready to walk off the job.

A) No comment.
13) Unfairness is not unusual with new employees,ý to test them.



QUESTIONS

13. How do you feel about your chances for 'getting ahead?

RESPONSES

13. Great, liere or outside.

13. In TVA; certain groups of people are shown favoritism.

13. Am told that it's there, but don't see it. Feel I'm at a dead
end. I don't intend to stay at TVA after lk years. (This is
a prevalent attitude -- turnover is a problem.) Buddy-buddy
system inhibits the future. Occasionally treads on toes.

13. Will rise, if I stick with TVA, because others leave. I would
be better off as a Job Shopper. I could move to another
nuclear plant for about triple the wages. More and more,
others are doing it.

13. No comment.

13. If I keep working, with good performance, I feel my chances
are fine.

13. Limited. It would require a lot of outside work.

13. No comment.

13. It's up to me.

13. Good.

13. Good, if TVA construction keeps-going.

13. 1 can see my job as a "dead-end."

Please Note: For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix. -



RESPONSES (Continued)

13. Pretty much limited. Since there are only six SA 3's in the
whole division, I'll have to wait until someone quits.

13. Poor chance of getting ahead. Job needs to be reclassified.

13. Fair. Depends on available openings, and luck.

13. Things are held up in Knoxville with regard to promotions.
Managers use this as an alibi. Promotional opportunities
should be further mapped out, and there should be consistency
in promotion procedures.

13. Not until hell freezes over. I'm looking into temporary
positions now.

13. Very poor. The need for a college degree blocks my progress.
They should put more emphasis on experience.

13. No comment.

13. 1 just don't pay attention to that.



QUESTIONS

14. Do you feel the people in your work group work well together?
A) To whom do you turn for information about your performance?'

----------------------------- - ------- - - ----- -- -- -- ---

RESPONSES

14. Yes.
A) Supervisor, or anyone up the ladder.

14. Yes.
A) Foreman's meeting every week, on Monday, and every morning we

are talked to. There is a lack of participation., The "hot
potato" list is often wrong--work was actually not completed
on prior jobs. Managers lie and then try to cover up.

14. Could work better together. There are personality clashes.
Interaction Management course helped somewhat.

A) Information about performance feedback is lacking.

14. Not applicable.
A) Not applicable.

14. No comment.
A) No comment.

14. It has been better in the last few weeks.
A) No comment.

14. Yes.
A) Chief storekeeper.

14. No comment.
A) No comment.

14. Yes, now that work is divided into four work areas, we work
together. We are cross-training.

A) Supervisor.

Pa .se ~ot e For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued)

14. No.
A) Supervisor.

14. No comment.
A) No comment.

14.
A)

No comment.
No comment.

14. No comment.
A) No comment.

14. No. There's
A) No comment.

a lot of money wasted.

14. Yes,.when they follow the rules and can live with them.
A) Immediate supervisor.

14.
A)

Very well.
For feedback, I turn to co-workers and supervisor.

14. Yes, they did in the past.
A) No comment.

14. Yes.
A) Self feedback.

14. All but one, who is tolerated.
A) No comment.

14. Right now, yes. Got rough for awhile. Management is better.
A) Supervisor.



QUESTIONS

15. Is there a difference between the new vs. the "Old-time" em-
ployees of TVA and/or Watts Bar?

RESPONSES

15. Yes, especially in craft-. New guy in engineering has only
bookwork. Engineer writes procedure. Craft wants to do it
his way.

15. No comment.

15. The old way is abrupt, brash, ornery--a fundamental way of
doing things.

15. New ones have more enthusiasm; older supervisors have lost
theirs.

15. No comment.

15. No. One old-timer follows the rules strictly; another one is
entirely different.

15. No comment.

15. No comment.

15. Very few veterans now talk things over.
employees resisted changes.

Some of longer-time

15. Some of the people actually here a long time have the attitude
of newer employees -- that TVA owes them something -- do what
they want -- get paid well, but don't want to wait for promo-
tion. I was on one grade level for seven years. Couldn't get
it up-graded. Accepted it. Newer employees wouldn't accept
it. They want instant recognition.

Please T~Thte: For la-fU2 of the "no comment" responses,
please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued).

15. No comment.

15. No comment.

15. No comment.

15. 1 don't think there is.

15. No comment.

15. old-timers resist change.

15. No common differences.

15. Yes.

15. Yes. I've seen most managers come and go. No difference in
politics displayed. New administration makes the politics
more visible.

15. Don't believe so. Some people have resentment against older
.employees.



QUESTIONS

16. How does the community feel about TVA arid/or Watts Bar?

RESPONSES

16. The public feels we're pretty well paid. We have to do a
public relations job on them.

16. No comment.

16. The community feels it's a blessing because of the job oppor-
tunities available.

16. No comment.

16. No comment.

16. TVA has been gooB to them, but bad morale feeds back to the

community. Th is is bad, because electricity rates are high.

16. Not good.

16. No comment.

16. We try not to talk about it unless they ask, but now people are
beginning to talk about how we do things.

16. They don't like it very well. Don't understand the purpose,
the alternatives, and don't want to know. They get that im-
pression from TVA employees. The press is sometimes not very
helpful.

16. Not too good. High salaries, power rates going up.

Please Note: For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
Please :~efer to tChe flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (.Continued)

16. "Sore in their bunions." So long as people hate to spend
money, there can be no way to change.

16. There's a lot of loafing going on.

16. A lot of the public feels we waste money and waste time.

16. Overall, good, except for some of the younger people. Youngerpeople are bothered by the manner in which TVA operates.

16. No comment.

16. No comment.

16. No comment.

16. No comment.

16. Information which is put out must be accurate.



QUESTIONS

17. Now that we have talked about these different things, is there
anything, big or small, which you would like to suggest to
make this operation run more smoothly? Any ideas, even wild
ones, are good for discussion.

----------------------------- - ------- - - ----- -- -- -- ---

RESPONSES

17. Get old procedures from 1935, such as "early check releases,"1
revised. Early check release during the day will be a big
morale boost.

17. First, more new management is needed, who can participate in-
stead of deliigte, because you can't change the old managers.
Secondly, hire "hustlers" on the basis of past performance.

17. There is a whole "hang-up" at TVA--they're going at it the
wrong way--should be run like a construction company. People
are not really pushed to get the job done. They put off
deadlines. It Wiould be better if operation was not treated
like Civil Service, i.e., they need to turn a profit.

17. In engineering units, a 100% turnover now exists. There is no
merit system because of Articles of Agreement. Totem pole ig-
not in general use; some use totem pole and some don't.
Seniority is part of contract agreement.

Suggestions:

1. Big pay differential for construction. SD 3, step 4, gets
same wherever he lives. Knoxville same as here, with
transportation and moving expenses; no commissary.

2. Training: I was denied training when I asked for it.
3. Increase in communications and responsiveness between

construction and design. Would help if they were here
some of the time, rather than in Knoxville.

4. Turnover: Poor management caused by turnover, and lack
of stability. Buddies are being brought in.

5. overtime should be paid at time and one-half; 1.105 actual-
ly received.

17. No comment.

Please Note: For clarification of the "no comment" responses,
please refer to the flyleaf of this Appendix.



RESPONSES (Continued)'

17. Management could profit from some training on working with
people and serving as models.

17. Would like to emphasize manager' s isolation from problem.

17. No comment.

17. No comment.

17. Authority ought to be given back to management, not employees.
Employees are not playing by the rules. They don't want to
work. Good employees are overshadowed by those not "on the
team."

17. There are too many managers ("cronyism"). One out of three
are managers. There are too many meetings (one reported 32
out of 38 hours, ,he was in meetingsl.

17. If all employees had one goal in mind, it would be a~united
effort.

17. Putting employees to work who won't work. Eliminating or
-diminishing favoritism. More chiefs some places; more Indians
some places.

17. TVA should recognize performance and take action against those
not doing their job. New people on the job get "turned of f"
because management governs by fear. I've been here six years.
Managers can't take action -- scared -- (EEO, Knoxville).
Managers should observe workers and ask why.

17. TVA has changed a lot. One of the biggest problems is too
many people are involved in the supervisor's business.

17 Promotional opportunities are being discussed. Tied up in
Knoxville. When entering a new job, an employee should be
told what to expect in promotional opportunities. It's not

-crc-,ý the project.



RESPONSES (Continuedl

17. Crafts and engineers should work together. Management can be
improved because, in the past, management was the best in the
Valley, and now we have an adversary relationship between
employees and management, and this is becoming more and more
a reality.

17. People get together socially, picnicking, etc.

17. Management should build self-esteem and now management is in
limbo, and is very inconsistent in dealing with people.

17. 1 need a pat on the back. I need to feel appreciated.
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Peole n Yur resnt obScale of Life Satisfaction

4A

Z.Li

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

Now think of your life in general. Con-
sidering all aspects important to you,
both work and non-work, what is it like
most of the time? Consider each word .i
and darken the answer sheet with

Think of the majority of people that you work
with now or the people you meet in connection
wiith your work. How well. does each of the
following words describe these people? Cori-

s ider each word and darken the answer sheet.With

"A"l for "Yes" if it describes the people you.
work with

"B01 for "No" if it does NOT describe them
"C" if you cannot decide

55. Stimulating

56. Boring

57. Slow

58. Ambitious

59. Stupid

60. Responsible

61. Fast
62. Intelligent I

63. Easy to make enemies
64. Talk too much .*

65. Smart

66. Lazy '.

67. Unpleasant

68. No privacy

69. Active.

70. Narrow interests

-71. Loyal

72. Hard to meet .

Job in General

Think of your job in general. What is it like
most of the time? Consider each word given.
below and darken the answer sheet with
"A" for "Yes" if it describes your work
"B" for "No" if it does NOT describe it

"A"

91.
92..

:..93.
94.

96.
97.
-98.

99.
100.
.101.
102.

103.
104.
105.
106.'
107.
108.

if yo)u cannot decide

Comfrtale .. , . . *. Please go on to next page.*.*~ .. ,

Inferior . .. ;:*2' .< ......

Enjoyable
Poor
Discouraging. 

*('

Inadequate
First-rate.

Disagreeable

Would like to leave

Worthwhile

Undesirable

Good

Betr hn ot .. Copyright, 1975, Bowling G~ceen St~ite
Desiraole University.

Pleas ant

for "Yes" if it describes your life
for "No" if it does NOT describe it
if you cannot decide

Brings out the best in me
Disappointing

Secure

Full of gripes

.Content . .

Miserable

Satisfying

Would like to relive mylife
differently .. .
Meaningful *. >~" r *.
Feel loved
Got a raw deal from life
I feel good about myself
Pleasant

Depressed

Happy

Discouraged , ..

Full

Boring

People on Your Present Job

C



127

128,

129.

130.

131.

132.

133.

134.

135.

136.

137.

138.

139.

140.

141.

142.

143.

144.

145.

146.

A -Strongly agree
B -Agree
C -Uncertain
D -Disagree
E -Strongly disagree

*My work schedule should be strictly scheduled.

*On occasion I have had doubts about my ability to succeed in life.
*When my co-workers have a definite plan of action, it seems to make my job easier.
Before making unusual decisions, I should check with-my supervisors.

I sometimes feel resentful when I don't get my way.

This company should develop a program to teach people how to organize their time.
I should be allowed considerable freedom on the Job.
On a few occasions, I have given up doing something because I thought too little ofmy own ability.

The first thing a person should do each day is plan his/her work. - **

I should be given opportunities to use my own ideas.
I should not be limited in the amount of responsibility I take on.
There have been times when I felt like rebelling against people in authority even
though I knew they were right.
When goals are set, a definite time should be stated for their completion.

I should realize that my supervisors know what procedures are best for my job.
I should make most of the decisions on my job.

No matter whom I'm talking to, I'm always a good listener.

One should set specific goals in life.

The best way to get along on my Job is to follow policy.

I'm always willing to admit it when I make a mistake....

I should be able to take my lunch and coffee breaks whenever I need to.
147. A person should make definite plans for his/her leisure time.
148. People who are always questioning procedures upset work routine.
149. I don't find it particularly difficult to get along with loud mouthed, obnoxiouspeople........... 

. . .* : ':.;j :jj
150. A person who sets definite goals is more likely to 'get pay raises.*

Please go to reverse side of answer sheet.

151. How th~ings are done on the job should be left up to me.

152. When I don't know something I don't at all- mind admitting it.

153. Having a list of things to do helps to guide one's work.

154. My supervisors' instructions should be followed without question.

155. 1 am always courteous, even to people who are disagreeable.

156. The more definite plans are, the better.



177. From time td time changes in policies, procedures, and equipment 'are introduced bythe management. How often do these changes lead to better ways of doing-things?A. Changes .of this kind never improve things . .-B. They seldom do.. 
..C. About half the time they do

D. Most of the time they do
E. Changes of this kind are always an improvement

178. Within the last year, have there been any chanes in the way your job is done--likein the equipment you work with, the work procduries, the job standards and require-ments, the kind of records you have to keep, etc.? (Answer only for changes affect-ing you in the present job classification.)' There have been
A. No changes; my~work is done exactly the way it was a year ago
B. One or two changes; but it is not too different.
C. A few changes; it's a little different now
D. Quite a few chianges; things are fairly different..
E. Many changes; my work is almost completely different now from the way it was a

year ago

179. In general, how do you now feel about changes during the past year that affected
the way your j ob is don~eT
A. Made things somewhat worse
B. Not improved things at all ,..-,.. . **... *C. Not improved things very much . , '-

*.D. Improved things somewhat -

E. Been a big improvement
* (If you feel that there have been no changes in the past year, don't answer this

question.)

180. During the past year when changes were introduced that affected the way your job isdone, how did you feel about them at first?
A. Make things somewhat worse
B. Not improve things at all 

I
C. Not improve things very much .'*.'.

D. Improve things somewhat
E. Be a big improvement 

.

(If there have been no changes in the past year, don't answer this question.)

181. How free do you feel to disigree with your immediate supervisor to his face?
A. It's better not Lo disagree
B.I'd hesitate some befQre disagreeing

C. I'd hesitate only a little
D. I wouldn't hesitate at all to disagree to his face

182. How many times during the past year have you told one of your supervisors about some
a2Tn-olicy which you didn't like?
eVer FurIng the past year

B. Once or twice
C. Three to five times
D. Six to ten times
E. More than ten times

183. If you could begin working over again, but in the same occupation a s you're in now,how likely would you be to choose TVA as a place to work? . ~ ~ i...- . ;-A.-Definitely would choose another place over TVA . ~ .,*., ~ *:
B. Probably would choose another place over TVA
C. Wouldn't care much whether it was TVA or some other placeD. Probably would choose TVA over another place
E. Definitely would choose TVA-over another place for my occupation

184. How do you feel when you hear (or read about) someone criticizing the TVA method ofpublic power or comparing it favorably to private power?
A. I mostly agree with the criticism
B.' It doesn't bother me
C. It gets me mad
D. It gets me quite mad
E. I never hear or read such criticism

185. In general, how often do you tell someone in your immediate family
brother, sister) about some project that TVA has done or is doing?
A. Once a week
B. Several times a month
C. About once a imonth
D. Once every few months*
E. About once a year

(If you don't have any imediate family to talk to please leave

(wife, child, pare Int,1

blank.)



F210.

211.

212.

213.

214.

215.

216.

217.

218.

219.

220.

221.

222.

223.

224.

225.

1226.

227.

228.

229.

230.

231.

A -Strongly agree
B -Agree
C Uncertain

- D Disagree .

E Strongly dis~agree

Promotions at TVA are based on "who you know" instead of "what you know".A
A Job shopper really gets a better overall deal than a regular TVA employee.

I take personal pride in the work I do at' VA. -

Good performance at TVA is rewarded by praise and recognition.

Good performance at TVA is rewarded by pay increases. .

Appropriate action is taken when employees do not perform adequately.

I feel that Knoxville is slow'in'responding to local needs.7

My supervisor knows the reasons behind job-related changes.

My supervisor tells me the reasons for Job-related changes.

My xupervisor threatens. people with penalties too frequently.r

Public resentment of TVA is largely based upon the feeling that TVA .employees are.paid well for wasting time..-

I personally believe in TVA and its objectives.

Management at Watts tar is s'incere in its' attempts to meet the employees' point
of view.-

Watts Bar. has a poor future. unless it c'ana-ttr'act. better managers.

If I got into difficulties at work I know my fellow employees would try to help me out.
Management can be trusted to make sensible decisions for the future of Watts Bar.

I can trust the people I work with to give me a hand if I need it.

Management at work seems to do an .efficient job.

I feel quite confident that management will always try to treat me fairly.

Most of my fellow employees can be relied upon to do what they say they will do.

I have full confidence in the-skills of my fellow employees.

Most of my fellow employees would continue to do their work even if supervisors werenot around.

232. I can rely on other employees not to make my job m ore difficult by careless work.
233. Our management would be likely to take avngeby decivin the em~ployees-. '-:-'ý

234. How often do you think about quitting your job?
A) never B) not usually C) sometimes D) usually E) constantly

235. What is the probability that you could find an acceptable alterhatiive job?A) very unlike ly B) fairly unlikely C) undecided D) fairly certainE) certain

236. What is the probability that you will search for a new job in the near future?A) very unlikely B) fairly unlikely C) undecided D) fairly certainE) certain

237. How likely is it that you will quit your present job?
,A) ver-- n"'i B)/ fairly unlikely C) undecided D) fairly certainb . in

* . .. '
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255-256. What is your educational backgroundl

255 (A) High school
255 (B) Some college

. 255 (C) 2 year technical degree

25.How long have you been at WENP??

OA) less than one year B) 1-2 years
E) 7 or more years

256 (A) Associate degree
256 (B) College degree
256 (C) Graduate degree

'C) 3-5 years 0) 5-6 years.-

258. no0w long have you worked for TVA?
A) less than one year .. B) 1-2 years C) 3-5 years
E) 11 or more years

259. What is your age?
A) 18-25 B) 26-33 C) 34-40 D) -41-47 E) 48c

a.

a *. ..

~D) 6 -10 ye ars *I., .

)r older

14Af A~- oun e~mploved as a iob shonner? --------- S-

A) yes B) no

261. What is your shift? . ,:.. ''1.,.

A) 1st shift -B) 2nd shift C) '3dsif

262. Is there any way in which your particular situation at Watts Bar-could be improved?

Explain in writing on the back of this sure fom(o nteIMase het)"

Information for Code Number., * '

The answers to these questionnaires will be entirely anonymous and confidential..We want,
however, to be able to match your questionnaires to another which will be given at a later a .

date. So we have worked out a plan by which you fill in numbers which you will easily
remember but which cannot be used to identify your individually by name or posit ion. Al-.

though each digit can be the same for more than one person, the combination of numbers will

result in a unique number for each'person. " ,. . <...., -

W Please fill in each of the following on this sheet:-

(1) Think of the year of your birth (e.g., '49). Add the two digits of that

number (in the example, (4 +9 - 13). Enter the number here..............

(2) Think of the day of the month of your birthday (egthe 14th). Add those
two digits (e.g.. 1 + 4 -5) and enter the number here......... .. .. .. .. .. ....

(3) What is the third letter of your last name (e.g., :Smith, enter "i") . Enter.
the third le~tter of your last name here. .. .....................................

(4) Think of your home telephone number. Add the last two digits of that number
and enter the number here ........... . .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. ........
(If you have no telephone, number 0 in the space above.)

Please make any other comments you would like to make regarding your job, Watts Barand
TVA on the back page of the survey.

Thank you very much for your assistance.

*~1.*

#.~. .''p~ a

~. ~.

.i a'~ ,



APPENDIX D

Explanation of Measuring Scales, in Order of Appearance
in WBNP Questionnaire

Satisfactions. Job satisfaction is important in and of itself, and as
an indicator of feelings about the work situation -- a sort of quality
control for personnel and management procedures which responds very
sensitively aod rapidly to changes in the work environment.

The Job Descriptive Index (JDI; Smith, Kendall F, Hulin, 1969) was
developed to furnish a highly reliable, valid, and widely applicable set
of measures of aspects of job satisfaction. It is now the most widely
used standardized measure of job satisfaction in the published literature
in the fields of Personnel Psychology and Industrial/Organizational
Psychology. Its psychometric properties are summarized in Schriesheim
and Kinicki (Note 5). Items 1-72 give the five JDI scales (see Appendix
C). The reliabilities for the scales at WBNP (coefficients alpha,
assessing the extent to which all items measure the same
characteristics) are; Work =.79, Pay = .81, Promotional Opportunities=
.87, Supervision = .88, and Coworkers = .88.

A general scale in the same format (questions 73 through 90, again
in Appendix C) measures overall satisfaction with the job (Job in
General, or JIG). This newer scale is also highly reliable (coefficient
alpha = .93).

The Survey of Life Satisfactions (SOLS), also new (Smith
Ironson, Note 7), Was developed to measure overall satisfaction with
life. This is important because it serves as a control variable and
because life satisfaction is both a cause and an effect of job
satisfaction. SOLS (items 91 through 108) was developed by analyzing
a large number of items concerning satisfaction with life in the present,
and overall satisfaction with life in the long-run. Factor analyses
showed only one very strong evaluative factor; the items with largest
loadings on this factor (and with greatest homogeneity) were chosen to
form the present scale. Coefficient alpha at WBNP is .88.

The three sets of scales have the same simple response format of
"Ye,"ltI*or "No."

Goal-Setting Attributes. The way employees perceive the situation
in which they set goals for their work can have great impact on how
they set goals, or whether they set them at all. Since without goal-
setting, productivity is likely to be low, a measure of goal-setting
attributes was included in the survey. The measure chosen was the
Goal-setting Attributes Scale, developed by Arvey and Dewhirst (1976)
on a sample of scientists and engineers at a nuclear research and
development center. This questionnaire contains scales measuring the
perceptions of four attributes:, goal clarity and planning, subordinate
freedom, feedback and evaluation, and participation in goal setting
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The goal clarity (goal setting and planning) attribute deals with
employees' perceptions of how well their supervisors' plan and are aware
of organizational goals and objectives (items 109, 113, 117, 121, 123, in
Appendix C). In the present sample, coefficient alpha is .81.

The second attribute is subordinate freedom in goal setting (items
110, 114, 118, 122). This attribute has to do with employees'
perceptions of whether their supervisors allow them freedom in their
work activities and in reaching objectives. Coefficient alpha is .47.
The attribute was eliminated from further consideration because of its
low reliability and because the Autonomy scale of the Job
Characteristics _'Inventory discussed below overlaps conceptually and is
a much more dependable measure.

Goal-setting feedback and evaluation is a third attribute which
reflects perceptions concerning how -supervisors give feedback
concerning job performance (items 111, 115, 119). Coefficient alpha is
.70.

The fourth goal-setting attribute is participation in goal setting
(items 116 and 120, with item 112 having been deleted because of low
reliability). It deals with employees' perceptions of whether their
supervisors allow them participation in making recommendations,
suggestions, and setting goals. Coefficient alpha is .78.

Social Desirability Scale. Eighteen items from the 33-item Marlowe-
Crowne Social Desirabili'ty Scale (Crowne & Marlowe, 1967) were used to
control for the effect of social des irability response style in individuals'
responses to the survey booklet. This refers to the tendency to give
answers that make the respondent "look good" to others, or to himself.
Despite the _guarantee of anonymity, we felt it desirable to assess the
extent that answers were biased by social desirability. The social
desirability items (items 128, 131, 134, 138, 142, 145, 152, 155, 158,
161, 164, 168, 171, and 173) were disguised by mixing them with items
from two other instruments in the survey booklet. Fifteen of the items
of the original Marlowe-Crowne Scale were not included because of space
limitations and because the items appeared to lack face validity with the
other items in the survey. Four of the items included in the survey
were dropped because of unreliability at WBNP (items 126, 149, 166,
and 170). Coefficient alpha for the 14 items retained is .72.

Survey of Attitude Toward Work Autonomy (SAA). The SAA items
(Mitchel Rollo, Smith, & Smith, Note 4; items 124, 127, 130, 133, 136,
137, 140, 141, 144, 146, 148, 151, 154, 157, 160, 162, 163, 165, 167,
169, 172) were interspersed with the social desirability items and items
from another instrument included in the survey booklet. Approximately
one half of the items are negatively worded. These items are scored in
reverse so that low scores reflect unfavorable attitudes toward work
autonomy and high levels reflect favorable attitudes. Coefficient alpha
at WBNP is .63.
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Survey of Individual Goal Orientation (SIGO). One of the factors
of SIGO (Jones, Verney, Warheit, Smith, & Smith, Note 3) was used to
measure a person's attitude toward the setting of goals, both at work
and in general. Two factors were found in the development of the
survey, one dealing with attitudes toward whether goals should be set,
and the other dealing with the planning aspect of setting goals,
particularly setting specific concrete, and, usually, short-term goals.
The items used in the present study (items 126, 129, 132, 135, 139,
143, 147, 150, 153, 156, 159) deal with the latter factor, and were
interspersed -on the questionnaire with items from the social desirability
survey and the SAA. Coefficient alpha is .70.

Measures of Employee Motivation and Morale. Four indices
developed by Pa-tchen (1965) were cho-sen a-sa basis for scales to use in
the present study. They were selected partly because they seemed
particularly applicable to problems which. seemed to be prevalent at
TVA, and partly because Patchen's original work on the scales was
performed at TVA.

Three items of Patchen's Interest in Work Innovation Index (tWi)
were selected to provide a measure of how interested a-person is in
innovation (items 174, 175, and 176). Only items 174 and 175 were used
to form the IWII score because of low reliability of the third item.
Coefficient alpha for the two items is .61. (Alpha is a somewhat inflated
estimate of reliability when only two items are involved, but this
estimate of internal conisistency is adequate to indicate that we can gain
good information from tke scale.)

Four items of Patchen's Acceptance of Job Changes Index (AJCI)
were used to measure the degree of employee acceptance or resistance
to changes in the job situation (items 177, 178, 179, and 180). Item 178
was dropped in computing the AJCI score due to its low reliability.
Coefficient alpha for the remaining three items is .69.

Two items of Patchen's Willingness to Disagree with Supervisors
Index (WDSI). were introduced to measure the felt freedom of employees
to speak their mind, even if it involves disagreement with their
supervisors (items 181, 182). The coefficient alpha is only .35. This
scale, like the subordinate freedom scale, will not, therefore, be
discussed in detail. (We should note that Patchen's scales were build in
1960, and that organizational and social climate can change drastically in
21 years, making originally sound scales less useful. "Half-life" of
many attitude scales is about ten years.)

Three items of Patchen's Identification with the Work Organization
Index 0IWO) were used to measure the sense of solidarity an employee
feels with other members of the organization, especially top leaders
(items 183, 184, 185). Item 185 was not 'used in computing the IOWI
score, due to its low reliability. The coefficient alpha for the remaining
two items is only .50 (and that is inflated, as noted above). Since this
index represents an important characteristic, not otherwise directly
measured but part of a pattern of consequences of managerial actions,
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the scale was retained. It will be discussed only in conjunction with the
rest of the network of which it is a part.

Job Characteristics Inventory. The Job Characteristic Inventory
(JCI; Sims, Szilaygi, & Keller, 1976) measures individuals' perceptions
of the objective job. The way persons perceive the characteristics of
their jobs is determined in part by the actual job characteristics. The
JCI has been demonstrated to discriminate between different jobs. In
addition, perceived job characteristics represent individual differences
in the way people view reality. I~ndividuals in the same job have been
shown to perceive different degrees of the various characteristics in the
same job. Pierce and Dunham (1976) compared the JCI with the Job
Diagnostic Survey, another widely used set of measures of perceived
job characteristics. They reported that the internal consistency
reliability for the dimensions of the JCI were higher than the parallel
dimensions in the Job Diagnostic Survey. Four of the six job
characteristic scales of the JCI were modified for use in the present
study.

"Autonomy," as defined by the JCI, is the extent to which
employees have a major say in scheduling their work-, selecting the
equipment they will use, and deciding on procedures to be followed
(items 189, 190, 192, 197, 198, 199). Coefficient alpha at WBNP is .79.

"Variety" is defined as the degree to which a job requires
employees to perform a wide range of operations or to use a variety of
equipment or procedures in their work (items 186, 187, 188, 195, 196).
Coefficient. alpha is .78.

"Feedback" is defined as the degree to which employees receive
information as they are working which reveals how well they are
performing on the job (items 191, 193, 200, 201, and 202). This
coefficient alpha is .84.

"Task identity" is defined as the extent to which employees do an
entire or whole piece of work and can clearly identify the result of their
efforts (items 194, 204, 205, 206). The coefficient alpha is .82.

Specially developed measures. Items 207 through 221 and 238
through 249 consisted of questions specifically developed, based on
preliminary investigations, for use at WBNP. Through factor and item
analyses, four aspects were identified and retained as reliable additional
information:
a) job def in ition- -items 239, 240, 247, and 248 were combined to yield a
measure of perceptions about job definition. Together, the items
appear to indicate whether an employee and his supervisor are made
aware of exactly what an employee's job involves. The coefficient alpha
is .73.
b) recognition of perf ormance- -items 213, 214, and 215 were combined
to yield a measure of perceptions about recognition of performance.
The items appear to indicate whether attention is given to good and to
poor performance. The coefficient alpha is .68.
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c) merit--items 207, 208, and 209 were combined to provide a measure of
attitudes about pay for merit. The items appear to indicate whether
pay corresponds to performance. The coefficient alpha is .48 (low, but
useful as a part of a la~rger pa~tte-rn).
d) communication -- items 217 and 218 were combined to form a measure
which appears to indicate whether the supervisor is aware of and
communicates the reasons behind changes that occur .on the job.
Coefficient alpha is .60.

Interpersonal Trust at Work. The Interpersonal Trust at Work
Scale (Cook & Wall, 1980) was included to measure the extent to which
one is willing to believe that others have good intentions and to have
confidence in others' words and actions (items 222 through 233). Two
aspects of interpersonal trust are measured, one being Trust of
Management and the other being Trust of Fellow Employees. The scale
was developed on 650 blue collar workers. The coefficient alpha in the
present study is .89 for the Trust in Management scores and .80 for the
Trust in Fellow Employees scores.

Intention to Quit. The items of Mobley et al. (1978) were used to
provide a measure of an employee's intention to leave his job (items 234
through 237). Individual data on actual turnover are unavailable for
use due to the need for anonymity on the questionnaire; however, a
self-report measure such as Intention to Quit (Mobley et al., 1978) has
been shown to be quite closely related to subsequent termination. Only
three of the four Intention to Quit items were used to form the score of
Intention to Quit (items 234, 236, and 237), due to the different nature
of item 235 (see Appendix C). The coefficient alpha for these three
items is .86.
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C 649)
P.o. 000

0,.1242
C 614)

P=00001

00 322
C647)

PC0.000

0,0249
C634)

P=0,266

-0.1159
C 655)
P=0,001

-0.06 27
C 655)
P=00054

0. 0964
C635)

P=0.008

PROMO

0. 4592
C649)

Ps.O.000

0.1104
C647)

P30. 002

0,3374
t 649)
P20.000

-. 0.2966
C -613)
P.0.000

0.1902
C 647)-

_PZ.0000

0.0115
C 632)

*P=0.386

-0,0469
C 656)
Pa.0.115

-0.0064
C 656)
P=0.435

-0, 0023

SUPER COWORK

0,4373 0,3416
C 643) -C 641)
P=0.000 Ps0.000

0,2467- 0.5204
C 641) C 639)
P20.000 PX0.000

0. 2559
*C643)

PZ0.000

0. 3054
*C609.

P=0.000

0* 1771
C 641)

PC0,000__I

-0. 02 59
( 630)

*Pa.0.259

-0,0261
( 650)~
P=0,253

-0.0440
C 650)
P=0.131

0.0747

0,42226
C642)

P2O. 000

0, 2446
C607)

P20,000

0.1101
C640)

Pr. 0003

0.0710
C 625)
P=0.036

-0.0227
C649)

ý=0.282

.0.0429
649)

0, 04 35

-I

C 636) C 630) C 627)
P.0.477 P=0.030 * P=0.4398

JOBINGEN LIFESAT immerEr

0.5099 0.2394 -0.5054.
C640) C 649) 659)

P=0..000 P20.000 Pz.0.00

0,2399 0,1572 -.0.1785.
C 638) C646) C 657)
P.0,0000 P20,000 P=0.0000

0.4972 0,2221 -0.5532
C -641) C 650) tC 660)
Pa0.000 PS10.000 P=0.000

0,4197 . 0.1935 -0.3300
C 607) C 614) ( 624)-
P:09000 Pc0.000 P=0.000

0.2295 0,1792 -0.0927
-C 639) C 649) C 659)
P=00000 PZ0.000 P20.009

0*0012 0,2067 -0.0504
C625) C 632) ( 641)

P=0.480 P=0.000 Pc0.101 -

0.0744 -0.0331 -0.0594
C 649) -C 657) C 666)
P=0,029 .P=0..199 P=0.063

0.0020 0.0147 0,0440
C 649) C 657) C666)
P=0.460 P=00353 P=0.128

0,1536 0,0771 -0.2828
627) C 636) ( 645)

P=0.000 -PX-0.026 P20.000

C014'T265 - TRUSTM;T*

-0.,1134 1.00000
C 662)" 662)
P=0.002 PC$$$$$

-0.0676 0.2199 -

C 660) C. 657)
Pz.0.041 P20.000

.0.1053 0.5502
C 664) * C656)
P=0.003- Px.0000

-0.0026 0.5441
C 629) 0C 21) -

.P=0.474 P0.0000

0,0332 --0.2129--
C662) C 654)

Pc0.1197 ___P.0,000

0.0356 0s0652
C' 645) C -640)'
P=0.483 .P=.0050

0,*1000 -0.0023
C672)--C' 662)'-- -

PR0.00.5 P=0,477

-0. 0097 -0.0195

C 672)' C 662)
P=0.401 P=0,303

-0.1255 0.1991
C650) -~C641) a

Pr0.001 P=0.000------

-'COEFFICIENT (ZASES) / SIGNIFICANCE) (.A VALUE OF 99.O0O 0IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT .BE cOaIpumE),.

09/29/91 PAGE 32
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SP'SS BATCH SYSTEM

F<ý-,-'E NONAME (CREATION DATE U09/29/SI)

P E A R SPEA0S N C0R R E LA TIO N

09/29/91 PAGE 33

CO0E FF I C I E M T S - - - - - - ------

WORK

It CDJC. -0.1063
- . - ( 617)

I P20,004

- ATvB257 0.1850
C 623)

cCOEFFICIENT /(CASES)

PAY PROMO SUPER COWORK

0.0979 0.0497 0,0143 . -0.03790
C630) t' 631) C 625) C 624)

P=0.014 P=0.111 PO,356.. Pz0.173

0,1227 -0.0543 -0.00899 b.ol23
C639) ( 639) C( 633) C630)

P=0*o00 - PcO.095 P=0.413 -. PO.005

/SIGNIFICANCE) _. (A VALUE*OF 99.0000

JOBINCEN

-0.1373
C. 622)
P20. 000

0,1470
C 630)
PX0. 000

IS PRINTED

tJIfESAT. INTE'J?

0,0305 .0.1990
C 630). C . 639)
Pz0.223 P206000

0.0210 -0.1323
* C 638) - C 646)'
P=0.1298 P20,000

IF A CDEFFICIENT CANmOr

COKVT26S TRUSTAMZT-"

0.1412 -0.0210
C644) (- 636) -

P20.000 P=0.296

-0.0969 -. 0.0749 -

C 651) C 643)
P=0.007 P=0.029

BE C3NPUTED)_



APPENDIX F



S-----.- - ----

SPSS BATCH SYSTEM

r-l,Lc NONANE (CREATION DATE 09/29/SI)

-- *--- -P E A R S 0 N C 0 R R E L A T 1 0 N C 0 E F r I C I' E N T S - - - - - -- -- -- -

AGE259

AG&e259 1.0000
C650)

SE; 0.39
-. C 650)

PZ0.000

- -C 650)

EDUC -0.1534
( 639)

AT)10257 -. 0.4154
C. 643)

_ P=01000

SAA -0.2732
C 619)

* P=0.000

SIGO 0,2130
C615)

P209000

Ixn - 0.0591
C640)

* P0.O068

30CDESIR -0.0295
( 625)
P=0.2 30.

... RACE

-0.1395 -0.1197
.650) -.- 650)

P20,000 P:0.001

1.0000 0.1607
C 672) C 672)
Pns*w,* p:0.-000

0.1607 1,0000.
C 672) - -672)'
P30.000 'C**

-0.0937 0.0407
*C 644). 644)'
P=0,009 P=0.151

-0.1093 -046
C 651) C 651)
Px0.003 P20.118

-0.0048 -D.0675
C 637) C 637)
Pm0o452 PzO.044

-0.1131 - 0,0109
C 635) C 635)
P=0o002 PuO.392

-0.0525 -058
C 662) C 662)
P=0.089 Pm0.066

-0.07-34 0,0526
C 645) C645)
P=0.031 P20.091

EDUC ATW0257

-0.1534 0.4154
C 639) C643)
PC0.O00o P20.0000

-0.0937 -Q.1093
C 644) C 651)

*P=O0009 P=30.03

0.0407 -0.046 6
C644) C 651)

PC0.151 PC0.I18

644)0 -0.2293
64) C 637)-

PC***** PCO00Qo

-0.2293 1.00000
C 637) C651)
Pzo.O00 P**s

0.1420 -0.0764
C 613) -C619)

P=00000 P=0.029

.-0.0024 000689
C 611) C 617)
P=0.476 Pc0.044

ý0.0342.0.0419
*C 634) C 641)
P=0.195 P=0.145

-0.0324 -0.0340
( 6*20) C 627)
P=0.210 "P=00198

SIG3

.-0.2732 0,2130
C 618) C 615)
Pz.0.00 P20.000

.0.0048. -0.1131
C 637) C 635)
.Pa0.452 P=0,002

-0.0675 0,0109
C 637) .C 635)
P=00'044 P=0.q392

0*1429 '-0.0024
C 613) -C 611)
PC0.000 P=0.476

0,0764- 0,0699
C619) C617)

P.0.029 P=0.044

*1.0000 -0.1427
C 637) C 618)

P=0.000

-0.1427 . 1,0000
C 618) ( 635)
P=O,000 ps**

0.0462 0.1277.
C629) C 627)

P=0,124 P=0.001

-0.0305 000991
C 626) C-- 623)
P=0*223 P=0.007

IWlII SOCDESIR- GIFESAr

0.0591 -0.0295- 0*0771
C640) C 625)' C 636)

Pu0.069 P:0..230 P=0.026

-0.0525 -0.0734 -0.0331 -

C 662) (' 645) C 657)
P0o.099 Pz0.031 P=0.199

-0.0597 0.0526 0o0147
C 662) C645) C 657).__
P=0,066 PZ0.091 P=0. 35 3

0.0342 -0*0324- 0.0305
C 63 4)' C 620).C 630 )
Pro. 19s, Ps0.210 P=0.223

0.0414 -0 '0340'- 0,0210-- --
C 641) C 627) C 639)
.P=0.145 - P=0.498 P=0.298 _____

0.0462 .- 0.0305 -0.0*895
C629) C 626) C 625)

P=0,124 P=0.223 P20.013 -'--

0.1277 0,0991 006690
C 627)" C 623). 1T -624)
P=0,001 *PaO.007. P30,045

1.0000 0,0693 0.1792
C 662) AC 537) C, 649)

P=0.040 P=0.000

000693 -1,0000 0,2067
C637) C 645) C632)

P=09040 P=**~** .. P=O.oDOD

(COEFFICIENT /' (CASES) /1 SIGNIFICANCE) . A*VALUE 0P-99.*00O0 IS PRINTED IF 'A C3EFFICIERT CANNOT 'BE COMPUTrED) *- -- ___

09/29/81 PAGE -24
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SPSS ;&ATCH SYSTEM 09/29/ 91

FILE NONXNE (CREATION DATE u09/29/91)

--. '.--A-- EA SOaxN C R R EL A TIO0N C 0E F I C I ENTTS S-- ---

ACE259 SEX RACE EDUC ATWB257 SAA SIGO IwII

LrrEf,.- 0.0771 -- 0.0331 0.0147 0.0305 0,.0210 -0.0806 0,0680 0.1792
C 636) C657) C657) C 630)* C 639) C625). 624) - C64B) -

P=0.026 P20.199 P=0.353 P=0,223 Pz=6.299 P=0*013 Px0.045 PZ0.000

(CC0EFTICIENT ( CASES)'/ SIGNIFICANCE) (A VALUE OF 99.0d'00'IS PRINTED IF AcoE~ricieT. CANNOT

PAGE 25

SOCDESIR" GIFESAr

0.2067 110000
C632) -C 657)

P:0.oO pes

BE COmPUrED).



APPENDIX G



SPS3 BATCH SYSTEM 09/29/01 PAGE. 17

.FILE NONAME (CREATION DATE a 09/29/81)

P E A R -PEA 0SN CO0R RE LA T O 0N c oE FT IC!I ENT S- ---------------- -- ----

AUTONOMY VARIETY FEDAK AKON S 0DEF!K

AUTONOMT. 1.0000
C661)

VAP IETY 0.2700
C647)

FEE. BACK 0-.2935

P20,000

.* TASgrDNT 0.5304
C 649)
P20.000

Jo r30 i ~N.- 0.2148
I C 639)

PZ0.000

R E TNT 0.0462
C 653),
P20,119

N Eri, t 0.0640
C 659)
P=0,050

* CO~wk JNIC 0.2359
C 659)
P=0.000

* OALCLAR 0.2664
-. C 651)

P20. 000

0,2700 0.2935
647) C 654)

P=0,000 P20.000

1,0000 0,3052
C656) C 649)-

P=8* *** PZ0.000

0,3052 1.0000
C 649) C 661)
P20.000 P28*8*8

0.1807 0.3173
C 645) C 652)
P20.000 P20.000

0,2576 0.4998
C 6.35) C 641)
P20.000 P=0.000

0,2773 0.3925
C649) C 654)

PZ0,000 P=0.000

0.1329 -0.1745
C654) ( 660)

PZ0.000 P.0.000

0.2205 0.4096
C654) C b60)

P=0.000 P=0,000

0.2546 0.4304
C645) C 651).

P=0.000 P=0.000

0. 5304
C -649)
P30.000

0. 1907
C 645)
P=0.000-

0.3173
C652)

Pao,0.000

1.0000 -

C 657)

0,3410
C 640)
P=0. 000

0.0969
C650)-

P=0,013

~0. 0 16 3
C 656)
P=0* 338

0.2051
C 656)
P=0.000

0,2359
C'649)

PC0. 000

0.2149
C639)

P20.000

0,%2576
C 635)

_P=0.000

C641)
PZ0. 000

0. 3410
C640)

PC0.000

1.0000
.C 647)

0,429S
C . 641)
P=0. 000

'0. 2056
C* 646)
P.O. 000

0.,4201
C 647).
Pa0.000.

0.3916
C 642)
P30. 000

RECOGNTN' MERIT

0.0462C653)
P=O0 119

0. 277 3
C 648)
P.0.000

0.3925
.C 654)
P=0. 000

0.0969
C 650)
P=0. 013

0,4295
C 641)
P20. 000

1.0000
C664)

-0.3289
C 663)
P=0, 000

* 0.4193
C 663)
P=0. 000

0. 3662
C653)

P=0, 000

.0,0640
C 659)

*P=0.050

.0. 1329
C 654)
P20.000

60.1745
C660)

PC0.000

- 0.0163
*C 656)
P=0.338

:-0,2056'
C 646)
Pg0.o00

.0,3299
C 663)
Pa0 .0000

1. 0000
*-C 669)
Pas*$

.0. 2016
C 568)
P=0.0000

.. 0,2060
C 658)
P=0.000

COMM tN'! C

0.2359
C 659)
P=0. 000

00*2205
C654).

P206000.

0.40 96
C660)

Pr0.000

0, 2051
C656)

P2*. 000

0,4201
C 647)
P20.000

0,4193
C 663):
p20. 000

0.2:)16
C669)

P=0.000

1.0000
C 669)
pas**8*

0.4644
C659)

Pao0a000

GDAtC!AR ---

0,2664651)P=0.000.

0. 2546
C64-5)

P20.0 00

0.4304
C651)

P20.000

0.2359
C649)

P=0 .000

0. 3916
C 642)
PO0.000

0.3662
*C 653)
P=0.000

*0. 2060
C 659)
Pi0.000

0,4644
C 659)
.Pz0.000

1,0000
C659)

PC***$*

CSFD8cK

0,2590
-C 649)
PZ0. 000

0. 2572
Cb43)

P=0, 000

0. 5512
C649) _

P=0.000-

0.,2513 __

C 645)
P20.000

*0.4852 -

* C 636)
-P.o. 3000

0,4298
C 649)
P=0.000 -

*0.2023
C 655)
P20. 000

0,4970- --

C 655)
PC0.000

.0,5952
C 650)

* = , 0000 - -

- -CCEFICEN /(CASES) /SIGNIFICANCE) CA VALUE OF 99,0000 IS PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT'CANNOT BE C3OMPUTED).'



SPSS BATCH SYSTEM

FILE NONAmE (CREATION DATE =09/29/91)

P E A R S- 0ARSN C0R-R E L A TN CI

-- . -AUTONOMY VARIETY FEEDBACK TASK!DNT JOBDEFIN

GSFOBCK 0,2590 0,2572 0.5512 0.2513 0.4852
( 648) C 643) C649). C 645)" 'C 636)
P20,000 P=0.000 P20.000 P00.O000 P20.000

PART!I-: *P 0.3640 092755 0.4430 0.2224- 0.3106
( 654) C649) C655) (, 653) C643)
PZ0.000 PcO.000 Pao,000 P2O6000 P=OQO00

.CC0EF.ý 2IET / CASES) /SIGNIFICANCE) CA VALUEDOF 99.0000 IS

09/2/91PAGE 19

0 E F I

RECOGNTN

0.42 99
C 649)
P=0.000

0. 2695
C656)

P20, 000

PRINTEDI

C I E NT S-

14ERIT COUMUNICI'

-0.2020 0,4978
C 655) 655)
P=0.o00 P20,000

.0,1756 0,4107-
.C 662) C662)'
P20,000 P20,000

r A COEFFICIENT CANNOT

*GDALCoAR - GSrDBCK---

0*5852 1.0000
C650) C656)'

P=0.000 P=*$*se

0.6939 0,555b
C659) C 652)

P.0.000 P=0.000

BE COMPUTED)

09/29/91

7.'



.NDIX H



.................. ..

SPSS BATCH SYSTER

rxLE NONAME (CREATIom DATE'a 09/29/91)

0 a n "- a- -a -PEAR S0 N COR R E LA T 1O0
C 0 E F VI C I E N T 3 . . . . . .

WORK

WORK 1.00000
C 637)

PAT 0,2363
C634)

P=0. 000

PROMO 0,375a
C 633)
P=0 .000

.SUPER 0,4214
C 630).
P20,0000

COVORK o"03816
C 629)
P30. 000

JOB -NGEN 0.7809
( . 626)
P20. 030

-LIFL*SAT 0.3500
C632)

P20. 000

Iiprr IT -0.4496
C 633)

TRL,71f:PCT 0.4861
C630)

P20. 000

PAT

0,231
C63

P3O0.0

1100c
C 655
PS*o*l

0, 375
C 651
PaO.00

09226
C646

P20.00

0.184
C 644
P20,00

0,261
C643;

*P20.00p

0*215~

P20.000C

*-0.2149
( 652)
P=0.000

0. 2623
C648)

P=0.000

PROMO SUPER

63 0,3750 0.4214
4) C 633) C630)
20 P20,000 P20.000

)0 0.37s3 0,2261
~) C651). C 646)

.Pxo.Qoo P20,000

3 1,0000 0,3724
) C 656) C 646)
0 P X**# P0,000

1 - 0.3724 1.0000
) C 646) C 650)

0 Pw0,000 PC*****

9 0.2503 ' 0,3652
) C 545) C 639)

0 - PzO,000 P~O.000

7 0,4042 0,4514
C 644) C640)

0 P=0.000 P=0,000

? 0.1324 0.1925
I C651) C645)

P P20.000 P20,000

-0.3005 -0.2915'
C 652) C 646)
PC0.000 .P=0.000

0.4592 0,4373
C649) C 643)

P=0.000 PZ0,000

COWORK

0.3916
C 629)
P20,000

0%1849
C644)

P=0.000

0.2503
C. 645)
P:0. 000

0,3652
C *639)
Pso, 000

1.00000
C 649)
Ps*****

0.*4659
C 638)
P20.000

0, 2679
C644)

P20.000

-0@2553
C 645)
PC0. 000

0.3416
C 641)
PX0.,000

JOBINGEM

* 0,7909
C 626)
P20, 000

* 0,2617
C 643)
PC0, 000

0,4042
C 644)
P=0.000

0,4514
C 640)
P=0, 000

0, 4659
C639)

P20.000

1 *0000
C649)

P2*** * *

003674
C 644)"
Pa0.000

*-0*5449
C 644)
.P=0,000

0. 5089
C' 640)
P=0, 000

GZF ES AT

* 0,350.0
C632)

P20*0 00

0.2159
C 50)

0.1324
C651)

P30,0 00

0, 1925
C 645)
PR0.000

0,..2678
C544)

PZ0.000

0.3674
C 644)
P=0.000.

11*0000
C 657)

-0.1986
C 653)
P=0.0 00

0,2394
C 649)
PC0.000

-0.44 96
C 633)'

-0o2149
C 652).
Pno, 000

-0.3005
C 652)
P20900.0

-0.2915
( 646)
P=0, 000

O-02553
C 645)
P20,0000

-0.5449.
C -644)
P=09 000

TRUsMGT - TRUSTE'EP---

0,,4961
c 630)
P=0,000

0,.2623
C649)

P=0.000

0.4592
C649)

Pt20,000

0.4373
C 643)
P20. 000

0,.3416
C 641).
PCO.OoO

.0,5099
C 640)

.-0;19R6 * 0,2394 0.1572
C.653)~ 649) .C 646)

P=0o00o P20.000 Puo,000

* 1.00000- -0. 5054'- 0. 7 5
C 666) C 659) C657)

Pz~**s P=0,000 P=D.00o

-0.5054 1.0000 0.2199
C 659) C 662) C 657)
P=0.000 - '**-P:0,000"

0,1975-
C 629)"

0.1050.
C 646)

C647)
P=D. 002

- 0 9 2 4 6 7 _ _ _

C 641)-
P=0, 000

6o5204-
c 639)
P=0,0000

0. 2399
C 638

CCO-Fý 'rICIENT / (CASES) / SIGNIFICANCE) CA VALUE OF 99,0000 IS PRINTED IF &AC3EPFIC!EMT .CANNOT BE COMPUTED) .

09/29/81 PAGE 21



SPSS BATCH SYSTEM

FILE 1W0NAME (CREATION DATE a 09/29/91)

P t A R 3 0E RSO CO0RR EL A TIO0N c oE rFrI

WORK P AY .PRO'40 SUPER COWORK JOBINGEN - 5IFESAT

09/29/81 PAGE 2?

C.1 E N T S - - - a -- e - - - --

INTENT TRUST.NGT TR US TE4 P

-TRUSTEXP __0,1976

C 629)
Pcosoo0

Iwo! 0.4278
C 630)
P20.000

AJci 0.3492
C 596)
P=0. 000

XVII _ __ 0,2041
C 628)
P204030

AUTONOMY 0,3253
C 630)

VARIETY 0.5174
c 628)
P20.000

FEEDBACK 0,3941
( 630)
Pz0.000

TASKIDNT 0.3672
C 626)
P=0.000

JOBDEFIN 0.4464
C 620)
P20.000

__0.1050

C646)
P=0, 004

0,2228
C 649)
P20.000

0.1242
C 614)
P.O. 001

*- 0.1322
C 647)
Pao. 000

0,1786
646)

P20.0000

0.1735
C 643)
P20.000

0,2333
C 647)
Pa0. 000

0.012 9
C644)

Pa0. 372

0. 2548
C636)

P=0.000

0,1104
C 647)
P=0.002

0.,3374
C649)

P.0.000-

0.2866
C613)

P=0.000

0,1802
C 647)
PC:0000

0.1933
C 646)
Pao. 000

0. 2724
C643)

Pz.O. 00

0,3744
C647)

PC0.000

0.1045
C644)

Pc.O.004

0.3069
C b35)
P=0.000

0.2467__
C 641)
P20.000

002559
C 643)
P20, 000

0.3054
C608)

P20, 000

.0,1771
C 641)
P20. 000

003144
C' 641)
PC0.000

0, 2106
C 639)
P=0.000

0, 5291
C 642)
P:0, 000

0.2681
C 639)
P20.000

0,4517
C630)

P=0,000

0.5204
C63 9)

P20.000

092226
C 642)
Pe0,000

092446
C607)

P=0 0 00

0,1101
C640)

Pv0.003

0,1782
*C640)

-..PuO,000

042107
C 637)
*Pc0.000

0*2S21.
C641)

P20, 0 0

0. 1603
C *639)
P=0 0 00

0, 3072
C 631.)
P20. 0 0

0. 23 99
C 639)

P20, 000

* 04972'
C641)

P20.000-

0.,4197
C607)

.P=06000

0,2295.
C 639)
P2.O.000

0. 363i
C 639)-

~P20,000

0, 4400
C636)

Pao0 000

0,4239
C640)

P20. 000

0, 3695
C 637)
P=0, 000

0. 5019
C 629)
P=0. 000

0,1572. -0.1785 0,2199 1.0000a
C 546) C 657) C 557) C 660)
Pr0.000 P2O,000 PzO.000 PC****$

0,2221 -0.5532 0.5502 0.1222
c 650) C 660) C 556) C654)

P2o 00 P=3. 00 P=0.000 P20.001

0,1835 -0.3130 0.5441 0,0737
C 514) C -624) C -621 ) C 620)

*Pao.000 Pn0.000 P20.000 Pz.0033

0.1792 -0.0927 . 0.21298 0.0730
c 549). ( 659) C 654) C 652)
-PfO.000 P20.009 P000 PzO.D31

0.0994 -i0.1844 0.2401 0,0226
*C 648) C 656) C554) C 652)
*P20,006 P50,000 P=0.000 P30.293

0,2281 -0.2679 0.3426 0.0992
C 645) C 652) C649) C 646)
Pr0.000 Pa0,000 P20,000 P20,012

0,2452 -0.3431 0.3950 0.1748
C 649) C 657) C 656) C 653)
Psc0.000 P20.000 P20.000 P30,000

0.1166 -0.2527 0.2714 . 0,0972
C- 645) C 653) C651) C 649)
Pm0.002 PnO.000 P=0.000 P20,007

0,2152 -0.4470 0.5266 0.2956
C. 635) C 644) C641) C 640)
P=0.000 P20.000 P=0.000 P=DO000

(COEFFICIENT / (CASES) / SIGNIFICANCE) CA VALUE or 99.0000-IS PRINTED IF A COEFFTICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED)

1 *'~ ?J~



SPSS BATCH SYSTE'4

FILE NONAME (CREATION DATE a09/29/81)

---...-- A.-PEARSN CO0

0929SIPAGE 23

R R E 1AT 1 0 9 CO0E FF I C E N T S- -- 0-- -- -- a

RECOCNTH

WORK

0. 34893
C 631)
P=0. 000

T 0.1666

P=0.0000

JNIC 0.2735
C 636)
P=0.0000

:LAR 0.3296.
C 629)
P20. 000

ICK 0,4129
C 626)
P20.000

CP 0.3147
C632)

P=0.0300

0.0361
C637)

Pa0,216

-0.0300
C 637)
P=0.225

SIR 0.0290
C616)

P20. 236

PAY PROMO

0.3181 0.4446
C649) C650)

P20.000 Pr0,000

-0,3041 0,2977
C 654) C654)
Pa0.000, PZ0.000

0,2248 0.3487
C655) C655)

P=0,000 P2o0,00

0,1964 . 0.3673
C649) -C 649)

P=0.000 P20.000

0.2534 - 0.4316
C 645) C .645)
P30.000 P.0.000

0.2409 0.3450
C651) C 651)

PZ0.000 PZ0.000

-0.1159 w0.0469
C 655) C 656)
P30.001 P.0.115

-0.0627 -0.0064
C 655) ( 656)
P=0.054 P=0,43S

0.0249 0.0115
C 634) C632)
P=0.266 . Pc0.396

SUPER COWORK

0.3934 - 0,3147
C 643) C 642)
P2O0.00o.. P20,000

0.1645 09.1369
C 649) C 647)

*P20*000 Pu.0.00

0.5034 003148
C649) C 649)

*P30,000 Pa0.000

0.5659 0.3298
C 642) C 641)
P=0,000 P=0.O000

0,6452- 036
C 639) 1 639)
P20,000 P20.000

0.6033 0.3033
C 645) C 644)
P=0.000 .Pz0*.Oo

-0.0261 -0.0227
C 650) C 649)
P=0,253 P=00282

-0.0440 -0.0429
C 650)' t 649)
P=0.131 -P=0.136

-0.0258 0.0710
C 630) C 625)
P3-0.259 P=0.038

.JOBINGEN LIFESAT INrEN'r,

0,351S 0.1647 -0.3693
*C641) C 649) C659).

*P30..000 P20.000 Ps0,000

0.a1584 .0.1158 -0.1535
C 646) c 655) C665)
-.P30.000 P20.001 P20.000

003483 0,0923 -0.3554
C 647) C '655) C 665)
.Px0,000 P20.009 Pc0.000

-. 0,4089 0.1782 -0.2577
C640) -C649) -. C 655)

*P=0.000 Pc.0.00 Ps0.000

0,4129 0.1634 -0.3263
C 637) C646) t 653)
P=0,000.. P200000 P30.000

0.4 043 0,2440 -0.2324
C 643) C 651) C 659)
PZ0.000 Pa0.000 P20.000

0,0744 -0.0331 -0.0594
C648)' C 657) (. 666)'

P=0,029 P20.199' P=0.063

0.0020- 0,0147 0.0440
C648) C657) C666)

P=0.480 P=0.353 P=0.129

0.0012 .0,2067- -0.0504
t 625) C632) C 641)
P=0.499 Pc0.000 ' P=0.101

TRUSTMGr 'TRUSTE4P -*--

0.5704 0.2920D.
C 656) C 654)~
P20.000 P2.0000

-0.3315 0.1155
( 561) C659)
Pz0.000 P30,001

0,4563 0,2533
C 662) C 660)
PC0.000 -P.0.000

0.4750 0.1899
C652) (' 651~)

P=0.000 P=0.000

0.5074 -0.1895.-

C 649)- C 647)
P20.000 P=0,000 ___

0,3949 0.1548
C 655) C 654)
P=0.000 -P=0.000

-0,0023 -0.0093
C 662) -- C 66W)
Pz0.477 P=0,005.

0.019S -0.0240
C662) C 660)

P30.1309 P=0.269

0.0652 0.1590
C- 640) C 637)
P=0.050 P=0.000

(COEFICENT (CSES)/ SGNIFCANE)(A VALUE OF .99.0000 IS-PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOT BE COMPUTED)"

KERIt

CoNNI

-GOAL(

CS FOE

PARTI

_SEX

RACE

SOCDE

09/29/81

(COEFFICIENT / (CASES) / SIGNIFICANCE)-



SP~ ATH YSEM09/29/91 PAGE 24

NONAME (CREATION- DATE a 09/29/81)-

P E-.A.R.PEA 0S X C0RAR E1,A TIO0N CO0E F IC I E NT S--------------- -- -- --

WORK

ATW0257 __ 0.1950
C 623)
Pc0.000

AGE259 0.2053
C620)

PzO. 000

EDUC -0.1063
C. 617)
P=0.004

(COErFICIENT i. CCASES)

PROUD

0.1227 -0.0543 -

C639) C 639)
P20.001 P=0.085

0.0964 -0.0023 -

C635) C 636)
P=0,008 P0O.477 -

0.0979 0,0487.
C 630) -C .631)
P=0.014 Pr0.111

/SIGNIFICANCE)

SUPER

-0.0099
C 633)
P0, 413

0.0747 -

C. 630)
P--0*0 30

0.0149.
C 625)
P=0.356

CA-VALUE 'OF

COWORK JOBINGEV LIFtESAT INTENT TRUSTmcr TRUSTE0I

0.1023 0.1470 0,0210 .- 0.-1323 0.0749 0.107a __

C630i 630) -638) C 646) C643) C 641)
P=0'!.O05 pZ0.000 P=0.290 P20.000 P20.029 .Pm0.003

0,043S 0.1536 0.0771 -0.*2929 0.1991 --- --.0692
C 627) C 627) C 636) C 645) C641) C 639)
P20.138 .P=0.000 P90.026 P200000 P=00000 P=0.040_____

-0.0378 -0.1373 -0.0305 0.1990r -0.0210 -0.0919
C 624). C 622) C 630) C639) -C 63 6) _ C 634)
P:0.o.173 P=0.000 P=0.223 P=0o.0o0 P=00299 P=0.010ý

94e.0000 IS -PRINTED IF A COEFFICIENT CANNOt BE COMPUTED)-

FILE

L.

3PSb BATCH SYSTEM



3PSS BATCH4 SYSTEM4

FXLE NONAME (CREATION DATE a 09/29/01)

w- - w a- - w- PEA RSO0Mf C 0R RE E#A T 10N C 0 ET F F c Z* E N T S - - - - w . . . . . .-

1wi! AUTONOM

0.2941 0.3253
C629) C630)

Pr0.000 P20,000

0.1322' 0.1786
C647) C 646)

Pc0.000 P=0,000

0.1802 0.1933
C 647) C 646)
P=0.000.. P20.000

0.1771 .0.3144
C641) C641)

P20.000 P20.000

0.1101 0,1782
C640) C 640)

Ps0.003 P2O.000

0.2295 0,3639
C639) C 639)

PZ0.000 P20,000

0.1792 0.6994
C 648) 'C 649)
P20.000 P=0.006

-0.0927 --0.1844
C 659) C 656)
PcO,009 .P=0,000

0,2128 0,2401
C 654) C 654)
Puo.000 P30,000

Y VARIETY

0, 5174
C629)

PZ0. 000

C'643)
P20.000

0,2724
C643)

P=0.0000

0.2106
C 639)
Pco.000

0, 21 07
C 637)
P20 0 00

0, 4400
C 636)
P20. 000

0,2291
C 645)
P=0.000

-0.2679
C 652)
P20. 000

*C0,3426
t649)

-:P20.000,

FEEDBACK

0.3941

*C 630)

P20, 000

0.,2333
C 647)

*P=0,000

0.,37 44
*C 647)
P20, 000

0. 5291
C 642)
P20, 000

062521
1C 641)
P20.000

0.4239

P20. 000

0.,2452
C648)

P=0, 000

-0,3431
C657).

PX0. 000

0, 3950
C 656) *

*Pc0,000

rASKIDNr joBoE;TiN

0,3672 0.4464
C626) C 620)

P20.000 P20,000

0,0129 0.2540
C 644) C 636)
P=0.072 P=0.000

0,4045 0.3069
C 644) C 635)
P=0.004'* P=0.000

0.2681 .0.4517

C 639) C 630)
P=0.000) Pz0,p00

0,1603 0,3072
C 539) C 631)
P200000 P30.000

0,3695 0.5019
C 637) C 629)
P20.000 P=0.000

0,1166 0,2152
C645) C 635)

PmO.002 P206000

-0.2527 -0.4470*"
C 653) C( 644)
P=0.000 P20.000

0,2714 0,5266
C 651) C641)
Paooso0 P2O.000.

REC3GITU* mERItr -

013483 .0,1666
C631) C 635)- - .

P=0.000 P=0.000

0.3181 -0.3041
C649) C 654)

P=0.000 P000

0.4446 .0.2977
C 650) -C654)

P=0.0300 P=0.000

0.3934 0,1645
C643) C649)'

P=0.030 P20.000

0.3147 -- 0.1369--
C 642) C 647)
P20.000. P20.000 __

0.3515 .0.1594
C 641) C 646)
P=0.000 P=0,00D-

0.1647 0.1158
C 649) C 655)..
P20.000. P=0.001

-00'3693* - , S S
C 659) C 665)
P20.000 P=.0000

0,5704 -0.3315
C 656)' c 661)
P80,000 -pn0,0007

CCL*FTIIEN / CASS) SINIFCANE) A VALUE OF .99.90000 IS PRINTED IF A C3EFFICIFNT CANNOT BE COmpuTED)'

09/29/91 P&GE '25

WORK

PAT

PR O1 0

SUPER

CO WORK

JOB! NGEN

-LIFESAT

I XTE XT

TR'.:¶TNGT

Iwo!

0,4278
C630)

P=0. 000

0.2228
C 649)
P=0.000

0.3374
C 649)
P20,000

.0,2559
C643)

P20,000

0, 22 26
C. 642)
P=0. 0DO

0,4972
C641)

P=0.000

0. 2221
C650)

P=0.0000

-0.5532-
C 660)
Pa0.000

0.,5502
' 656)

P=0. 000

AJC!

0.3482
C596)

.P8O9000

0. 1242
C614)

P=00 001

0,2866
C613)

P20. 000

0.,3054
C 609)
P=0. 000

0.,24 46
C607)

P20.0000

0,4 197
C 607)
P=0. 000

0.1835
C 614)
P=0. 000

-0.3130'
C 624)
P=04000

0,5441
C621)

P20. 000

(cbcrriczENr / (CASES) / SIGNIFICANCE)"



SPSS BATCH SYSTEM

TI LE KONAmE (CREATION DATE z 09/29/91)

- *------------------P E A R S 0 fl. C 0 R R*E Co A T 1 0 At C

09/29/81 PAGE 26

0OEFF ICI E.MT S------------Ia-- -- ----

Iwo'

TRUSTEMP 0,1222
( 654)
P20.001*

IWO! 1.0000
C664)

L . ue*

AJCZ 0,4177
*(624)

-. -P=0.000

-IwiI 0.1268
C656)

* P20.001

AUTONOMY 0,2080
* ( 654)

PsO, 000

*VARIETY 0.2765
C 649)
P30, 000

rEeoBACK 0.3091
C 655)
P2.0 000

TASKIONT 0.2488
*C 651)

P209000

JOBDEFIN 0.4224
C 642)

7 P=09O000

AJCI

0.0737
C620)

P=0.033

0.4177
C 624)
P=0.000

1, 0000
C625)

Pm *8 * 9

0,1446
C 623)
P20. 000

0.2534

6 20)
Pao.000

0,2706
C615)

P30.000

0,3399
C622)

P=0.000

0.2853
C618)

P=04000

0*2673
C611)

P=0.000

1W!!

*0,0730.
652)

P=0.031

*0.1268
b 56)

Pa0.001

0.1446
C 623)
P20.000

1. 0000
C662)

PUSe* ***

0. 24 14
C653)

PZ0, 000

0. 26 42
C 647)
P30.000

0.2322
C654)

P20. 000

0.2062
C 650)
P.0.000

0,1775
C642)

*P=0.000

AUTONOMY VARIETY

-0.0226 *.0.0092

C 652). 646)
*P=0.283 P=.b.b12

0. 2080
* C 654)
P20,000

0. 25 34
C620)

Pc.O*000

0.2414-
C653)

P20. 0 00.

1. 0000
C661)

0, 27 00
C 647)
P20, 000

0, 2935
*C654)

P204000

0.5304-
C649)

PZ0,000

0.2149
C639)

P=0, 000

09 27 65
C649)

P=O .000

0, 2706
C 615)
P20. 000

0. 2642
C . 647)
PZ.0000

0. 2700
C 647)
P20.000

1. 0000
C656)

P36***;

003052
C -648)
P=0.000

0, 1907
C645)

P=O.0.000

0..2S76
'.( 635)
P=0.000

FEEDBACK

0.1748

C 653)
P206000

0, 3091
C 655)
Pc0. 000

0, 3389
C 622)
P=0, 000

.0.2322

C 654)
P2O.0000

0, 2935
C 654)
P=0,0000

0.,3052
C648)

PZ0. 000

1. 00 00
C 661f)

0.3173
C 652)
PZ0. 000

0.,4988
C. 641)
P=0, 000

TASKIDNT JOBDEFTN* REC3G'ITM- MERIt

0.0972 0.2856
C649) C 640)

Pc0.007 P30.000

0,2480 0.4224
C651) C642)

P200000 PZ0.000

0.2853 .0.2673
C 619) C 611)
P20.O000- P=0.000.

0.2062 0.4775
C 5650) C 642)
P20.000 .P=0,0000

0m5304 0,2148
C 649) C 639)
P20.000 PSOOO00

*0.1907 *0.2576

C 645) *C 635)
P30.000 P30,000

0.3173 * 0.49988
C652) .C -641)

P3-0.000 P=0,0000

1,0000 0.3410
C657) C 640)

P=0.000,

* 0,3410 1.0000
C 640) C647)
P=0.000 P***

0.2920
C554)

P=0 .000

0.3372
C657)

P=0.000

0.3129
5 21)

P=0 .000

0.1135
C 655)
P=0.0 02

0.0462
*C 653)
Pc.Ol *19

0. 2773
*C 648)

P=0.000,

0. 3925
C 654)
Pc0,000

0,0868
C650)

PuO.013

0. 4295
C 641)
P20O.000

C659)
Pc.O.001

- 0,1949

C 663)

--0.1354
C 627)
P=0. 000 -

-- 0,1633 __

C661)
P:0, 000

* 0.0640

C 659)
.P=0, 050

-0.1329

*C 654) -.-
P.o. 000

C 660)
P30, 000

0*0163-'
*C656)
P=0.330

a-0.2056
C 646)
P30,000 -

(COEFICENT/ CCSES / IGNIICACE)CA VALUE OF 99.0000 IS PRINTED IF A*C0tFFIcrENT CANNOT BE COMPUTEDY'(COEFFICIENT / (CASES) / SIGNIFICANCE)



- .-. --. -- .-. '. ..------. ~ -- -- -.

SPý. BATCH SYSTEM 09/29/91 PAGE 27

NOiJAME (CREATION DATE a 09/29/81)

-- -PEARS0 CR R E LA.T 1 0 N CO0E FF IC I E NT S -- - - --

1401

LRECOaHTN 0.3372
C 657)

XERIT 0.1949
C 663)
P=0. 000

COMMUNIC 0.2968
-. -( 663)

P20.000

SGOALCLAR -0.2946

C 653)
* P209000

GSFDBCK 0.3128
( 651)
P20.000

OARTICIP 0.2423
C 657)
Pc0 *000

__ SEX 0.0969
C664)

P=09006

RACE -0.0n07
- C 664)

P=0.493

SOCDESIR 0;0376
C 640)
P=0. 171

AJCI

0,3128
C621)

P20. 000

,0. 1354
C 627)
P20.O000

0.,3095
C 627)
P30. 000

0. 3511
C 619)
P20.000

0. 3679
C 619)
P30. 000

0,3240
C 622)
PZ0.000

0. 1413
C 629)
P20.000

0. 0609
C628)

P=0.064.

-0.0123
C 604)
P3O0.381

IwiZ

0.1135
C655)

Pv0,002

* .0.1633

C 661-)
P=0.000

0.1599
C 661)
P2.O.000

0.1315
C 654)
Pc0. 000

0, 1699
*C 649)
P=O. 000

0,10999
C 656)
P=0. 000

-0. 05 25
C 662)
P=0.0899

-0. 0587
C 662)
P=0.066

0. 0693
C 637)
P=0. 040

AUTONOMY VARIETY

0.0462 0,2773
C 653) C649)
'PRO.119 P=0.000

-0.0640 @001329
C 659) ( 654)
P20.050 P=0.000

*0,2358 0,2205
C659). C654)'

P30,000 P20.0000

0.2664. 0,2546
C651) C645)

P20,000 PWO.000

0 2590 0.2572
C649) C643)

Pa0.000 Pc0.000

0,3640 0,2755
C 654) C 649)
P20,000 P20,000

0.0952 -0.0365
C 661)' C 656)
P=00007 P=0.475

000055 090170
C661)' C 656)

P=0.444 P=0.332

-0.0715 -0.0073
C 636) C 631).
P:0.036 P=0.42~7

FEEDSACK

0. 3925
C654)

P=0. 000.

-0.1745
( 660)
P=0* 000

0. 4096
C 660)
-P2O. 000

*0.4304
C651)

P=0.*000

0.5512
C649)

*P=0.000

0, 4430
C 655)
P=0, 000

0.0154
C 661)
P=0, 346

-0.0003
C 661)
P=0.497

0*.'0538
C 637)
P=0. 099

TASKIDIlT JOBOEFIN

0.3869 0,4295
C 650) C 641)
Pz0.013 P20.000

4.0.0163 -0.2356
C 656) C 646)
P:0..338 P20.000

0,2051 0,4201
C 656) .C647)

P=00000 Pc0.000"

0.2359 0.3816
C 649) C642)
P20.000 PaO.000

0.2513 0.4952."
C545) C 636)

PSO.000 P=0.000

0,2224 0.3106
C 653) C643)
Pao.000 P=3.000

0,1614 0.0335
C 657) C 647)
P=0.000 P=09465
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ENCLOSURE
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

REPONSES TO NRQc. CS'-i CONCERNS

Item 1 -Open Items on WBN

NRC Concern

Address all Sequoyah open items and license conditions applicable to
WBNP, giving status, intended resolution, and schedule.

TVA Response

TVA presented those open items and licensing conditions for SQN which
are applicable to WBN. These included:

1. NUREG-0588 (report reflecting compliance 2/82)
2. Reg Guide 1.97
3. Dowuscale f-ailure alarms for effluent monitoring in-strumentation

channels
4. Setpoint study for RPS/ESF instrumentation channels (may not be

applicable to WBN)
5. IE Bulletin 80-06
6. Foxboro differential pressure transmitters
7. RCS RTD's

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.

1YE



Item 2 - Overview

NRC Concern

.Provide an overview of the plant electrical distribution system, with
emphasis on vital buses and divisions of redundancy, as background for
addressing various Chapter 7 concerns.

TVA Response

The NRC was provided with the requested overview.



'Item-3 - Indentification-of Instrument Sensors/Transmitters

NRC Concern

Identify where instrument sensors or transmitters supplying
information to more than one protection channel are located in a
common instrument line or connected to a common instrument tap. The
intent of this item is to verify that a single failure in a common
instrument line or tap (such as break or blockage) cannot defeat
required protection system redundancy.

TVA Response

The requsted information was discussed with the NRC.

This item is closed.



.Item 4 - Control S~ystems

NRC Concern

Identify where instrument sensors or transmitters supplying
information to both a protection channel and control channel or to
more than one control channel are located in a common instrument line
or connected to a common instrument tap. The intent of this item is
to verify a single failure in a common instrument line or tap can
neither defeat required separatio 'n between control and protection nor

cause multiple control system actions not bounded by analyses
contained in Chapter 15 of the FSAR. For control systems, the

discussion can be limited to channels used for control of reactivity,

reactor coolant pressure, reactor coolant temperature, reactor coolant

flow, reactor coolant inventory, secondary system pressure, steam

generator feedwater flow and steam generator steam flow.

TVA Response

Westinghouse gave a summary presentation of control systemý failure
analyses performied for two other plants (not Watts Bar)-.- Based on
these analyses and considering the specific Watts Bar design, similar
results (i.e., any postulated accidents are enveloped by the FSAR
Chapter 15.0 analyses) are demonstrated in a Watts Bar specific
analysis. This information was provided in TVA's response to Question
31.149, submitted by letter dated September 25, 1981 from L. M. Mills
to E. Adensam.

Based on this information, the item is resolved.



Iitem 5 - Control Systems

NRC Concern

Describe the design bases used to insure that control system failures
will not result in plant transients more severe than the bounding
transients contained in Chapter 15 of the FSAR. The intent of this
item is to verify that single credible failures within control systems
(such as power supply or sensor failures) will not result in multiple
control system malfunctions initiating transients more severe than the
bounding transients contained in Chapter 15 of the PSAR. (Question
was also asked for SNUPPS.)

TVA Response

See Item 4.



Item 6 - Senaration Criteria for Circuits

NRC Concern

Describe the separation cirtiera for protection channel circuits,
protection logic circuits, and nonsafety-related circuits. For
example are channel circuits and logic circuits separated from one
another?

TVA Resp~onse

TVA described the Class 1E Auxiliary Instrument and Control Power
System. This presentation included criteria for protection channel
circuits routed separately from protection logic circuits in the
control building, auxiliary building, and reactor building. In
addition, PAM circuits were described as to separation and routing
from the RPS channel circuits. Isolation and separation of non-Class
IE cable was discussed relative to its interaction with Class 1E
cable, equipment, etc.

As a result of -this discussion, the item is resolved.

N



IItem 7 - Bypass Indication

NRC Concern

Describe the implementation of the bypassed and-inoperable status
indication provided for engineered safeguards features.

TVA Response

Previous discussion by Westinghouse of bypass indication was noted.
TVA discussed bypass and inoperable status of valves, handswitches,
control power, etc., which are needed to mitigate an accident.

Due to difficulties with hardware and software procurement, the
earliest operation date for the status monitoring system will be the
first refueling outage. TVA is currently evaluating the possibility
of a replacement system or upgrading of the existing system. In the-
interim, TVA will utilize administrative procedures where-by the
operating staff will maintain a checklist on a system basis..

Current plant administrative procedures require that:

(a) The alignment of all systems and components important to safety
be verified before unit startup,

(b) changes in the alignment of any system important to safetyl be
recorded on a system sta'tus sheet,

(c) shift personnel being relieved communicate information on any
abnormal plant condition including temporary conditions,

(d) system operability be demonstrated before a system is returned to
service, and

(e) approval by the shift supervisor or his representative be
received before the performance of any activity on any systems
important to safety or any activity that may affect systems
important to safety. The shift supervisor or his representative
is notified when an activity authorized to be performed on a
system important to safety is completed or a change occurs in the
scope of the activity.

lEquipment important to safety is defined as the reactor coolant
system (pressure boundary components) and associated pressurizer and
pressure relief systems, the residual heat removal system, engineered
safety feature systems, engineered safety features electric power
systems, and cooling water systems necessary to operate the above
systems.



Plant operating instructions require completion of a startup checklist
'before unit startup. This checklist is used to verify correct
alignment of all systems important to safety. In addition, alignment
of systems important to safety are reviewed each shift. Anytime a
critical component is changed from its normal position or condition, a
system status sheet is completed and placed in a system status folder.
The system status sheets are verified over a week. Panel checklists
are reviewed each shift to verify that proper panel alignment exists
for all systems important to safety.

It is TVA's opinion that this verification function can be performed
adequately by an assistant unit operator (AUO) and that the use of
licensed unit operators is not necessary. The AUO has sufficient
training and familiarity with plant systems to ensure correct system
alignment and this policy will allow the licensed operator to remain
in the control room. Listed below are those systems in which second
verification of system alignment has been required.

Systems-With Double Verification Sign-offs

I1. Auxiliary Feedwater
2. Emergency Core Cooling
3. Emergency Gas Treatment
4. Essential Raw Cooling Water
5. Reactor Coolant System
6. Component Cooling Water
7. Containment Spray
8. Residual Heat Removal
9. Emergency Diesel Generators

10. Upper Head Injection
11. Spent Fuel Pit Coolant System

In addition to the administrative procedures just described, the
Reactor Protection Systems and Engineering Safety Features Actuation
System bypass conditions are annunciated in the MCR. Safety system
valve alignment monitor lights are provided inthe MCR to verify proper
system alignment after an accident. Although the primary purposes of
these monitor lights is to show correct system lineup after an
accident, they can also be used by the operator to verify correct
position before an accident.

As a result of this discussion and TVA making the ESAR revisio ns
required as a result of the proposed SMS change, this item is
resolved.



Item__8 - AFW System

NRC Concern

Using detailed system schematics, describe the sequence for automatic
initiation, operation, reset, and control of the auxiliary feedwater
system. The following should be included in the discussion:

(a) The effects of all switch positions on system operation.

(b) The effects of single power supply failures including the effect
of a power supply failure on auxiliary feedwater control after
automatic initiation circuits have been reset in a post accident
sequence.

(c) Any bypasses within the system including the means by which it is
insured that the bypasses are removed.

(d) Initiation and annunication of any interlocks or aut -omatic
isolations that could degrade system capability. Inc~lude
discussion-of Sequoyah LER 81-024/031-0.

(e) The safety classification and design criteria for any air systems
required by the auxiliary feedwater system. This should include
the design bases for the capacity of air reservoirs required for
system operation.

(f) Design features provided: to terminate auxiliary feedwater flow to
a steam generator affected by either a steam line or feed line
break.

(g) System-features associated with shutdown from outside the control
room.

(h) Logic circuits used to transfer pump suction from the Condensate
Storage Tank to the Essential Raw Cooling Water System including
verification that all equipment used for this fuction is
seismically qualified and protected from failure of near-by
structures which may not be seismically qualified.

(i) Design features to insure that no single failure can result in an
open flow path from the Essential Raw Cooling Water System to the
Condensate Storage Tank.

TVA Response

TVA presented a detailed review of the AFW system. Questions related
to the operation of the system were addressed. Specific items
discussed within the AFW system included:



(a) Flow diagram of the AFW system
'(b) Logic circuits
(c) Level control valves
(d) Steam Supply Transfer Between SG 1 and SG 4
(e) Turbine control valves
(f) ERCW to turbine
(g) Steam line or feed line break
(h) Efforts of handswitch positions
Mi Any bypass within the system and means by which it is ensured

that it is removed
(j) Interlocks that could degrade the system
(k Air supply from auxiliary air system, classification, e-tc.

As a result of this discussion, Items 8, 54, and 57 are resolved.



.Item 9 - Steam Generator Relief Valves

NRC Concern

Describe the electrical power supply arrangement, air supply design
features, and any interlocks associated with control and operation of
the steam generator power operated relief valves.

TVA Response

The steam generator power-operated relief valves, atmospheric dump
valves to differentiate between other PORY's, are powered by 125-volt
dc (Board 1 - Train A, Board 2 - Train B). The valves and lines are
seismically qualified. Safety-related operation is ensured for open-
close only. They are tested during shutdown interval. Controller for
the valves will be tested once every three years. Logic controls are
tested every refueling outage.

Based on the above discussion, this item is resolved.



Item 10 - Testing of Valves

NRC Concern

Using detailed system schematics, describe the sequence for periodic
testing of the,

(a) main steam line isolation valves,

(b main feedwater isolation valves,

(c) main feedwater control valves (safety features), and

Wd auxiliary feedwater system.

The discussion should include features used to insure the availability
of the safety function during test and measures taken to insure that
equipment cannot be left in a bypassed condition after test
completion.

TVA Response

TVA discussed the periodic testing of the following valves:

(a) Main steam isolation valves will be 10 percent stroked during
normal power operation.

(b Main feedwater isolation valves cannot be tested at power. It is
a fast MOV that cannot b'e parti-ally stroked.

(c) Main feedwater control valves are normally stroked under control
of the system. Circuits are tested during unit outage.

(d) Auxiliary feedwater valves are testable as discussed in Item 8.

Based on the above discussion, Items 10 and 17 are resolved.
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Item 11 - Input Signal to Protection System

NRC Concern

Identify any sensors or circuits used to provide input signals to the
protection system which are located or routed through nonseismically
qualified structures. This should include sensors or circuits
providing input for reactor trip, emergency safeguards equipment such
as the Auxiliary Feedwater System, and safety grade interlocks.
Verification should be provided that the sensors and circuits meet
IEEE-279 and are seismically and environmentally qualified. Testing
or analyses performed to insure that failures of nonseismic
structures, mountings, etc., will not cause failures which could
interfere with the operation of any other portion of the protection
system should be discussed.

TVA Response

Turbine trip to SSPS is the only nonseismic input to the protection
system. This serves an anticipatory function. These circuits are
channelized and-'totally separated in individual conduit-.- However,
they are located in a nonseismically qualified building. It has been
identified that no failure of the nonseismically qualified circuit
would cause adverse consequences of the protection system.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



*Item 12 - Testiniz of Reactor Protection System

NRC Concern

Table 7.1.1, Note 1, Item 1. Provide, or provide a reference to, the
detailed procedures used for preoperational and periodic time
response testing of the reactor protection and engineered safety
feature actuation systems including sensors. Describe conformance to
Regulatory Guide 1.118 and IEEE Std. 338-1975.

TVA Response

TVA presented a detailed discussion of time response testing of the
reactor protection and engineering safety features actuation system.
The test is a three-part test composed of:

(a) Analog Channel Test: input a hydraulic ramp through process at
setpoint at transmitter to measure time when ramp crosses
setpoint to when SSPS input relay contact closes. RTD testing by
loop current step response method.

(b) Logic Test: by placing one channel of a function in trip and
actuate ESF, measure time from when bistable switch is actuated
until master relay contact closes or for trip function loss of UV
coil voltage.

(c) Final Actuation Test: each slave relay will be energized and all
outputs requiring an RT~will be 'monitored until the valves reach
97-percent travel or pumps reach rated pressure on miniflow.
Reactor trip breakers time measured from loss of UV coil voltage
to loss of stationary gripper coil voltage.

Reference to IEEE 388-1975 Section 6.3.4. Since the SSPS logic is
tested every other month by a built-in tester that requires a trip in
the solid-state logic, TVA will not test each SS logic circuit.
However, enough circuits will be tested to cover all master relays
that have an RT.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



IItem 13 - RTD Bv~ass Flow Switch

NRC Concern

Using detailed system schematics, indicate the extent to which the RTD
bypass ioop flow alarms in different loops are independent of one
another. This should include consideration of power supplies.

TVA Response

The extent to which the RTD bypass loop flow alarms in different loops
are independent of one another was discussed in detail.

Based on the discussion, the item is resolved.



.Item 14 - Fillina the Pressurizer

NRC Concern

Provide an analysis indicating the time between-reaching each high
pressurizer level alarm setpoint and filling th Ie pressurizer with
water assuming failure of the level channel used for control in the
low directon. Since only two out of three logic is used for the high
pressurizer level trip and the level control signal is taken from one
particular channel, assume that the reactor trip on high level does
not occur. The analysis should include maximum charging flow

including the effects of automatic start of back-up charging pumps if
this is a consequence of the control system demanding maximum flow.
(Question was also asked for SNUPPS.)

TVA Response

Westinghouse presented the results of an analysis specifying the time

between pressurizer level alarm setpoints and filling of -the
pressurizer with water. Four cases were presented (i.e., with and
without pressur-izer spray available and combinations of-'charging pump
operation). All four cases showed that the times from alarm to the
times for filling the pressurizer were well within the 10-minute
operator action time requirements.

Based on the discussion, the item is resolved.



.Item 15 - Filling of the Steam Generators

NRC Concern

Provide an analysis indicating the time between reaching each high
steam generator level alarm setpoint and filling the steam generator
with water assuming failure of the level channel used for control in
the low direction. Since only two of three logic is used for high
steam generator level feedwater isolation and the level control signal
is taken from one of these channels, assume that the isolation
function does not occur. The initial plant power level resulting in
the most rapid steam generator filling should be assumed. T he
applicant should also be prepared to discuss the probable consequences
of filling the steam generator and causing water to flow into the
steam piping. (Question was also asked for SNUPPS.)

TVA Response

Westinghouse presented the results of an analysis specifying the time
between steam generator alarm setpoints and filling of the steam
generator with 'Water. Two cases were presented (i.e., -full power and
zero power). Both cases showed that the times from alarm to the times
for filling the steam generator were less than five minutes. This
situation is a generic concern that the NRC is aware of, and
Westinghouse is investigating.

Previous discussion by Westinghouse noted that the steam generator
could be filled in less than'ý5 minut.es. As a result TVA discussed the
consequence of overfilling. An analysis of the main steam line back
to the isolation valve identified no failure of any component,
including nozzles, hangers, or the pipe due to filling of the lines.
On the turbine side, no safety concern was identified.

In addition, TVA has an additional two out of two trip that is
separate from Westinghouse's two out of three trip on the steam
generator. The trip is qualified and powered by Train A, with a
buffered Train B signal to trip MFCV.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



. Item 16 - Testine

NRC Concern

Using detailed system schematics ' discuss the bypass, bypass

interlock, and test provisions for containment ventilation isolation

and control room ventilation isolation. The discussion should
indicate those design features which insure that the safety function
is not defeated during system test and that portions of the system are
not inadvertently left in a bypassed condition after test.

TVA Response

TVA discussed testability of containment and control room isolation
systems. TVA verified that emergency cleanup system is tested once
every 18 months. Radiation monitors that initiate closure of the
isolation valves and cleanup system are safety related.

Based on this discussion. the item is resolved.



4Item 17 - Testine of Valves

NRC Concern

Using detailed schematics and other drawings as necessary, describe
the main steam and feedwater isolation valve hydraulic operators
including the interfaces with the safety system electrical circuits.

TVA Response

See Item 10.



Item 18 - Automatic Switchover-from Injection to Recirculation

NRC Concern

Using detailed schematics describe the logic circuits used to
accomplish automatic switchover from the injection phase of emergency
core cooling to the recirculation phase after a LOCA. The discussion
should include design features which insure that a single failure will
neither cause premature switchover nor prevent switchover when
required. Can the reset of Safety Injection Actuation before the
automatic switchover from injection to recirculation defeat the
automa tic switchover?

TVA Response

Westinghouse discussed the logic circuits to accomplish semiautomatic
switchover from injection to recirculation following a loss-of--coolant
accident. It was pointed out that the FSAR was lacking sufficient
detail to completely evaluate the system. It was committed that an
FSAR revision would be provided to Section 7.6 to incorporate:
1 . The switcho~'er logic, 2. A discussion of the instrumentation
design bases (i.e., IEEE-279, testability, etc.). 3. Appropriate
references to Section 6.3 for the operational discussion of the system
and the switchover sequence. In addition, schematics were used to
describe the logic circuits used to accomplish automatic switchover
from the injection phase of emergncy core cooling to the recirculation
phase after a LOCA.

N
Based on the above discussion, the item is closed.



4Item-19 - ESFAS Response Times

NRC Concern

Page 7.3-9, Item 1. Portions of the discussion appear to not apply to
ESFAS response times. In particular, the discussion on reactor trip
breakers, latching mechanisms, etc., should be replaced by a
discussion of ESF pump and valve time response. The applicant should
provide a revised discussion (a) defining specific beginning and end
points for which the quoted times apply and (b) relating these times
to the total delay for all equipment and to the accident analysis
requirements.

TVA Response

Westinghouse referred to the-ICSB meetings on SNUPPS where this item
was discussed in detail. The resolution for Watts Bar is the same as
that reached on SNUPPS (i.e., FSAR Section 7.3 will be revised to
clarify response times).

Based on the ab-ove discussion, the item is closed.



4Item 20 - Testing Blocks

NRC Concern

Discuss design features which ensure that the blocking of the
operation of selected protection function actuator circuits are
returned to normal operation after testing. Is reliance placed upon
the operator doing this and then observing test lights in the
safeguards test racks, or are there more positive means to ensure that
systems are returned to normal operation? (Question was also asked
for SNUPPS.)

TVA Response

Westinghouse made reference to the detailed presentation on this
subject made during the ICSB meetings on SNUPPS. It was pointed out
that the Watts Bar and SNUPPS designs are identical in this area. In
addition, the material on general warning alarm conditions and testing
of reset capabil~ity of specific safety functions followink safety
injection (generated for SNUPPS but equally applicable to Watts Bar)
was referenced.-

It was committed that FSAR Figure 7.2-1 (Sheet 2) would be updated to
show general warning alarm as a trip input. Based on this, the item
is closed.



IItem 21 - Testing Durin~g Shutdown

NRC Concern

Page 7.3-21 Testing~ During Shutdown. Describe provisions for ensuring
that the 'isolation valves' discussed here are returned to their
normal operating positions after test.

TVA-Response

TVA referenced SI 4.6.3.1.2.6 which requires a test to verify that
isolation valves 72-2 and 72-39 are open when power is restored. As
an additional check, the startup checklist will require verification
of status before startup from cold shutdown.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



Item 22 - Shutdown from Auxiliary Control Room

NRC Concern

Section 7.4. Augment the discussion of capability of achieving hot
and cold shutdown from outside the control room with specific
description of WBNP capability, including:

(a) List of qualified displays, location, and basis for selection.
(b) Description and location of auxiliary shutdown panel or

equivalent.
(c) Description of required controls.
(d) Description of isolation, separation, and transfer/override

provisions.
(e) Description of any communications system required to coordinate

operator actions, including redundancy, separation, and
environmental qualification for local environment.

(f) Description of control room annunication of remote control or
overridden status of devices under local control.

(g) Description of control of access to the displays and 'controls
located ou-tside the control room.

(h) Testing during reactor operation.
(i) Means for ensuring that cold shutdown can be accomplished before

Technical Specification limits on hot shutdown are exceeded.

TVA Response

TVA presented a detailed disbussion 'of the Auxiliary Control Room.
The Auxiliary Control Room will allow the plant to be maintained in a
hot shutdown condition, should the Main Control Room become
uninhabitable due to fire, etc. Adequate instrumentation is contained
in the Auxiliary Control Room to allow the operator to monitor status
of all systems essential to maintain the plant in this condition.
Backup control and instrumentation is totally independent of the Main
Control Room. The controls in the Auxiliary Control Room are safety-
wired and any transfer to auxiliary status will initiate an alarm in
the Main Control Room.

Systems requiring infrequent alignment have their auxiliary control
from the motor control center or switchgear. The transfer to
auxiliary status will initiate an alarm in the Main Control Ro~om.

See additional discussion in Item No. 70.

Based on the above discussion, the item is resolved.



4Item-23 - Shutdown from Auxiliary Con-trol Room

NRC Concern

Section 7.4, safe shutdown from outside the control room. Discuss the
likelihood the Auxiliary Feedwater System will be automatically
initiated on low steam generator level following a manual reactor trip
initiated during a temporary evacuation of the control room. Analyses
and operation experience from plants similar to WBNP should be
presented during the discussion. If the Auxiliary Feedwater System
has a high probability of being automatically initiated as a
consequence of a manual reactor trip, the capability of resetting the
initiating logic from outside the control room will be needed.

TVA Response

Upon clarification by the NRC, the capability to reset on the
component level for the AFW system or ECC was discussed as to
auxiliary control. TVA stated that the resetting feature is
available.

Based on this discussion, the Items 23 and 24 are resolved.



-4Item 24 - Shutdown from Auxiliary Control Room

NRC Concern

Section 7.4, safe shutdown from outside the control room. Discuss the
likelihood that emergency core cooling will be automatically initiated
following a manual reactor trip initiated during a temporary
evacuation of the control room. For example, is it possible for the
Reactor Coolant System to be cooled to the point that the pressurizer
empties during the time interval between manual reactor trip and the
time an operator can take control of auxiliary feedwater outside the
control room? Analyses and operating experience from plants similar
to WBNP should be presented during the discussion. Based upon the
likelihood of emergency core cooling actuation following a manual
reactor trip, should the capability for resetting the equipment be
provided outside the control room?

TVA Response

See Item 23.



Item 25 - Test-to Verify Shutdown from Auxiliary Control Room

NRC Concern

Discuss the desirability of performing a plant test to verify the
capability of maintaining the plant in a safe shutdown condition from
outside the control room.

TVA Response

TVA does not consider it desirable to perform a plant test at WBN to
verify the capability of maintaining the plant in a safe -shutdown
condition from outside the control room. This test was successfully
performed on SQN #1 at 3 0-percent power with evacuation of the Main
Control Room. In addition, TVA-does not consider an analysis
necessary since WBN is identical to SQN with the exception of subtle
improvements in the systems.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolyed.



. Item 26 - Indication of Valve Position

NRC Concern

Describe the design features used to provide direct indication of
pressurizer and steam generator safety and reli ef valve positions in
the control room.

TVA Response

Pressurizer relief valves are monitored by a temperature detector
located downstream of the valves. In addition, an acoustic system has
been installed to protect opening of each pressurizer relief valve.
Both sensors are alarmed in the control room. Testing of the valves
is on a refueling outage basis.- Steam generator safety valves do not
have an alarm.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



. Item 27 - Letdown Resistance to Single Failure

NRC Concern

Using detailed schematics, verify that no single failure will preclude
'Reactor Coolant System letdown capability.

TVA Response

Westinghouse explained that letdown line isolation is not single-
failure proof to guarantee cold shutdown, but it is not needed for
cold shutdown. Boration and shutdown capabilities were discussed in
detail.

A copy of the recent Westinghouse unreviewed safety issue relating to
this subject was handed out (letter NS-TMA-2451 dated May 21, 1981).

NRC has some concerns related to specific boration scenarios (i.e.,
case where the operator wants to borate last). However, the
TVA/Westinghouse position is that it is in agreement with'Regulatory
Guide 1.139 and- Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1 as ac-cepted by the
staff on other applications.

Based on the above discussion, the item is resolved.



Item 28 - Reaulatorv Guide 1.97

NRC Concern

Discuss the plans and schedule for complying with Regulatory Guide
1.97, Revision 2. Describe the conformance of the present design.

TVA Response

Qualified equipment will be insta-lled on an outage basis as it can be
procured.

The procurement of qualified components has been made extremely
difficult by the lack of existing qualified equipment. It was noted,
should this equipment exist, obtaining the equipment would be
difficult due to the number of utilities requiring this equipment.

The Watts Bar instrumentation is at present the best available. The
PAM instrumentation in the control room is separated, powered from
safety-grade equipment, and uniquely identified. Also located in
respective systfem on main control board.

TVA noted that it is not committed to Revision 2 of the Regulatory
Guide 1.97. There are several parameters identified in Regulatory
Guide 1.97 for which we question the basis and some concern expressed
about the conformance date specified in Regulatory Guide 1.97 and if
it was reasonable.

Based on this discussion, the item will remain open.



{ Item 29 - Safe Shutdown Disp~lays

NRC Concern

Table 7.5-2. Discuss the basis for selection of only specific safe
shutdown displays as safety related.

TVA Response

The NRC clarified the item by noting that the question addressed Table
7.5-1, not Table 7.5-2. TVA noted that there are no basis for
selection of certain specific safe shutdown displays as safety
related, only that certain parameters must be monitored during an
acc ident condition.

Based on this discussion, the item was resolved.



IItem 30 - RIIR Isolation and Bypass Valves

NRC Concern

Using detailed system schematics, describe the sequence of operation
for the Residual Heat Removal System Isolation Valves. The discussion
should include the effect of various single failures in power supplies
for the valves and the valve controls. Are there any single
instrument bus failures which coul'd cause inadvertent closure of RHR
suction valves in both trains during a time when the system is in use
for decay heat removal?

TVA Response

The RHR piping arrangements, isolation logic, and single-failure
conformance were discussed in detail. It was committed that the
isolation logic would be added to the FSAR (Section 7.6).

NRC indicated that they would require valve position indi-cation in the
control room for bypass valves 8703 and 8704.

It was explained that the transmitters that operate PT 403 and 405 are
from different manufacturers and powered from different sources as
stated in FSAR Section 7.6.

NRC expressed some concern about valve opening times for cold
shutdown. This subject would be fully discussed in response to NRC
Question 212.93.

TVA also discussed control room annunciation that the operator
receives from the main line valves.

Finally, the NRC indicated that they will be examining the design of
this system in more detail; however, TVA considers this issue
resolved.



IItem 31

NRC Concern

Using detailed system schematics, describe the power distribution for
the accumulator valves and associated interlocks and controls.

TVA Response

TVA discussed power sources to safety injection using both system
schematics and single line diagrams. During discussion, an error in
Table 7.3-3 was discovered. This will be corrected. In addition TVA
noted an error in the power source. This change in power source is
similar to one at SQN.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



IItem 32 - Low Overpressure RCS Interlocks

NRC Concern

Using detailed system schematics, discuss the degree of redundancy in
the logic for the Low Temperature Interlocks for RCS Pressure Control.
It appears from Figure 7.6-4 that failure of either auctioner used in
the system will defeat the safety, function of the system.

TVA Response

Westinghouse gave a presentation on the system and the reasons for the
system being implemented in the design. It was stressed that the
system is only a backup to plant procedures which should ensure'a low
temperature RCS overpressurization event does not happen. The
interlocks/logic for this system were discussed, and it was pointed
out that the FSAR is lacking complete schematics of all of the logic
(i.e., take credit for additional alarm). It was committed that the-
PSAR would be revised to provide this information.

Additionally, t-he NRC stressed the point that even thou'gh the system
is a backup to operating procedures and even though good engineering
practice was used in looking at credible failures, these are weak
defenses in licensing space since a failure of either auctioneer used
in the system will defeat the safety function. TVA asked for a formal
letter from the NRC defining their position.

TVA used schematics to discuss the degree of redundance in the logic
for low temperature interlocks for the RCS pressure control. The
discussion included several scenarios to describe that the failure of
one power train will not result in loss of operability. The NRC took
the position that the system is not single-failure proof.

TVA will provide switches for the operator to manually arm the
overpressure protection system the same as proposed for Comanche
Peak. This will eliminate the single-failure concern. The circuit
will be installed before fuel loading.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



'Item 33 - Circuits Used to Isolate-ERCW

NRC Concern

Using detailed system schematics, describe the operation of the

circuits used for isolation of Raw Cooling Wate r to the air
compressors. Can the system be periodically tested? Are all
components (including sensors) located in seismic qualified
structures?

TVA Response

TVA discussed the qualified valves isolating the seismic and
nonseismic portions of the ERCW system. Specifically, Valves 67-205
and 67-208 were discussed in detail as to power and control.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



-Item 34 - Interlocks

NRC Concern

As in Item 33, describe the operation of the interlocks used for
isolation of the seismic qualified portion of the component cooling
water system. This discussion should include reference to the fluid

----system schematics in indicating which specific valves are used for the
isolation function. Is there redundancy of instrumentation within
each component cooling water train or is-the redundancy accomplished
by having one interlock for each train?

TVA Response

TVA discussed the qualified valves isolating the seismic and
nonseismic portions of the CCW system. Power and control of these
valves were discussed in detail.

Based on this discussion, the item is re~solved.



'Item 35 - Rod Control Systems

NRC Concern

Describe the design features used in the rod co ntrol system which

(1) Limit reactivity insertion rates resulting from single failures
within the system.

(2) Limit incorrect sequencing or positioning of control rods.

The discussion should cover t he assumptions for determining the
maximum control rod withdrawal speed used in the analyses of
reactivity insertion transients.

TVA Response

Westinghouse referred to the ICSB meetings on SNUPPS where this item-
was discussed in detail. The resolution for Watts Bar is~the same as
that reached on SNUPPS (i.e., FSAR Section 7.7 will be revised to
clarify the de~i7ign features of the rod control system W'ifich limit
reactivity insertion rates and limit incorrect sequencing or
positioning of control rods).

Based on the above discussion, this item is resolved.



,Item 36 - Boron Dilution

NRC Concern

Will automatic equipment be provided to terminate an inadvertent boron
dilution?

* TAResponse

The TVA/W. position concerning the-'use of automatic equipment to
terminate an inadvertent boron dilution transient is that the
licensing requirements for a Watts Bar vintage plant do not require
such a system. NRC recommends that TVA consider such a system (i.e.,
similar to the Comanche Peak flux doubling system) regardless of the
licensing requirements. The NRC recommendation was noted.

Based on the above discussion, the item is resolved.



-Item 37 - RCP Breakers

NRC Concern

Figure 7.2-1 (Sheet 5) . Will the reactor coo .lant pump breakers be
designed and qualified to meet all criteria applicable to equipment
performing a safety function? If not, the applicant should provide
the basis for determining that tripping the pump breakers on under-
frequency is not a safety function.

TVA Response

The reactor coolant pump breakers are not designed nor are they
qualified to meet all criteria applicable to equipment performing a
safety function. This is based on Westinghouse's IVCAP-8424 which
notes that tripping of the pump breakers is not required as long as
underfrequency does not exist between the grid and the plant. TVA
provided the results of a frequency decay study which showed that our
grid decay was less than 5 percent. Therefore, there is no
requirement for~reactor coolant pump breakers to performf a safety
function.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



-Item 38 - SER for Construction Permit

NRC Concern

Indicate the final resolution of those instrumentation and control
items discussed in the Safety Evaluation Report (and supplements)
issued for the construction permit which required resolution during
~teoperating license review.

TVA Response

TVA noted that NRC had one open item in the Construction Permit (CP)
SER. This item, ESF status indication, was resolved in Amendment 15
to the IVBN PSAR. NRC documented resolution in Supplement #1 to the CP
SER.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



.Item--39--- FSAR Section 7.1.2.4 Deletion

NRC Concern

Section 7.1.2.4. Why was this section deleted in Amendment 41?

TVA Response

FSAR Section 7.1.2.4 was deleted in Amendment 41 because of a printing
error. The subject inf-ormation as originally provided in Amendment 39
was included in Amendment 43.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



'Item 40 - Senaration and Isolation of Eauitnment

NRC Concern

Figures 7.1-3. Describe how the designs indica ted provide acceptable
separation and isolation with respect to the following concerns:

.(a) -Use of nonseismic equipment to control functions important to
safety (Sheet 1). Address a-specific example in detail.

(b) Use of single sensor or of nonclass lE equipment to control
redundant Class IE trains (Sheet 1). Address a specific example
in de tail.

(c) Apparent separation of trains A and B by less than six inches
(Sheets 1 and 2).

TVA presented a change to the FSAR to clarify Figure 7.1.3. In
response to parts a, b, and c of the item, TVA noted that the design
represented is-for process interlock and not safety inte-rlock and
presented the following:

(a) an example of a nonseismic component, smoke detector, which
interfaces with a circuit providing a safety function for the
plIa nt .

(b) an example of a single d~vice to control redundant Class 1E
trains. While there was no specific example, TVA gave an example
of an airflow switch operating to shutdown redundant fans.

(c) an example of separation of trains by less than six inches would
occur only on nondivisional parts of a circuit and would be
isolated by relays before entering train conduits.

As a result of the above discussion, the item is resolved.



Item-41 - Reliability Goals.

NRC Concern

Table 7.1-1 Note 1, Item 2. Provide schedule f .or developing IEEE 338
reliability goals and demonstrating the adequacy of testing
frequencies.

TVA Response

Westinghouse personnel present at the meeting did not know how the
initial test frequency of the RPS was established. There was
reference to WCAP 7706; however, nothing definite was established.
NRC reviewed the WCAP and noted-that while the WCAP did address the
item, it left something to be desired in conforming to the IEEE
Standard.

However, based on this discussion, the item was resolved.



Item 42 - Testing and Independence of Manual Switches

NRC-Concern

Table 7.1-1, Note 2, Items 2 and 3. Is any portion of the manual trip
switch, or of the SI switch, tested?

.TVA-Response

The design philosophy and implementation of the manual actuation
switches were explained in detail by Westinghouse. The questions of
single failure and independence were resolved during the exchange with
NRC.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



Item 43 - Testing Actuators.

NRC Concern

Table 7.1-1 Note 2, Items 4 to 9 and determination No. 1. Addresss
the feasibility of testing actuators for normally open valves using
techniques such as partial stroking.

TVA-Response

TVA discussed the testing of the valves listed in Table 7.1-1, Note 2,
Items 4 through 9. The valves are tested as follows:

4. Partial stroke
5. System control with visual observation
6. Not tested during power, fast MOY
7. Should not be included in list
8. Not tested during power, MOV
9. Not tested during power, MOV

In addition, TVA will clarify test interval given in response to
Question 40.11.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



'Item 44 - Safety Criteria

NRC Concern

Section 7.1.2, Table 7.1-1, and 7.1-2. Clarify Ithe safety criteria
used in the design of the plant. As presently presented, Table 7.1-1
appears to supersede the listing in Section 7.1.2. Applicability ot
.criteria to many of the systems listed in Table 7.1-2 is not
indicated.

TVA Response

TVA identified the safety criteria for safety-related IaC to be in
Section 7.1.2 and Table 1.1-1. -Table 1.1-1 provided clarification to
Section 7.1.2. In addition, Table 7.1-2 establishes safety system
reference to more specific criteria elsewhere in the FSAR.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



I Item 45 - Testing and Independence of Manual Switches

NRC Concern

Section 7.2.1.1.2, Item 8 states that the manual trip consists of two
switches with two outputs on each switch. One output is used to
actuate the train A trip breaker, the other output actuates the trian
B trip breaker. Explain how this design satisfies the single failure
criterion and the separation requirements for redundant trains.

TVA Response

See Item 42.



'Item 46 - Source Range Instrumentation

NRC Concern

As stated in Section 7.2.1.1.2, the source rang e high neutron flux
trip can be manually bypassed when one of the two intermediate range
channels reads above the P-6 setpoint value, and is automatically
reinstated when both intermediate range channels decrease below the
P-6 setpoint value. As described, a single failure could permit the
operator to block the source range trip at levels below the intended,
and also would not unblock automatically whe'n expected. Explan how
this arrangement complies with the single failure criterion.

TVA Response

The source range (and intermediate range) instrumentation is not
classified as Class 1E and thus not required to meet the single
failure criteria. This is the situation in the Watts Bar plant
today.

Based on the above discussion, the item is resolved.



.Item 47 - RCP LUnderfreauencv Trin

NRC Concern

Describe the instrumentation used for the reactor coolant pump
underfrequency trip and discuss how the testing of this
instrumentation is carried out.

TVA Resiponse

Qualified instrumentation is provided for both underfrequency and
undervoltage tripping of the. reactor. The RCP sensor panel-is located
in the auxiliary building and the panel is safety related.

Testing of the instrumentation is done by applying a signal from a
frequency generator to the underfrequency relay and varying the
frequency until the relay actuates. The activation and subsequent
amount of time required for the underfrequency control sifnals topropagate to the input relay of the reactorý protection so Iid-s tate
control cabinet-will be monitored by recorder and verifi-ed to be
within the allowed time limit.

During review for this item, an error was identified in the FSAR,
7.2.1.1.2.(4). This will be corrected.

Based on this discussion and the proposed FSAR change, the item is
resolved.



Item 48 - Auctioneered Cross Connects

NRC Concern

As discussed in Section 7.2.2.3., isolated outp ut signals from
protection system channels are utilized to generate a control signal
to automatic control systems, such as rod drive system, pressurizer
pre~ssure and level control, and others. The control signal is derived
by auctioneering the redundant protection system channels to select
the high or low signal, whichever is chosen based on consideration of
safety in case of a failure.

Discuss what steps, if any, are taken to prevent unnecessary control
action, such as opening of pressurizer relief valves during the
testing of protection system channels with a signal from a test
source.

TVA Response

Westinghouse exýpl-ained the auctioneer defeat switch on -t-he control
board to preclude a channel test signal from being tracked by the
auctioneer circuits, applied to the control circuits and causing
undesirable consequences.

It was also pointed out that the specific steps and cautions for
testing of protection system channels are covered in detail in the
plant procedures.

Based on the above discussion, the item is resolved.



IItem 49 - Control System Suppliers

NRC Concern

Continuing the pattern set in Section 7.1 in identifying the supplier
for the safety-related systems, provide also a list of suppliers for
the control systems in Section 7.7.

TVA Response

This item requested an identification of control system suppliers
similar to that provided in Section 7.1 for safety-related systems.
Westinghouse pointed out that the interface between Westinghouse and
TVA for the instrumentation and-control systems are provided in the
functional diagrams (Figure 7.2-1). This is also stated in FSAR
Section 7.1.1.3. Nevertheless, for convenience of review, it was
committed that a table be added to Chapter 7 that lists all control
systems and provides an indication of Westinghouse or TVA scope.

Based on the ab~ove discussion, the item is resolved.



,Item 50 -Failure Modes and Effects Analyses

NRC-Concern

The Failure Mode and Effects Analyses (FMEA), discussed in Section
7.3.2.1, cover only the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
(ESFAS). Has a FMEA also been carried out on the Reactor Trip System?
If*-sio-, refer to where this is documented. Otherwise, perform an
analysis to show that no single failure can prevent the reactor trip
system from functioning as required.

TVA Response

This item was revised from that-originally written to say .. 'an
FMEA is referenced in Section 7.2 for the RTS; however, an FMEA is
only discussed (not referenced) in Section 7.3 for the ESFAS. Is
there a WCAP reference for the ESFAS F?,EA?' Westinghouse stated that
the PSAR would be revised to reference WCAP-8584.

The NRC also as-iced for confirmation that all of the ESF&S are covered
by this WCAP. (All NSSS systems are covered --- are there any BOP
systems not covered.) It was believed that all systems are covered,
but this will be confirmed. TVA was also requested to confirm that
the interface requirements in WCAP-8584 are met by TVA for Watts Bar.

Based on the above discussion, the item is resolved.



IItem 51 - RHR Isolation and-Bypass Valves

NRC Conc-ern

As described in Section 7.6.2, bypass valves ar Ie provided for the
isolation valves in the inlet line from the reactor coolant system to
the residual heat removal (RHR) system. The bypass valves are to be

controlled administratively. Describe the position indication
provided for these valves, and discuss what alarms, if any, are
provided to ensure that the valves will be closed before the pressure
exceeds the allowable limit.

TVA Response

See Item 30.



IItem 52 - UHI Isolation Valves

NRC Concern

From the description of upper head injection (UITI) interlocks in
Section 7 .6.4, it appears that the requirements of Branch Technical
Position ICSE 4 in providing automatic opening of the valves whenever
eit-h-er primary coolant system pressure exceeds the preselected value,
or a safety injection signal is present, are not followed. If so,
justify the approach taken. Also confirm that the ac control power
supply used for the valve position indicating lights is independent of
the power supply used for the annunicators that alarm if the valve is
not fully closed above a set pressure, as required by ICSB 4.

TVA Response

A discussion of the UHI isolation valve operation and interlocks were_
presented.

The NRC indicat-ed that they understand the desi gn; however, they have
some concerns about the hydraulics that open the valves not being
safety related. The NRC noted that manual closure of the upper head
injection would be the established NRC position.

TVA has an alarm which will sound, should the UHI valve fail to fully
open. The alarm is a recycle type alarm.

Based on the above discussion, this item is resolved.



ý Item 53 - Accumulator Valves

NRC Concern

The discussion of the accumulator motor-operated valves in Section
7.6.5 does not include information on the valve position indication.
Provide this information and discuss how the requirements 2 and 3 of
the Branch Technical Position ICSB 4 regarding the valve position
indication and alarms are followed.

TVA Response

It was pointed out that the position indication (status lights) and
alarm (Status Monitoring System) for these valves are independent and
do satisfy Branch Technical Position ICSB 4 (requirements 2 and 3).

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



'Item 54 - AFW System

NRC Concern

The information in Section 10.4.9 on the Auxiliary Feedwater System
does not specify the criteria applied in the design of the control
instrumentation systems for the modulating level control valves.
Des-cr-ibe the instrumentation and controls, identify the power source
used for each of the valves, and provide an analysis to show that no
single failure can prevent supplying auxiliary feedwater when
required.

TVA Response

See Item 8.



,Item 55 - Remote Valves

NRC Concern

Identify all remotely controlled valves in the Engineered Safety
Features Systems which require power lockout during a certain mode of
operation and discuss how the design meets Branch Technical Position
EICSB-18.

TVA Response

All remotely controlled valves in the ESFS which require power lockout
during a certain mode of operation were-identified. These valves are
an extension of those valves id-entified by Westinghouse and certain
additional valves required by the NRC which must be locked out:

63-67
63-80
63-98 Power removed: in all modes of operation except Iwhen
63-118 chairging position. Separate control circuit-'with
63-1 capability to indicate position without power.
63-22

In addition, the following valves are locked out even though there is
no requirement:

87-21
87-22 Power removed from gag motor. The position indication
87-23 of the valve will remain.
87-2 4
74-1
74-2

Based on the discussion, the item is resolved."



'Item 56 - Isolation Devices

NRC Concern

As stated in Section 7.7.1.3.6, isolation devic es are used between the
safety-related systems being monitored and the status monitoring
system. Describe the type and qualification of these isolating
dev-ice s.

TVA Response

Isolation devices were discussed from the standpoint of design
philosophy and Westinghouse tests conducted in this area. The
extension of the Westinghouse test programs to the Foxboro pro tection
racks were justified by Westinghouse for the NRC reviewers.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



,Item 57 - AFW System

NRC Concern

As described in Section 10.4.9.2, the Essential Raw Cooling Water
(ERCW) System is used in emergencies to supply water to the auxiliary
feedwater motor-driven pumps. The ERCW supply is initiated
automatically by a two-out-of-three low pressure~ signal in the
condensate suction line. Describe the type and qualification of the
pressure monitoring euqipment and circuits.

TVA Resnonse

SeeItem 8.



-Item 58 - Environmental Effect Included in Accuracy

NRC Concern

Table 7.5-2 Note 1. What environmental effects are included in
* accuracy?

-TVA-Response

Westinghouse will revise Note 1 of Table 7 .5-2 to clarify the accuracy
b as es .

Based on this discussion, the item is closed.



-Item 59 - Accuracy

NRC _Concern

Page 7.3-11. Please provide a discussion of accuracy or a reference
to supplement the 'typical' accuracy information given. Relate the
accuracy requirements of the plant, such as for the safety analysis,
to demonstrate equipment accuracy.

TVA Response

The specific information will be determined in conjunction with
efforts on environmental qualification of electrical equipment (NUREG-
0588). Submittal of qualification information is currently scheduled
for February 1982. Page 7.3-11 will be revised at that time to
reflect the requested information.

BOP Setpoint Methodology

The methodology'used for determing b alance of plant (BOPN engineered
safeguard setpoints is designed to allow sufficient margin between the
process setpoint and the safety limit provided by safety analysis, to
ensure the monitored parameters never reaches the safety limit.

Error allowance is made for the following effects as appropriate for
the particular instrument un'der consideration:

I. Inaccuracy inherent to process parameter.

II. Primary element accurancy.

III. Sensor.

a. Calibration accuracy
b. Pressure and temperature effects
C. Drift
d. Severe environment allowance

IV. Rack mounted e~lectronics.

a. Calibration accuracy
b. Comparator setting accuracy
C. Temperature effects

The instrument loop statistical allowance is calculated by taking the
square root of the sum of the squares of the various errors. Errors
that are interactive are added arithmetically into groups before
squaring. The errors that are independent are squared individually.
The statistical allowance must be smaller than the margin between the
process setpoint and the safety analysis' limit.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



.Item 60 --Actuation of Valves

NRC Concern. Page 7.2-35, last paragraph. Does the current design still provide
for actuation of the pressurizer spray or relief valves upon a single
instrument failure?

TVA Response

A draft revision to this paragraph was reviewed with the NRC. It was
committed that the revision will be incorporated in a future
amendment.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



'Item 61 - Operat ion of Safe-ty-Valves on Turbine Trip

NRC Concern

Page 7.2-36. The first sentence implies that a turbine trip may open
the pressurizer code safety valves. Please discuss.

TVA Response

It was explained that this paragraph is discussing the sizing basis
for the pressurizer safety valves. It does not imply that a turbine
trip will open them.

Based on the above discussion, the item is resolved.



'Item 62 - FSAR Revision

NRC ConcernOSection 7.3, first paragraph. Please clarify the Amendment 40 change.

TVA Response

The amendment mark in the margin is a typo error and will be removed.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



Item--63 - Valve Position Annunciation

NRC Concern

Page 7.3-5, Item 2, valve position. Is the val .ve position display
based on actual sensed stem position for any valves other than the
accumulator isolation valves? Describe the redundancy and separation
throughout valve position indication channels.

TVA Response

TVA noted that the valve position display for valves other than the
accumulator isolation valves are based on actual sensed stem
position.

Based on the above discussion, the item is resolved.



Item 64 - Rep Guide 1.22

NRC Concern. Table 7.1-1, Note 2, Question 31.75, and Question 040.10. The note
concerning R G 1.22 position does not mention jumpers, and the
question responses state that test plans were incomplete but that

----~.--jmprsmay be used for testing. Please update and finalize. Also
discuss deletion by Amendment 41,_on page 7.3-17, of the material on
overlap testing between the SSPS input relays and containment pressure
instruments, that was added in response to Question 31.75.

TVA Response

The deletion in the FSAR resulted from a DCR which provided provisions
to place that function in a trip configuration.

TVA will use jumpers to conduct a test only when there is no other way
to complete the test. Before the use of jumpers, the request must
be investigated'by a review team to determine if an all§&rnative means
exist. TVA noted at present no circuit test of the ESF requires the
use of jumpers. However, procedures are still being written and
jumpers may be used.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



It-em-65- - FMEA

NRC Concern

Page 7.3-12. Supplementing Question 50, please confirm that the
reference to be provided for FEMA of the ESFAS includes: (1) all BOP
scope and (2) design changes subsequent to the design analyzed in the
WCAP.

TVA Response

TVA is providing an PSAR change which references the FEMA done by
Westinghouse for both NSSS and BOP equipment.

Based on this discussion, the item will remain open.



'Item 66 - Untestable Devices

NRC Concern

Pages 7.3-14 and -15. List and discuss the 'untestable' devices that. cannot be tested without causing plant upset.

--.-TVA-Response

It was pointed out that specific identification of untestable devices
per Regulatory Guide 1.22 is contained in FSAR Table 7.1-1, Note 2.
This table is referenced in FSAR Section 7.3.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



Itfem 67 - iaC for Achievine Shutdown

NRC Concern

Sections 4 and 5 provide confusing information concerning the
importance to safety of instruments and controls relied upon for
achieving and maintaining plant shutdown for various conditions. For
example, Section 7.4.2, Page 7.4-7, states that several Chapter 15
accident analyses depend on the assumption that the instruments and
controls indicated in Sections 7.4.1.1 and 7.4.1.2 are available.
However, Section 7.4 states that its scope is limited to non-accident
conditions; the description of monitoring indicators in 7.4.1.1 is
restricted to non-accident conditions; and consideration of controls
in 7.4.1.2 is based on the assumption that all automatic systems
(ref. 7.2 and 7.7) continue functioning. As another example, Table
7.5-2 is restricted to 'Normal Operation' and Table 7.5-1 applies to
Condition II, III, and IV Events. This distinction implies that
unless an instrument is fully qualified for the worst Category III and
IV events, it is only useable for normal operation, with iAo
intermediate ca~tegories. Please clarify the bases appl-i-cable to use
of instruments and controls for achieving and maintaining plant
shutdown.

TVA Response

NRC noted that the FSAR is confusing concerning the importance of
safety 18C relied upon for a'bhieving and maintaining plant shutdown
for various conditions. TVA will review the FSAR and make the
necessary changes to clarify.

Based on this discussion, the item will remain open.



'Item 68 - Bvvass Indication.

NRC Concern

Page 7.4-2, Sections 7.4.1.2.1-4 and 7.4.1.2.2-1. Is the positioning
of valves by handwheel annunciated or displayed in the control room?
What is the plant priority structure concerning use of handwheels?

TVA Response

See Item 7.



Item 69 - Control Room Ventilation

NRC-Concern

Page 7.4-3, Control Room Ventilation. What is the priority structure
for operating the inlet dampers from inside vs. outside the control
room?

TVA Resnonse

There is no priority for the switch operating the inlet dampers from
outside the control room. This is based on the fact that TVA has not
identified a need to operate the inlet damper from outside the control
room. In addition, TVA will identify if a change is required in
Section 7.4.1.2.2.(7).

Based on this discussion, the item will remain open.



,Item 70 - Unqualified Equipment

NRC Concern. Page 7.4-5, Section 7.4.1.4. Explain the reliance placed qn
unqualified equipment among those items listed in this section in
reaching and maintaining cold shutdown. Similarly, for Section

-.... 7-.5-.3.3.8, what reliance is placed on non-class 1E power? Consider
the time interval during as well as after the accident in the
response.

TVA Response

TVA presented a scenario to reach and maintain cold shutdown using
only safety grade 1E components. As a, result of this analysis, it is
possible to reach and maintain cold shutdown without reliance on
unqualified equipment.

TVA is attempting to reduce the detail of the EOI's. We ao not want
the operator de-pendent on the EOI during an emergency hi~rt to
concentrate on the board and use his knowledge to obtain a stable
condition.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



'Item__71 - Modification for Operation External to teCnrlRo

NRC Concern

Page 7.4-6. The footnote refers to the possible need for modifying
several systems to provide for operation external to the control room.
Please address and update. Also please identify the displays to be
.available to the operators together with the basis they will be given
for assessing the operability of each (e.g., type qualification, class
lE power source, etc.).

TVA Respons-e

Following a general discussion,-it was decided that the use of the
word 'modification' was not proper verbage. The actual intent is the
'realignment' of several systems necessary for operation external to
the control room.

Based on this discussion,"the item is conditionally clo sed pending
clarificaiton 6-f-the verbage in the FSAR.



'Item 72 - Clarify Criteria

NRC Concern

Section 7.5.3 and Table 7.5-1 provide criteria .appropriate to the
construction permit stage (e.g., 'the Thot channels must be on
separate power supplies from the Tcold channels'). Please describe

*---..h~ow .-the design satisfies these criteria.

TVA Response

This item was resolved based on presentation of the previous items.
However, it was noted that the FSAR verbage is not appropriate for
this stage of the licensing schedule.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending
review of the FSAR by TVA.



,Item 73 - Flow Indication

NRC Concern

The response to Question 030.12 (last paragraph) and the Amendment 42
change to Table 7.5-1 imply that Essential Raw Cooling Water flow
(Item 11 in Table 7.5-1) and AFW flow (not listed in Table 7.5-1) are
not recorded by safety grade equipment and may not even be displayed
by safety grade equipment. Please clarify.

TVA Response

ERCW and AFW indications are safety related, part of PAM; however,
these systems are not recorded by safety grade equipment. There was
discussion concerning the need to clarify the FSAR; however, it was
determined that this was not necessary.

Based on t~his discussion, the item is resolved.



'Item 74 - Identify Valves

NRC Concern

* Page 7.6-6 and Figure 7.6-4. Please identify t he listed valves, with
reference to P 8 I drawings. Describe for each the power sources,
isolation, and separation for the contacts used to prevent a single

Sfrom causing loss of a safety function. Also describe the
impact of auxiliaryý control capab~ility (from outside the control
room).

TVA Response

TVA identified the valves listed on Page 7.6-6 of the FSAR and
discussed the power source, isolation, and separation for the
contacts. In addition, an error was discovered in Figure 7.6-4. This
will be corrected.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



IItem 75

NRC Concern

Section 7.7.1.7 and Figure 7.7-6 conflict conce Irning the basis for
programming the steam generator water level. Please confirm our
understanding that nuclear power is used, not turbine impulse stage
pressure, and correct the FSAR as appropriate.

TVA Response

FSAR Figure 7.7-6 is in error. It will be revised in a future FSAR
amendment to show neutron flux instead of turbine impulse chamber
pressure for steam generator water level program.



Item 76 - By-pass Indication

NRC Concern

S Discuss the proposed changes to the Status Monitoring Computer (S M4C)
and the date of implementation of the new system.

- ~---.-TARe sponse

See Item 7.



Item 77 - Power Range Test ing

NRC-Concern. Discuss power range testing. FSAR Pages 7.2-26 and -27.

TVA Resp~onse

The in 'formation provided in FSAR Pages 7.2-26 and 7.2-27 was discussed
.with the NRC. As a result, Page 7.2-26 will-be revised.



Item 78 - VCT Level

NRC Concern

Volume control tank level instrument drainage pump.. TVA Response

A high failure of LT-62-129A would divert letdown flow to the holdup
tank, but it would not prevent automatic VCT makeup. Automatic makeup
can replace all the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) inventory lost
through normal letdown. The main control room (MCR) VCT level
indicator (LI-62-129) would indicate offscale high; however, the
process computer (P2500) VCT level (LO112A) would indicate actual
level. The operator would see the following events if LT-62-129A
failed high.

1. VCT divert valve (FCV-62-118) full divert to holdup tank.

2. VCT MCR lev-el indicator (LI-62-12) indicating offsc-a-le high.

3. P2500 computer point (LO112A) indicating actual VCT level.

4. Modulating signal to FCV-62-118 would indicate the valve should be
fully open to VCT (LIC-62-130A).

5. Abnormal Hi/Low VCT alar'm would ,sound.

6. Automatic VCT makeup would start when actual VCT level reaches 20
percent.

7. VCT level should slowly increase over a period of time.

Over a period of time, the operator would recognize that the divert
valve is open and automatic makeup is running.

A high failure of LT-62-130A would modulate the letdown flow divert
valve (FCB-62-118) to full divert (holdup tank) and would prevent
automatic VCT makeup; however, the MCR VCT level indicator would
indicate actual VCT level. The operator would see the following
events if LT-62-130A failed high.

1. VCT divert valve (FCV-62-118) modulate full divert to holdup tank.

2. P2500 computer point (LO112A) if trended would indiate offscale
high.

3. MCR VCT level indicator (LI-62-129) would indicate actual VCT
level.



'Assuming normal letdown flow (55 gpm) and minimum VCT level of 20
percent, the operator would have approximately 16 minutes to identify
the situation and take co-rrective action.

Summary

1. The failure of either LT-62-129A or LT-62-130 (upscale or
downscale) would not affect normal plant operation. Downscale
failure of LT-62-129A or LT-62-130 would not affect any safety
function during normal:,pl~ant operation.

2. The controls involved with VCT inventory maintenance are among the
most operated and observed controls on the main control board.
All operators are cognizant-of VCT Inventory System failure modes
and required responses.

3. This particular scenario is part of initial license training at
the TVA training center PVIR simulator, and this failure is
rehearsed several times. These failure modes are al1so repeated
periodically during refresher training.

4. Annuniciator response procedures inform the operator of actions
required to prevent this occurrence.



'Item 79 - Containment Sump Sensors

NRC Concern

Containment sump sensors would appear to be rendered inoperable by
* collection of foreign material. Review and propose corrective action.

-.--TVA -Re sTonse

Containment Sump Level Sensor Screen.

A screen will be installed around the sensing diaphragm of the
containment sump level transmitter to prevent foreign material from
blocking the diaphragm. The screen will be installed before
critical ity.



- Item 80 - Testing of Shunt Coil

NRC Concern

It would appear that it is not possible to test the shunt coil and
undervoltage coil on the reactor trip breaker independently. Discuss.

TVA Response

Reactor Trip Circuit Breaker Shunt Trip Coil Testing.

TVA will install a test switch to test the shunt trip coil on the RPS
breaker separately from the undervoltage coil. An indicating light
will be installed in parallel with the shunt coil to test the contact
of the RPS manual trip switch. This will provide overlapping test of
the manual trip switch and the shunt trip coil. These changes will be
implemented before criticality.



Item 81 - Steam Generator Level Indication

NRC Concern

To determine the steam generator level in the a uxiliary control room
the operator must go behind the boards. The NRC considers this as
essential reading to bring the plant to a hot shutdown condition and

---should therefore be located more accessible to the operator. Discuss.

TVA Response

Auxiliary Control Panel - SG level.

Steam generator level indicators will be installed on panel L-10,
auxiliary control panel. These indicators will be in addition to
those existing on panels L-11A and L-11B. The signal will be isolated
upon leaving L-11A and L-11B through a qualified isolator. This
change will be implemented before fuel loading. -



Item--82 - Steam Generator Reference Leg

NRC Concern

Steam generator level instrument reference leg. Insulate or
compensation circuit.

TVA Response

Steam Generator Level Reference Leg Compensation.

TVA will install an electronic compensation circuit in lieu of
insulating the reference leg on the steam generator level monitoring
system. This system is presently being designed by H. 3j will have
firm equipment and software specifications available by December 15,
1981 for NRC evaluation. The system will be installed before
c rit ical ity.



Item 83 - Steam Generator Low-Level Trips

NRC-ConcernI Discuss control protection interaction for stea Im generator low-level
trips with two out of three logic.

_ -TVA R espro ns e

FSAR Section 7.7.1.7., 'Steam Generator Level Control,' will be
r ev is ed .



Item 84 - Safety Functions by Sa-fty Instruments

NRC Concern

Provide a list of safety functions performed by safety instruments.

TVA Response

This information to be provided later.



ENCLOSURE
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS BRANCH
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

NRCCONýRN --

1. Neither the Watts Bar nor the Sequoyah FSAR provides the following infor-

mation regarding the South Main Steam Valve Room (MSVR).

(a) Section 3.2 and 3.5.1.4 of the FSAR does no -t discuss the South MSVR

design regard ing seismic and missile protection. Provide the basis

for this structure not being designed to withstand the effects due

to seismic events or tornado generated missiles.

(b) Section 3.8.4.1.5 states that the roof of the North MSVR consists

of structural steel framing and steel decking, but does not discuss

the South MSVR. Figures 3.8.4-47 thru 49 do not show a roof struc-,

ture. Provide a figure which shows an elevation and plan view of

each MSVR which includes the roof structure and/or missile protec-

tion grill-work.

TVA RESPONSE

Item 1la

The MSVRP is designed to the same seismic criteria as the auxiliary
controlt building. In addition, the exterior walls of the MSVR are
designed to withstand the effects of tornado-generated missiles. The
roof of' the MSVR is a blowout panel and will not prevent penetration
of a m-: ssile into the room; however, due to the amount of support
structures in this room, TVA considers the probability of a missile
path to safety-related equipment (PORV's) very low. TVA will provide
clarifi.cation that the roof is not considered missile p'rotection and
analys*.s.swould indicate no viable missile path to safety-related
equipment.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending
an FSAHt change.

IL



Item lb)

There 13 a roof over the MSVR, and the FSAR figure will be revised to

show the roof.

Based on this discussion, the itemn is conditionally resolved pending

an FSAJ1 change.
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NRC CONCE$N

2. In Section 9.2.1, It is .stated that the ERCW pump motors are weatherproofed

and exposed to the atmosphere.

(Aa) Describe~the environmental effects on the pumps (such as freezing

* rain, cold-temperatures) and what precautions, if 
any, are required.

(b) Discuss the tornado missile protectionl provided 
(grill or grating)

for the ERCW roof structure.

TVA RESPONSE

Item 211

The ER(:W pumps are protected from environmental effects by various,

protect~ive devices. These include a cover to protect the pump from

rain water and heat tracing to-protect from freezing in the lines. It,

.was noted, however, that an NCR has been written 
against the heat

tracing since it does not meet the required 
separation requirements

for 1E electrical equipment. To correct this deficiency, the 1/2-inchi

prelub.o lines will be modified to be self-draining; 
and an analysis

was peirformed to verify that freezing would not disable the main ERCW

lines. The heat tracing will remain ont the ERCW lines as nonsafety

grade protection.

Based on this discussion, the item was resolved.

Item 2t,

This item was resolved at the site visit. Adequate protection is

affordeid by the missile protection roof. The appropriate FSAR figure

will.be! revised to show the roof.

,Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending

~the FSAR hange.

I. *~4*



NRC CONCERN

3. Q10.4 and Q10.28 requested information regarding environmental effects

on certain external plant features. Your response did not address the

environmental effects (surface freezing) on the ERCW travelling screens.

Discuss the effects of the loss of the travelling screens due to the

surface freezing of the intake lake, to tornado missiles impacting on

the travelling screen drive mechanism, and to freezing rain and ice on

the drive mechanism. Discuss why travelling screens were not included

in Table 9.2.2.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA based its assumption that the screen spray removes all ice from the
screens on 30 years experience with power generating plants. Engineering
Design has never been informed of any problems with ice on the traveling
water screens. Engineering Design meets with Nuclear Power at least two
times per year to discuss design deficiencies ance their resolution in
addition to an on-going Design Philosophy Improvement Request System.
Nuclear Power has never indicated that we have a problem with ice on the
traveling water screens.

In addition, the potential for loss of traveling water screens due to
freezing of the intake lake will be~corrected by an administrative
procedure which will require that the traveling water screens be run
continuously during periods when there is a potential for surface freezing.

This item is resolved.



NRC CONCERN

4. Describe the heat tracing provided the outdoor Condensate Storage Facility

and piping (Section 9.2.6).

TVA RESPONSE

TVA noted that heat tracing is provided only to Instrumentation
necessary to switch from condensate storage to auxiliary teedwater.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.
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NRC CRNCEF±N

5. The words "similar" and "momentary" are used frequently (in Table 9.4.7)

in describing the "effect on-System" portion of the Failure Modes and

Effects Analysis for the Control Building HVAC System. We do not know

how to interpret these words. Please update Table 9.4.7 using more

descriptive terms.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA agreed that the verbage was confusing and will revise the table to
correct: this problem.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending
clariff.oation in the FSAR.



NRCCONCERN

6. Contrary to the statement in Section 9.5.1.2.1 which states the H.P.

fire protection system is isolated from the Auxiliary Feedwater System

by the use of motor operated flow control valves, Figure 9.5-2 shows

isolation accomplished by the use of manual butterfly valves. Please

provide an updated Section 9.5.1.2.1 or a Figure 9.5-2 to correct this

discrepancy.

TVA RESPONSE

The'NRC, reviewed an~ out-of-date revision of section 9.5.1.2.1. Tb.
H.P. ftre protection systein is isolated from the AFW system by a spool
piece.

Based on this discussion, the item was resolved,.



NTRC CONCERN

7. Your Balance of Plant Comparison between Sequoyah (SQN) and Watts Bar

(WBN) states that WBN utilizes the Westinghouse Model D steam generator.

Yet.Figure 5.5-3 does not show this model. Provide a corrected figure.

TVA RESPONSE

Westir4;house noted that there was an error in the baffle configuration
on the drawing presently in the FSAR. However, the NRC review team
noted their question concerned failure to show the ANW nozzle.
Westing;house noted that the reason it was not shown was the way the
section was cut, but committed to somehow indicate it out of function.

Based on this discussion, the itemn was conditionally resolved.



NRC CONCERN

8. Concerning Section 10.4.9, "Auxiliary Feedwater System":

(a) Verify t-hat the Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps will survive the automatic

transfer of water sources from the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to

the ERCW. (Previous applications have indicated that pumps can

operate without water only for one minute.) The verification should

include the consideration that the valve to the CST is inadvertently

closed.

(b) We require all plants receiving operating licenses, including sister

plants, to perform a verification test to demonstrate that no

damaging water hammier will occur when the Auxiliary Feedwater System

(AFWS) is activated. It is our position that you commit to perform

a test using the standard plant operating procedures for the AFWS

to verify that unacceptable water hammer will not occur.

(c) It is stated that each motor driven AFW pump and its associated

valves are supplied from ESF quality power systems and control air

subsystems. Does the word "quality" mean ESF sources, or that these

sources are "just as good" as ESF sources? Please provide clarifica-

tion.

(d) Provide a response to our March 10, 1980 letter concerning your

Auxiliary Feedwater System design.



Item 811

TVA ver-ified that the AN pumps will survive the automatic transfer of
water sIources from condensate storage tank to ERCW. TVA will provide
this arialysis to the NRC.

Based o~n this discussion, the item was conditionally resolved.,

Item 8t)

The conifiguration of the steam generator at WBN is such that thewaterhammer will not occur. The NRC will verify that a waterhammer
test w.xll not be required at WBN.

Based on this discussion, the item will remain open.

Item Oc

All pow~er sources are ESF Class 1E sources. TVA will remove the word
"quality" from the FSAR for clarification.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending
the ?SAR change.



TVA RESPONSE

item BSd

1. NRC STANDARD REVIEW PLAN 10.14.9 AND BRANCH TECHNICAL POSITION

ASB- 10-1 REQUIREMENTS

The Watts Bar auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) meets 
the intent of

the requirements listed in the NRC Stan dard Review Plan 
10.14.9 and

Branch Technical Position ASB-10-1. Verification that these

individual requirements are met is provided in thie Watts Bar Nuclear

FSAR. Additional assurance of compliance is provided by the

Sequoyah-Watts Bar FSAR comparison (by showing the Watts Bar design to

be equal or better in design as Sequoyah) and by the following*

responses which show the AFWS meets or exceeds the NRC 
requirements

listed therein.

2. RELIABILITY EVALUATION

The Watts Bar auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) was compared to the

Sequoyah-AFWS, and it was determined that the-reliability 
analysis

performed on the Sequoyah AFWS is also applicable to the Watts 
Bar AFWS

except as follows:

(a) At Watts Bar only one condensate storage tank (CST) is aligned to

provide water immediately to the AFWS for each unit. The

availability of this source of water is high and, if necessary,

the other CST could be used as a water source by opening the two

manual valves which connect the outlet of the CST's. The Watts

Bar design has the advantage over the Sequoyah design of separate

piping to the AFW pumps for each unit. Therefore, a failure of

one line to supply water to the AFW pumps does not affect the

S performance of the AFWS for the other unit.
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(b) At Watts Bar two check valves are provided between the containment

pe netration and the AFW inlet to SG 1 and 4.* An additional check

valve is located at the inlet of SG 2'and 3. The S :equoyah AFWS

.design includes two check valves between containment and the SG

inlet of SG 2 and 3. At Sequoyah no check valves are installed in

this area for SG 1 and J4. The additional check valve on SG 2 and

3 and the two check valves on SG 1 and 4t at Watts Bar add a very

- small amount to probability of failing to deliver water to the SG.

However, they provide increased protection against reverse flow

from the steai' generator in the case of a.line break.

There are several other minor differences in the design and equipment

of the Watts Bar AFWS. However, these differences do not have any

effect on the level of redundancy in the system and the minimum amount

of equipment which would be necessary for the Watts Bar AFWS to fulfill

its safety function. Also, the differences in the design and equipment

are so small that it would not be necessary to modify the Sequoyah

input reliability data to use it for a Watts Bar analysis.

In summary, the above comparison shows that the Watts Bar AFWS is

essentially equal in reliability to the Sequoyah AFWS with some extra

protection against piping ruptures.

3.ENCLOSURE 1 RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) Recommendation GS-1 - Tech Spec Time Limit on AFWS Outage

The Watts Bar draft Tech Specs already reflect the intent of this

recommendation. The action specified when in modes 1, 2, or 3,



with one auxiliary feedwater pump inoperable, is to "restore the

required auxiliary feedwater pumps to OPERABLE status within 72

hours or' be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next six hours and

in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following six hours.", Refer to page

3/4 7-5, Plant Systems (Auxiliary Feedwater Systems) of the Watts

Bar Tech Specs for additional details.

,(b) Recommendation GS-2 -Tech Spec Administrative Controls of Manual

Valves - Lock and Verify Position

This short-term recommendation is not applicable to Watts Bar

s3ince the Watts tar design m~eets the intent of the long-term

resolution of this concern (GL-2). See our response'to

Recommendation GL-2.

(c) Recommendation GS-3 -AFWS Flow Throttling_- Water Hammer

This recommendation does not apply to Watts Bar since the Watts

Bar AFWS is not throttled for water hammer purposes.

(d) Recommendation GS-4 - Emergency Procedures for Initiating Backup

Water Supplies

This recommendation does not apply to Watts Bar since the Watts

Bar AFWS will automatically and quickly (without any operator

action) transfer to the alternate AFWJS supply (Essential Raw

Cooling Water - ERCW) without damaging the AFWS pumps. Also,

since the ERCW source is from the river, the amount of ERCW

available is essentially unlimited and thus cannot be depleted.

See the FSAR sections on AFWd and ERCW systems for additional

details.



(e) Recommendation GS-5 - Emergency Procedures for Initiating AFW
Flow Following a Complete Loss of Alternating Current Power

This short-term recommendation is not applicable for Watts Bar

since the Watts Bar design meets the intent of the long-term

recommendation (GL-3) for this concern. Refer to our response to

recommendation GL-3*.

()Recommendation GS-6 - AFWS Flow Path Verification

This short-term recommendation is not applicable to performing

periodic testing for Watts Bar. For periodic testing, valve

position of the manual AFWS valves will not be changed and the

remaining (automatic control) valves, even if placed in manual-

mode, would revert back to automatic control upon receipt of an

automatic AFWS pump start signal. With regard to meeting this

recommendation after performing maintenance, prior to returning

the.AFWS flow train to service (modes 1, *2, or 3), the auxiliary

feedwater valve position verification surveillance instruction

will be performed to verify proper AFWS valve alignment.

Concerning the independent verification of proper valve alignment

by a second operator, the appropriate Watts Bar procedures will

contain this feature. In addition to the above, the draft Watts.

Bar Tech Specs require that the AFWS flow paths (and valves) be

examined periodically to assure that the flow paths and valves are

properly aligned.
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S .(g) Recommendation GS-7 -Nonsafety Grade, Nonredundant AFWS
Automatic Initiation Signals

This short-term recommendation is not applicable for Watts Bar

since the Watts Bar design meets the intent of the long-term

recommendation (GL-5) for this concern. See our response to

recommendation GL-5.

(h). Recommendation GS-8 - Automatic Initiation of AFWS

This short-term recommendation is not applicable for Watts Bar

since the Watts Bar design meets the intent of the long-term

recommendation (GL-1) for this concern. See our response to

reco mmendation GL-1.

i)Recommendation 5.3.1 -Primary AFWS Water Source Low Level Alarm

This short-term recommendation is not applicable for Watts Bar

since proper AFWS operation will not be affected by low level in

the preferred water source (condensate storage tanks). Automatic

transfer to the alternate (ERCW) supplies ensures that the AFWS

will have an adequate supply of water and that a low pum p suction

pressure condition will not occur.

Even though low level indication in the condensate storage tanks

(CSTs) is not required for the AFWS to perform its safety

function, two redundant level switches and control room level

indicators and alarms are provided for the operators.

Furthermore, prior to an AFWS start the capacity of the preferred

(CST) supply would ordinarily vary between 397,700 gallons to
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200,000 gallons. This minimum value of 200,000 gallons is

reserved for the AFWS by means of a side-pipe connection in the

tank which allows only the water above that connection to be

supplied to other systems. Consequently, the operator would

normally have a several-hour supply from the preferred water

source, with sufficient level indications and alarms to properly

inform the operator of preferred (CST) source level and

unlimited, alternative backup water sources (ERCW) which are

automatically aligned to the AFWS on low pump suction pressure.

()Recommendation 5.3.2 - AFW Pump Endurance Test

A 48-hour endurance test on all AFW system pumps which meets the

intent of this recommendation and similar to those tests performed

on Sequoyah will be incorporated into the Watts.Bar preoperational

test for the auxiliary feedwater system and performed after

initial critically at a reactor power level of no more than 10

percent.

()Recommen dation 5.3.3 - Indication of AFW Flow to the Steam

Generator

The Watts Bar design already meets the intent of this

recommendation. The auxiliary feedwater flow indication at Watts

Bar consists of redundant diverse safety-grade transmitter loops

for each steam generator. The redundant transmitters are mounted

in separate seismically qualified panels and are powered from

separate power sources connected to the emergency power system.
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S The cables for the redundant transmitter loops are routed in

separate low level signal trays which are kept separate from all

power cables. The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels

are powered from emergency buses (120V ac vital instrument buses)

consistent with the. separation requirements for redundancy and the

diversity requirements for the auxiliary feedwater system set

forth in the Auxiliary Systems Branch Technical Position 10-1 of

the Standard Review Plan, section 10.14.9.

(1) Recommendation 5.3.14 - AFWS Availability during Periodic

Surveillance Testing

This recommendation is not applicable to Watts Bar since the Watts

Bar design does not re qure local manual realignment of valves to5 conduct periodic pump surveillance tests on one AFWS train. Also,

even if the AFWS train was being tested, the AFWS train would

automatically revert from the "test model' to "automatic operation"

mode upon receipt of an automatic start signal for the AFWS pump.,

See the FSAR and our response to item 3(f) for additional details.

(in) Recommendation GL-1 - Automatic Initiation of AFWS

This long-term recommendation is not applicable to Watts Bar since

Watts Bar has an automatic starting AFWS system. Refer to our

response to recommendation GL-5 which is provided in item (q)

below for our response on safety-grade requirements and manual

start and control capabilities.
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(n) Recommendation GL-2 - Single Valves in the AFWS Flow Path

The Watts Bar design already meets the intent of this

recommendation since the alternate AFWS water supplies connect to

the AFWS pump suction piping downstream of all valves in the

primary AFWS water supply and the valves connnecting the alternate

AFWS water supplies to the AFWS pump suction piping open

automatically on low AFWS pump suction piping pressure. Also, the

draft Watts Bar Tech Specs already provide for appropriate

periodic surveillance inspections to verify proper valve

positions. Refer to pages 3/14 7-5 and 3/14 7-6, Plant Systems

)(Auxiliary Feedwater Systems) of the Watts Bar Tech Specs for

additional details.

(o) Recommendation GL-3 -Elimination of AFWS Dependency on
Alternating Current Power Following a Complete Loss of
Alternating Current Power

The Watts Bar design already meets the intent of this

recommendation. See the Sequoyah-Watts Bar comparison for

previous statement of compliance.

(p) Recommendation GL-4 - Prevention of Multiple Pump Damage Due to
Loss of Suction Resulting from Natural Phenomena

The Watts Bar design already meets the intent of this

recommendation. Automatic switchover from the preferred water

source (CST) to the alternative water sources (ERCW) is provided

upon receipt of a two-out-of-three low pressure signal from the

AFWS pump suction piping for each respective AFWS pump. In the
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event that the preferred water source (CST) is lost during a

seismic event or tornado, the automatic switchover to the

alternate water sources (ERCW) would provide pump protection by

supplying sufficient flow and suction head to the AFWS pumps.

(q) Recommendation GL-5 -Nonsafety Grade, Nonredundant AFWS

Automatic Initiation Signals

The Watts Bar design already meets the intent of this

recommendation. The auxiliary feedwater system is automatically

initiated by redundant, coincident logic to preclude loss of

function due to a single failure and to provide online

testability. The auxiliary feedwater-system and initiating logic

are described in Watts Bar FSAR section 10.~4.9. The auxiliary

feedwater control circuitry Including the essential automatic

initiating circuitry is safety-grade, Class lE,.and is powered

from a power source connected to the emergency power system.

(The trained pressure switches which are used to sense the

tripping of the main feedwater pump turbines are only

control-grade switches. However, since the trip of both main

feedwater pump turbines is anticipatory of the low-low steam

generator water level AFWS automatic start signal, the automatic.

initiating circuitry for the trip of both main feedwater pump

turbines is not considered essential and thus is not required to

be safety-grade equipment.) Each auxiliary feedwater pump has

manual initiation capability independent of the automatic

initiation. The ac motor-driven pumps and valves are included in

the automatic alignment of the loads to the emergency power

system.



NRC CONCERN

9. Section 10.3.3, "Main Steam Supply," states that portions of the main

steam system are protected from missiles in critical areas. Discuss

the types of missiles considered, the protection provided, and the

critical areas considered.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA pre~sented a discussion of the internal missiles considered in the
design of' the Main Steam System, the protection provided this system,
and tho., critical areas considered. These included:

(a) Rotating Machinery - AEW pump turbine only creatable missile;
however, it is located in room with no other equipment.

(b) S,;ored Strain Energy -not c~re~diblin

(c) Ruptured Pressure Vessel -not credible-

TVA committed to define the critical areas considered in table 3.2-.2.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending
the PSAB change.



NRC CONCERN

10. Concerning the Possible Maximum Flood level.(PMF), the following PMF

elevations are presented in the FSAR:

(a) Section 1.2.1.4 - 743.5

(b) Section 2.4 -738.1

(c) Figure 9.2-1 -737.5

Please update these references to show the correct figure.

TVA RESPONSE

The correct PMq elevation is 738.1 listed in section 2.4I. The othersectionIS will be revised.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pendingthe FUAR change.



NRC CONCERN

11. Concerning Section 3.5.1.4,"Missiles Generated by Natural Phenomena":

(a) Table 3.5-9 makes use of the term "missile controlled design."

Please define this term.

(b) By inference from Section 3.2, the Refueling Water Storage Tank

(RWST) is not tornado missile protected. Please provide informa-

tion regarding why the RWST need not be protected from tornado

generated missiles.

(c) Figures 1.2-1 and 1.2-2 shows ventilation fans located over the

rooms of the Vital Shutdown Transformers. Describe the means by

which these transformers are protected from multiple vertical

missiles, as recently discussed for Sequoyah.

(d) Provide a discussion of how the penetration depths of those missiles

listed in your missile spectrum were determined when they impinged

onto a CAT I structure. Provide the results of such an analysis and

the thickness of the protection medium provided which allowed you

to conclude that the missile protection afforded was indeed adequate.

(e) Section 3.5.1.4 states that the Essential Raw CligWtr(ERCW)

pumps are protected from vertical missiles on the intake pumping'

station. Section 3.5.1.1.5 states that the ERCW pump motors are

exposed to the atmosphere. Provide a discussion as to how the ERCW
pumps and pump motors are protected from vertical missiles. Provide

drawings of the pumphouse and structure which includes a view of

the missile protection afforded.

(f) Discuss your criteria and assumptions used in determining the protec-
tion needed for underground piping to protect them from the effects

of tornado generated missiles.



Response

item 11 a

"Missile Controlled Design" is an internal TVA note to the design

project. This verbage will be reoved from the FSAR.

Based o~n this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending

the FSAR change.

Item 1ib

The lower portion, 3' to 4i', is protected f'rom tornado-generated

missilis by a reinforced concrete barrier. This barrier also serves

as an overflow structure to retain an adequate amount of water to

borate during a non-LOCA condition should a missile penetrate the

tank. Transmitters located inside the barrier are required only

during LOCA condition. TVA will add verbage on tornado classification

and sy:item operability of' the tank.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending

the FSiAR change.

Item V'ic

Note: After a site visit on August* 25, 1981, the question was expanded to
include the exhaust fan openings for the 125-volt battery rooms.

The passage of tornado missiles through the transformer room Openings9 has

been addressed for SQN in a transmittal from L. M. Mills to Eleanor Adenearn

of the NRC dated August 10, 1981. The conclusions presented are basically
applicable to Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. The transmittal is under review by
the NRC.

The transmittal discussed above addresses the passage Of missiles through
roof openings over the transformer rooms from a probabilistic standpoint.
it conc-ludes that the probability of a single missil .e entering one of the

roo opnins i les tan 0-~per year. The probability of passage
through battery room fan openings would be even less since: (1) there are
fewer openings, (2) the openings are smaller, and (3) some shielding is

provided by the parapet wall on the roof of the auxiliary building.

.If a missile should close the exhaust fan openings in the* battery room,
compartment cooling can be achieved by opening the room doors. Fans can
also be moved into the rooms if required.



Item 11 d

TVA originally used the Modified Petra Formula given in the SRP,
3.5.1.Lj, to determine penetration depth. However this formula is no
longer applicable. The present NDRC formula was used to evaluate the
adequacy of the previously designed walls. This comparison indicated
that the walls lacked adequate thickness; however, there was no
penetre~tion or backtaoe scabbing. As a result, the walls were
considered adequate.

Based onf this discussion, the item is resolved.

Item lie

This item was resolved by the site visit. Adequate protection is
attordfed to the pump and motors. The appropriate drawing will be
revised to show the roof.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending
an 7SAR change.

item lit

TVA diacussed the investigation program used to determine protection
for underground pipe. This program and the rationale will be
referenoed in the FSAR as justification for the penetration depths.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending
additi-3nal verbage in the FSAR.



N4 GQNCEPN

.12. Provide a summnary of criteria of Mechanical System Compone nt s similar to

that of Table 3.2-2 in the Sequoyah FSAR. Include components-of the

reactor system such as the control rod drive. Also include the seismic

category of the components.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA disoussed with the NEC the need for an expanded table similar to
that in the SQN FSAR. The NEC noted that the table was essential in
the review of the FSAR by several branches. TVA requested that the
NRC provide the specific system components which they consider
essential to their review. TVA would then review this list and
determine if we can support. In the interim, TVA committed to provide
ASE wi-;h a list of auxiliary system components and their
classi:'ioations.

Based on this discussion, the item will remain open.



NRC CONCERN

13. Table 3.2-1 excludes the RWST as a seismic CAT I structure, yet the RWST

is stated in the Sequoyah FSAR as being seismically qualified. Provide

a discussion as to why the RWST need not be designed to withstand the

effects of a seismic event and the differences between the SQN and WBN

RWSTs.

TVA RESPONSE

The RWT tank and foundation are seigmioally qualified.

Based oni this disoussion, the item is resolved.



NPRC CONCERN

14. It is not explicitly stated in Section 3.4.1 whether the CAT I concrete

structures are designed to be watertight to the elevation at which water

enters the building's accesses. Verify that exterior walls subjected

to floods are waterproofed to flood elevation.

TVA RESPONSE

The bu:.ldings are designed to be watertight by use of PVC seals in the
COnstr~totion join~ts. See discussion in section 2.5.14.6 of WBN FSAR.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



NRC CONCERN

15. Section 3.5.1.1, Table 3.2-1 states that systems and components important

to safety located in these structures rely on redundancy and separation

for protection from internally generated missiles by failure of high pres-

sure system components. Types of missiles considered to be credible

missiles are not identified. Further, systems which have been considered

as requiring protection from these missiles, or systems which have been

considered potential sources of missiles are not identified nor how pro-

tective measures are achieved for components of a typical safety related

system. Provide the missing information and discuss the means by which

the flight path, orientation, strike zone and penetration were determined.

The Auxiliary Feedwater System is considered a suitable example. The

analysis should cover the entire system including the turbine and motor

driven pumps, pipe routing in the Auxiliary Building and pipe tunnel,

junction with its tempering feedwater line and termination at the primary

containment. Equipment and piping drawings should illustrate the protec-

tion afforded by spacing and separation from adjacent high or moderate

energy systems and potential missile sources listed above. The evaluation

of this typical system should verify that no damage to safety related

equipment will result which would prevent the use of equipment necessary

to reach a safe shut down. Be sure to consider missiles which may be

generated due to single failure of a component.

TVA RESPONSE

See discoussion of Item 9.

Based on this disoussion, the item is resolved.



NRC CONCERN

16. In Section 3.5-1.2, concerning the protection of safety related systems

from internally generated missiles, identify all systems and components

which were considered as requiring protection.

TVA RESPONSE

See table 3.2-2a, -2b, and -3 for a list Of systems which require no
damage due to missiles.

Based (in this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved.



NRC CONCERN

17. Table 4.3-1 infers continued use of part length and yet Section 4.2.3,

"Reactivity Control Systems," does not mention the use of part length

rods. Discuss the use of part length rods in WBN.

TVA RESPONSE

Part length rods will not be used. Table ~4.3-1 is scheduled to be
revised.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved.



NRC CONCERN

18. Concerning Section 5.2.7, "RCPB Leakage Detection Systems":

(a) Section 11.5 is referenced throughout Section 5.2.7 for detailed

descriptions of the air particulate and radiogas monitors. Section

11.5 deals with the Solid Waste System and makes no mention of any

monitor of any type. Please provide the intended information or a

source within the PSAR where the information can be found.

(b) From the description of the Containment Radio gas Monitor (p. 5.2-61/62),

the determination of the conclusion of being able to detect 1 gpm in

approximately I hour is unclear. Please discuss.-

(c) Reference Section 5.2.7.1 - For detecting leakage between the two reactor

pressure vessel (RPV) "0" ring seals, it is stated that a high temperature

annunciator in the Main Control Room (MCR) will alarm upon excessive

flow rate. Explain how temperature is a function of flow rate and how

temperature is an accurate indica-tion of excessive flow.

(d) Discuss the metho~d and process used to provide signal. calibration-and

correlation during plant' operations as stated in Regulatory Guide

1.45, Position C.8.

TVA RESPONSE

Item 18a

Tereference in section 5.2.7 to section 11.5 is in error and should
reference section 11.J4 for a detailed description of the air
particulate and radiogas monitors. TVA will make the necessary
changes to the FSAR.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending a
change to the FSAR.



Item 1Ifb

TVA agreed that the FSAR was unclear in this area. In addition, due

to lessI conservative interpretation of monitor detection, TVA will

update the detection levels in the FSAR.

Based on this discussion, the item was conditionally resolved pending

the FSAR change.

Item 1l1c

Temperaiture monitors set in leakoff do not perform a quantity measure

of 0leah rate. They are temperature sensitive and will alarm after a

20 increase in temperature. This increase in temperature results from

line leakage of the high temperature fluid.

Based -)n this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending

an FSAI change.

Item 1-3d

TVA coiumitted to do whatever is stated in the technical specification.

In addition, TVA will provide a discussion in the FSAR of inservice

calibration.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved.



NRC CONCERN

19. Concerning Section 9.1.1 - 'New Fuel Storage":

(a) It is unclear whether the New Fuel Storage criticality analysis include d

the possible presence of spray foam.

,(b) This section does not state whether the covers over the new fuel vault

are seismic Category I. Please provide the required information to the

above.

TVA RESPONSEý

The criticality analysis shows that the spacing

between the fuel assemblies in the storage racks is

sufficient to maintain the array in a subcritical

condition, even when fully loaded. For the flooded

condition, assuming new fuel of the highest

anticipated enrichment in place, the effective

multiplication factor does not exceed 0.95. The

.effective multiplication factor does not exceed 0.98

with fuel of the highest anticipated enrichment in

place, assuming possible sources of moderation,

such as aqueous foam or mist.

The oo'rers for the new fuel vault are designed to seismic Cat egory 1.
this inf~ormation will be provided in the FSAR.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending
an FSAI change.



NRC CONCERN

20. -Concernino Section 9.1.2 - "Spent Fuel Storage":

(a) Discuss and verify the maximum potential energy contained in all objects of

less weight than a spent fuel assembly plus its handling tool, which

can be handled over stored spent fuel, if dropped, will not possess a

kinetic energy greater than that of the spent fuel assembly at its

normal handling height and will not exceed the effects of the fuel

handling accident described in Section 15.4.5 of the FSAR.-

(b) It is stated that the Spent Fuel Pool is seismic Category I. However,

you do not state whether the pool liner or the pool gates are seismic

Category I. Please provide this information.

TVA RESPONSE

Item 20a

TVA ha:3 taken administrative measures to control the movement of

object;s directly over the spent fuel pool. These measures include
controlled access to the crane and the installation of protective
device:3 to preclude use of the crane over the spent fuel
pool. While TVA does not foresee "any objects beiriz handled over the
spent f'uel pool, it is a_,Rossibility that-certain-objects-may have-to
be handled over the spent fut-!Tpool during the life of the plant.
However', this could only be done with approval of appropriate
personnel.

Item 20b

The pool1 gates and liner are designed to seismic Category I. This

informaftion will be provided in the FSAR.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending I

an FSA'1 change.



iIPRC CONCERN

21. Several items in Table 9.1.1 are in conflict with what is stated in the text.

For example, the high density S. F. Racks hold 1312 assemblies or approximately

6 1/3 co~res, yet the tables state that the capacity is only 1 2/3 cores.

Update Table 9.1.1 accordingly.

TVA RESPONSE

Item~ 21

Table ().1.1 has not been updated to reflect the installation of the
high de~nsity spent fuel racks. TVA will update this table.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending
an FSAI change.



NRC CONCERN

2.Concerning Section 9.1.3 "Spent Fuel Pool Cooling"

(a) Since the SF Pool capacity of Watts Bar (WBN) is greater than that of
Sequoyah (SQN) provide a response pertinent to WBN of the NRC question

asked to SQN, Q9.l1 (SQN Amendment 40) in the form similar to that
provided for Q9.11., State the i-mposed delay time before initiating full

core unloading into the SF pool following back to back.refueling.

(b) Provide the results of the SF pool thermal hydraulic analysis in the
form of decay heat load vs time (where time :0 is when the first
assembly from a refueling is placed in the SF pool),and SF pool temper&-
ture vs. time. Your analysis should.-provide results for the cases of
refueling and full core off-load, one SF0 train, two SF0 trains and loss of
all SFC systems conditions.

(c) Describe the means of detecting and monitoring leakage from the SF
pool assuming a breach in the SF pool liner/weld crack.

(d) Section 9.1.3.4 states that the active components of the SFPCCS are
either in continuous or intermittent use during normal plant operations.

.Discuss whether this statement includes the periodic operability testi~ng
performed on the components associated with the spare SFC pump: C.-S

which Js not in continuous use.

(e) Calculations indicate that SF pool heat-up rate for the case of a
full core discharge w/loss of SF cooling of 83.1 0F/hr as stated in
Section 9.1.3.3.3 may possibly be in error by approximately one order
of magnitude. Verify this discrepancy a nd provide the time before
pool boiling occurs assuming that the pool is filled with spent fuel
including a refuel' load and full core discharge.

(I'l This FSAR indicates that f-or flood mode operations during a refueling,
cooling will be accomplished via the use of the SF0 pumps. Since these
pumps are located at elevation 737, describe how this will be accomplished
when flood waters reach the DBF elevation of 738.1 .



TVA RESPONSE

Item 22A

Note: WBN SFP Capacity SFN SFP Capgcity (1312 61386) ,t/r

Heat Loads (23.77x10 /26.27x10 24.3xl06/26. 7x10 Bu/r

1. No single active failure in the spent fuel pit cooling system
(SFPCS) would prevent the SFPCS from meeting its functional
requirement to remove decay heat generated by stored spent fuel

assemblies. A single failure could, however, reduce the heat
removal capacity of the SFPRC and result in elevation of the
equilibrium spent fuel pool water temperature.

2. System adequacy analysis indicates that with one cooling train of
the S?-"PCS out of service, the equilibrium spent fuel pool water
temperature could rise to a point less than or equal to 150 0F.
Thus, the functional criteria of the SFPCS is met and no-system
changes are required. The assumptions are listed below:

a. Rx Power: 3411 MWth (1.164 x 10 100Btuh)
b . Component Cooling Water Temp.: 95 F
C. No heat loss except for SFP Heat Exchangers
d. SFP Heat Exchanger Parameters

1. Horizontal, shell, and U-tube type (pa~allel counterflow)
2. Hx Transfer Coeff.: 0.807 x ~0 Btuh- F
3. Design Heat Load: 11.94 x 10 Btug
4. SFP Coolign Water Flow: 1.14 x 10 lbs/ 9r
5. Component Cooling Water Flow: 1.49 x 10 lbs/hr

3. a. Design basis heat loads are attached.

b. Based on calculations and analyses, the rate of full core
of floading or time to beginning of full core of floading will
be adjusted so that a minimum of 60 days will have elapsed
from time of shutdown to completion of full core o~floading so
that the maximum spent fuel pit temperature of 150 F is not
exceeded.



ATTACHMENT

DESIGN BASES FOR SPENT FUEL DISCHARGES TO
SPENT FUEL POOL FOR DECAY HEAT ANALYSES

General Data

Reactor type
Reactor core thermal power
Number of fuel assemblies in core
.Initial uranium per fuel assembly
Initial enrichment of U-235
Discharge fuel batch size
Discharge fuel batch burnup

End of first exposure cycle
End of second exposure cycle
End of third exposure cycle

Cycle capacity factor

Normal Design Basis Spent
Fuel Pool Inventory

One discharge fuel batch with
12 days decay time

One discharge fuel batch with
42 days decay time

15 discharge batches with decay
heat generation rates as given
in Table 1 below

27 fuel assemblies with decay
.time greater than 7.0 years

Maximum Design Basis Spent
Fuel Pool Inventory

Westinghouse PWR
3411 MWth
193
462 Kg
3.26%
64 fuel assemblies
34,000 MWD/MTU
10,500 MWD/MTU
23,500 MWD/MTU
34,000 MWD/MTU
80%

Decay Hegt Generation Rate
10 Btu/hr

9.5

5.3

(See Table 1)

0.122

Decay Heat 6Generation Rate
106 Btuh

One discharge fuel batch with
78 days decay time

One discharge fuel batch with
108 days decay time

64 fuel assemblies with 700 MWD/mTU
and 60 days decay time

65 fuel assemblies with 11,000 MWD/MTU
and 60 days decay time

64 fuel assemblies with 24,000 mwD/MTU
and 60 days decay time

15 discharge batches with decay heat
generation rates as given in Table 1
be low

27 fuel assemblies with decay time
greater than 7.0 years

4.4

3.9

1.0

3.5

4.5

(See Table 1)

0.122



ATTACHMENT (Continued)

Table 1, Definition

Decay Time
Years

1 .0
1 .5
2 .0
2 .5
3.0
3.5
J4.0
~4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0

of Discharge Batches

.Decay Heat Generation
10 Btuh

1 .58
1.16
0 .93
0.77
0.66
0.58
0.50
0.42
0.39
0.36
0.33
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.29

Rate
Batch

1
2
3

5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
1~4
15

El 1268.06



I tem 22 b

TVA explained that the temperatures given in the FSAR are maximum
temperatures expected and would reduce with the decay of heat. Based
on thin, TVA does not consider a transit analysis necessary. The NRC_
accepttod this rationale.

Based on this discussion, the item-was closed.

Item 22c

Leakage from the snent fuel nool is co~lie tel in leakage canals at the
weld joints and routed to the triae drInakfostrgad
disposal. In--addition, level instrumentation is located in the- spent
fuel pool and tritiated drain tank. This instrumentation is qualified
to Category M() seismic criteria. TVA will provide this information
in the FSAR.

Based on this discussion, the item is cond~itionally resolved pending
an FSA1R change.

Item 22d

All th:,ee pumps will be tested per Section II of ASME requirements.
This will be documented by the Pump and Valve Operability Assurance
Program, in addition to flow verification monthly.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.

Item 22e

The SF pool heatup rate is in error and will be corrected. In
addition, TVA must make the appropriate FSAR changes.

Item 2;Žf

The pumnps are located at floor elevation 737.0; however, they are
mounted on concrete pads a sufficient distance above the floor to
protect them from flood damage.

Based on this discussion, the item was resolved.



NRC CONCERN

23. Concerning Section 9.1.4 - Fuel Handling System"

(a) Section 9.1 .4.2.2 implies that the New Fuel Elevator is in the SF Pool

while Figure 9.1-3 shows the elevator to be in the transfer canal.

Please provide clarification.

(b) Discuss how the fuel handling equipment (manipulator crane/refuel ing

Bridge, spent fuel bridge and fuel transfer equipment) compares with

design requirements for fuel handling systems of section 6,ANS-57.l (1980)

TVA RESP'ONSE

Per discussions with ASE representatives, it was agreed that TVA

should provide a comparison between ANS-57.l table 6.2.1 and the Watts

Bar Nuclear ?lant fuel handling machine, new fuel elevator, upenders,

and refueling machine. The attached figure provides this comparison.

Section 9.1.41.2.2 is in error and will be corrected to indicate that
the ned fuel elevator is located in the transfer canal.

Based ýDn this discussion, the itemn is conditionally resolved pending
the 7SA~R ohange.



Under- Over- Up Down End-Travel Up Slow Non-Simulata- Grapple Bridge Trolley Slack Translation
load load Position Position (Hardstop) Limit Zone neous Motion Release Travel Travel Cable Inhibit

Fuel ANS
Handling 57.1 X X X X X x x X X x X X X
Machine

WBNP X x x X x X NO X X NO X X X

ANS
New Fuel 57.1 x X x X X
Elevator

WBNP NO X X x NO

ANS

Upenders 57.1 X X X X x

WBNP x x x x X

ANS
Refueling 57.1 X X X x X X x X x x x X X
Machine

WBNP X X x X x x x x X X X X x

Figure 23(b) - Comparison Between ANS-57.1 (Table 6.2.1) And TVA Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Fuel Handling Equipment.



NRC CONCERN

24. The response to Q10.6 is incomplete in that the travel path for the SF

cask or other heavy loads has not been diagrammatically provided. Discuss

whether the fuel handling floor can withstand a SF cask drop from its maximum

handling height'. If the floor cannot withstand the drop, provide a list of

all safety related equipment that would be affected by the effects of the drop.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA di~ioussed the anticipated travel path for the SF cask and other
heavy lJoads. TVA will provide a diagram to Q i0.6 to diagrammatically
show the travel paths. Since TVA has not been able to establish the
weight of the cask, an analysis of the floor capacity cannot be
complet~ed. TVA committed to provide this information as part of
respon:se to NUREG-0612.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending
the FSAR change.



NRC CONCERN

25. Contrary to the statement in Section 9.1 .4.3.2, the safety classifications

of the fuel handling system components are-not listed in table 3.2-1.

Please provide the missing -inform~ation.

TVA RESPONSE

Westing;house will provide a listing of the safety rcclassif ications of
the fuol handling equipment.

Based on this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending
the FSAR change.



NRC'CONCERN

26. Subsection 9.1.4.2.1 - "refueling procedures" does not include "Phase V".

-SF Cask Loading as was provided for Sequoyah. Include the procedure in the

Watts Bar FSAR and note the differences between the two plant procedures.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA wil.l provide Phase V - SF Cask Loading - in the PSAR.

Based o~n this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending

the FSAP change.



NRC CONCERN

27. Figure 1.2-4 shows two Component Cooling Booster pump s and two Thermal Barrier

Booster pumps. Is the terminology interchangeable?

TVA RESPONSE

Yes, the terminology is interchangeable. The actual name of the pumps
is "Component Cooling System Reactor Coolant Pump Thermal Barrier Booster
Pumps". The name has been shortened in a variety of ways.



PFJC CQNCEPN

28. The Component Cooling Pump capacity of 6000 gpm each (table 9.2-8) and the
required flow rate for units 1 & 2 under normal operating conditions of 14828

gpni seem to conflict with section 9.2.2.4 which states that Trains la and 2a
equipment will provide all the cooling water necessary for the safe operations

of unit 1 and 2 respectively (i.e., two pumps). Provide clarification for

this apparent discrepancy.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA presented pump performance curves for the CC$ pumps. These curves
represented design prior to installation of the condensate demineralizer
waste evaporator (GDWE). As a result of installation of the CDWE, there
will be slight flow changes which are not reflected in the FSAR-

Subsequent changes to the GCS will require changes to Tables 9.2-7 and 9.2-5.
These will be incorporated in the FSAR update of section 9.2.2,



I.1" CoNCi:?A

29. The Component Cooling Booster pumps/Thermal Barrier Booster pumps, though

located below the DBF level, are not listed on table Q10.1-1 as being floodable.

Describe the flood protection afforded these pumps.

TVA RESPONSE

This is an error. In the evaluation of the booster pumps and possible flooding,
a flood elevation of 737.5', was used which was possibly preliminary information
and is incorrect. An Engineering Change Notice will be initiated to raise the
pumps above the actual flood level elevation.



N]FG CONCERN

30. Please provide a response to Q10.31 concerning the loss. of Component Cooling

water and its effects on the Reactor Coolant Pump bearings cii cooling capability.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA pr~tsented rationale that the RCP is capable of operating f'or a
period of 10 minutes without CCW and still maintain fuinction. TVA
considitrs this time adequate.



NRC, CONCERN

31 . Describe the considerations and provisions made in the design of the Equipment
and Floor Drainage system (.section 9.3.3) to ensure that excess fluid due to

flooding other than the PMF is collected and dispelled in ord er to ascertain

the operability of the safety-related components. Indicate what operator

action, ff any, and within what time interval it is required. Indicate

whether the response to Siquoyah Q9.20 is applicable for Watts Bar.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA discussed provisions made to collect flooding due to a major lineor pump break in the auxiliary control building. The water would berouted by floor drains or natural drainage through the stairwells tothe lowest elevation where it would be collected in sumps. Should theamount of water exceed the capacity of the sumps, the sumps areequippe~d with a dropout lower panel which would allow the water to becollec,;ed in the passive sump. The passive sump would allow forcollection until appropriate operator action had been taken. The NRC.requests that section 9.3.3 be revised to locate those sumps with
dropout panels.

Based on this discussion, the, item was conditionally resolved pending
the PSAR change.



NP4C QQNCERN

32. Verify your conmmitment to perform and implement the interim actions for control

of heavy loads as outlined in Enclosure 2 of the December 22, 1980 letter

addressing the concerns for Control of Heavy Loads Ot Nuclear Power Plants,

NUREG-061 2.

TVA RESPONSE

.TVA no-:ed that it would oommit to the interim prooedures for oontrol
of heavry loads outlined in NUREG-0612.



NRC CONCERN

33. Section 3.6A - Concerning the plant design for protection against postu-

lated piping failu~res in fluid systems outside containment. Revision 2

to REPORT #72-22*indicates that the evaluation performed for the Sequoyah

facility is applicable to Watts Bar, yet the TVA prepared balance of plant

comparison states that the designs at Sequoyah and Watts Bar are different.

Provide an updated piping failure analysis for Watts Bar in a fashion

similar to the above mentioned report. Include all high and moderate

energy piping systems in your analysis, and describe where applicable,

the differences between the Watts Bar and Sequoyah facilities.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA provided oopies of "Evaluation of the Effect of Postulated Pipe
Failurfts Outside of Containment for WENP Unit 1 and 2," document
number 9-2011.

The last paragraph of section 4.6 of report 9-2011 infers that the
essential raw cooling water (ERCW) system is designed to cope with a pipe
break and a concurrent single active failure. This is outside the design
basis for a dual-purpose moderate energy system such as the ERCW which
meets all of the requirements of 3.6 of the Standard Review Plan. The
referenced paragraph is shown in A below and will be changed as shown in B.

A. The ERCW system consists of eight pumps located in two physically
separate areas of the pump intake structure. Cooling water is supplied
to essential. components serving both units by a total of four supply
headers powered by two trains. Analysis indicates that ERCW service to
essential components serving one unit would be interrupted if a single
,active failure of one power train occurred in conjunction with a crack
break in a large ERCW system pipe. In this situation, one unit would
be maintained at hot shutdown while cold shutdown of the second unit
could be achieved at a reduced rate. Hot shutdown conditions would be
maintained using the auxiliary feedwater system, steam relief system,
and pressurizer relief valves until the single active failure is
corrected or repairs are made to the crack in the ERCW system.

B. The ERCW system consists of eight pumps located in two physically
separate areas of the pump intake structure. Cooling water is supplied
to essential components serving both units by a total of four supply
headers powered by two trains.



The first paragraph of section 4.6, beginning on page 4-6 of .9-2011, reads,

The ERCW system supplies cooling water to various heat loads in
both the primary and secondary portions of both Watts Bar Nuclear
Plant units. Some of the essential components serviced are
component cooling heat exchangers, control building air
conditioning, and safeguard equipment- coolers. The ERCW system
is a moderate-energy system for which through-wall leakage cracks
have been postulated at all adverse 'Locations.

At the first revision to 9-2011 this peragra~h will be changed as follows:

The ERCW system supplies cooling water to various heat loads in
both the primary and secondary portions of both Watts-Bar Nuclear
Plant units. Some-of the essential coc~ponents serviced are
component cooling heat exchangers, control building air
conditioning, and safeguard equipment coolers. 'A backup supply
source for auxiliary feedwater with adequate redundancy for the
aux 'iliary feedwater pur~ps in both units is also provided. The
ERCW system is a moderateý-energy system for which through-wall

leakage cracks have been postulated at all adverse locations.

The second paragraph of section 6.2.1, page 6-8 of 9-2011, acknowledges the
incomplete status of the unit 2 auxiliary feedwater turbine steam supply
.line as follows:

Results and proposed fixes apply to both units, except for
the' intermediate circumferential rupture at elevation 713'-2"
which is for unit 1 only. Unit 2 piping analysis is not
available for the steam supply line at this time. When the
piping analysis becomes available, the report will be revised
accordingly. *The iso~metric sketch in figure 6-10 shows the
routing of the steam supply line and its relationship to

.Components and structures.

At the first revision to 9-2011 this paragraph will be changed to read,

Results and proposed fixes 'apply to both. units, except as
noted in table 6-3. The isometric sketch in figure 6-10 shows
the routing of the steam supply line and its relationship to
components and structures.



The second paragraph .of section 6.3.49 Page 6-12 of 9-2011~, reads,

Through-wall leakage cracks in the ERCW piping located inside the
auxiliary building can result in flooding damage to essential
components housed in the building if not detected and repaired.
Break detection will be provided for the ERCW system by providing
water monitors at key locations inside of the auxiliary
building. These water monitors will annunciate in the control
room. LU-.on annunciation of the alarm, operator action will be
taken to isolate or repair the break.-

At the first revision to 9-2011 -this- paragraph will be changed to read,

Through-wall leakage cracks in the ERCW piping located inside the
auxiliary building can result in flooding damage to essential
components housed in the building if not detected and repaired.
Break detection will be provided for all large water systems by
provi~ding water monitors at key locations inside the auxiliary
building. These water monitors will actu~ate lights on a junction
box outside the control room which, in turn, will annunciate in
the control room. U;>on annunciation of the alarm, operator
action w-ill be taken to isolate or repair the break.



NFC CQNCE84

34. Section 3.5.1.4 - Tornado Missile Spectrum B states that "missiles B1,

B2, and B3 were considered in the design of the doors. Additional protec-

tion is provided for missiles B4, B5 and 86." From the text in Section

3.8.4, theý "additional protection" is provided by the precast concrete

bulkheads. It is further stated that the concrete bulkheads were designed

to resist a new missile spectrum. Provide this missile spectrum and

verify that it is consistent with your "Spectrum C", or justify the use

of two different missile spectrums for the same Category I structure.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA contfirmed that the DGB is designed for missile spectrum A, while

the prRocast 'bulkheads over the equipment door openings are designed
for spo-ctrum B. It was noted that the steel doors were first designed
for missile Bi, B2, and B3 of spectrum B. During an NRC review of the
tornado protection criteria in 1975, it was decided that the steel
doors did not provide adequte protection to the diesel generators.
Accordingly, the NRC required that TVA add missiles B14, B5, and B6 to
spectrum B and upgrade the protection for the door openings to meet
that spectrum. Therefore, the concept of precast concrete bulkheads
was utilized to protect against missiles BJ4, B5, and B6. Copies of
TVA correspondence documenting this TVA-NRC agreement were given to
the NRG reviewers.



NRC CONCERN

35. Discuss status of NCR 3116R.

/ TYA. RESPONSE

Portions of the ERCW System are required to meet ANS safety class 2b
and Ca':.egory 1 criteria. However, TVA-incorrectly identified some of
these p~ortions of the ERCW System as TVWA class G, seismic Category
1(L) on drawings used for construction, and they were constructed to
this incorrect criteria. TVA is evaluatinrg this condition and has
issued an NCR for the condition. Final corrective action has not been
determined.



N4RC CONCERN

36. D:.souss the criteria for seismic category I and I(L) piping

,!'ste3s and note differencesU between these systems.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA discoussed the criteria for Category 1, IL(a), and 1L(b) piping

systeur3 and noted the differences between these systems. This is also

discus~sed in section 3.2.1 of the PSAR.

Based on this discussion, the item was resolved.



NlRC CQNCEFM

37. D:.souss the status of the blowout wall in the DG building.

TYA 1USPQNSE

TVA is presently in the process of revising section 9.5.1.3 to note

that t,*o hollow metal doors will serve as the blowout wall to the

atmosp~kere for the CO2 storage tank. TVA has performed an analysis to

verify that this is an adequate area to dispel the energy.

Based Dn this discussion, the item is conditionally resolved pending

the FUR change.



38. D).SOUSS the dropout panel in the sumps of the auxiliary control

building and the effects should this panel not fail as designed.

2:YA P3ESPQNSE

TVA discussed the operation of the dropout panel and the assurance*

that it would release at a given load.

Based on this discussion, the itemn was resolved.



NRC CONCERN

39. Discuss the consequences of a line break of the ERCW or RWST in
the pipe tunnel.

T UA P~SONSE

TVA discussed the consequences-of a line break inside the pipe tunnel.It WOU:.d not appear that such a line break would cause no adverseeffect on safety-related equipment. The water would flow throughfloor dIrains and stairwells to the passive sump.

Based on this discussion, the item is resolved.



NRC CONCERN

40. There is no discussion of RCPB leakage detection in the SQN/WBN
comparison. Provide this discussion.

TVA RESPONSE

The designs for the RCPB leakage detection systems at Sequoyah and Watts Bar

are essentially identical with respect to types of monitoring instrumentation

available and methods utilized to identify RCPB leakage paths. The one major

difference involves the steam generator blowdown liquid sample monitors. At

Watts Bar, the sample for these monitors can be obtained from the steam generator

drum or the blowdown line; at Sequoyah, the sample can only be taken from the

blowdown line.



NB~C CONCERN

41'. Discuss the effects of missile impact on the diesel generator exhausts and
its consequences on operation of the diesel generators.

TVA Response

The exhaust stacks are 22 inches in diameter and 1/4-inch thick. They
presently extend 2 feet above the roof with a 12-inch-high splash guard to
prevent entry of rainwater around the exhaust. Closure of an exhaust would
result in loss of that diesel generator.

The exhaust is protected from horizontal tornado missiles by the
3-foot-high parapet wall around the roof of the diesel generator building.
The top of the parapet wall is 48.5 feet above plant grade. The only
credible missile at that elevation is the 1-inch-diameter rebar. The rebar
could puncture the exhaust stack but could not close the stack by crimping.
Therefore, the diesel generators would continue to function after the
impact event.



NRC CONCERN

~42. DJ.scuss the effects of a tornado-generated missile entering the
se~cond floor board room of the DG building through the
ventilation opening in the roof.

TVA RSOS

An electrical board room exists for eath train of the diesel generators.
Located in the room are two common diesel auxiliary boards. If-,You were
to postulate the loss of one board due to some creditable event and the
loss of the f-emaining board due to missile entering through tfeZ ventilation
opening in the roof, the plant could safely be shut down using the three'
remaining diesel generators since the loss of one generator is within
the design basis for the plant.



NRC CONCEP,

~43. Dl.scus3 contormanoe to Appendix R.

TVA RESPONSE

'TVA dillOussed conformanOO to Appendix R and the Watts Bar'fire submittal.


